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@Texans_Thoughts

1 Trevor Lawrence 51 Aaron Banks 101 Jalen Twyman 151 Richard LeCounte III
2 DeVonta Smith 52 Nico Collins 102 Cade Johnson 152 Shakur Brown
3 Kyle Pitts 53 Eric Stokes 103 Jackson Carmen 153 Ian Book
4 Justin Fields 54 Gregory Rousseau 104 Monty Rice 154 Amon Ra-St. Brown
5 Jayce Horn 55 Aaron Robinson 105 Khyiris Tonga 155 Javian Hawkins
6 Jaylen Waddle 56 Mac Jones 106 Keith Taylor 156 Amari Rodgers
7 Penei Sewell 57 Tommy Togiai 107 Divine Deablo 157 Chris Rumph II
8 J.O.K. 58 Ronnie Perkins 108 Benjamin St. Juste 158 Marco Wilson
9 Jaelen Phillips 59 Osa Odighizuwa 109 Rashad Weaver 159 Darrick Forest
10 Zach Wilson 60 Ihmir Smith-Marsette 110 Robert Hainsey 160 Thomas Graham
11 Patrick Surtain Jr 61 Jabril Cox 111 Jevon Holland 161 Justin Hilliard
12 Ja'Marr Chase 62 Tyree Gillespie 112 Tedarrel Slaton 162 Seth Williams
13 Landon Dickerson 63 Jalen Mayfield 113 Cornell Powell 163 Kyle Trask
14 Rashawn Slater 64 Quincy Roche 114 Jermar Jefferson 164 Frank Darby
15 Alijah Vera-Tucker 65 Tommy Tremble 115 Chauncey Golston 165 Alaric Jackson
16 Micah Parsons 66 Janarius Robinson 116 Anthony Schwartz 166 Ben Mason
17 Teven Jenkins 67 Michael Carter 117 Ambry Thomas 167 Shaka Toney
18 Kwity Paye 68 Dyami Brown 118 Marvin Wilson 168 Jack Anderson
19 Greg Newsome Jr 69 Ar'Darius Washington 119 Jonathon Cooper 169 Naquon Jones
20 Trey Lance 70 Deonte Brown 120 Hunter Long 170 Caden Sterns
21 Richie Grant 71 Marlon Tuipulotu 121 Pooka Williams 171 Michael Carter II
22 Payton Turner 72 Baron Browning 122 Jamie Newman 172 Zech McPhearson
23 Joseph Ossai 73 Wyatt Davis 123 Khalil Herbert 173 Talanoa Hufanga
24 Najee Harris 74 Hamsah Nasirildeen 124 Landon Young 174 Camryn Bynum
25 Terrace Marshall 75 Tyson Campbell 125 Demetric Felton 175 Avery Williams
26 Azeez Ojulari 76 Carlos Basham 126 Austin Watkins 176 Tariq Thompson
27 Kelvin Joseph 77 Josh Myers 127 Shi Smith 177 Simi Fehoko
28 Caleb Farley 78 Kenneth Gainwell 128 Chuba Hubbard 178 Josh Immatorbhebe
29 Zaven Collins 79 Walker Little 129 Robert Rochell 179 Kene Nwangwu



30 Trevon Moehrig 80 Dwayne Eskridge 130 Darius Stills 180 Sam Ehlinger
31 Levi Onwuzurike 81 Paulson Adebo 131 Joshuah Bledsoe 181 Tay Gowan
32 Brady Christensen 82 Spencer Brown 132 Derrick Barnes 182 Josh Palmer
33 Elijah Moore 83 Dayo Odeyingbo 133 Daelin Hayes 183 Elijah Mitchell
34 Javonte Williams 84 Trey Sermon 134 Kenny Yeboah 184 Jonathan Adams
35 Daviyon Nixon 85 Ben Cleveland 135 Davis Mills 185 Patrick Johnson
36 Jamin Davis 86 Brandon Jaimes 136 James Wiggins 186 Deommodore Lenoir
37 Alex Leatherwood 87 JaCoby Stevens 137 Alim McNeil 187 DJ Daniel
38 Rashod Bateman 88 Olaijah Griffin 138 Tylan Wallace 188 Dylan Soehner
39 Trey Smith 89 Dazz Newsome 139 Jacob Harris 189 CJ Marable
40 Travis Etienne 90 David Moore 140 Chaz Surratt 190 Feleipe Franks
41 Jayson Oweh 91 Rhamondre Stevenson 141 Marquez Stevenson 191 Sage Surratt
42 Creed Humphrey 92 Tyler Shelvin 142 Israel Mukuamu 192 Tariq Thompson
43 Kadarius Toney 93 Elijah Molden 143 Jonathan Marshall 193 Nate Hobbs
44 Dillon Radunz 94 Kylin Hill 144 Quentin Grimes 194 Wyatt Hubert
45 Asante Samuel Jr. 95 Tre Brown 145 Chris Evans 195 Shemar Jean-Charles
46 Rondale Moore 96 Patrick Jones 146 Jaelon Darden 196 Brady White
47 Ifeatu Melifonwu 97 Brevin Jordan 147 Noah Gray 197 Dax Milne
48 Liam Eichenberg 98 Tutu Atwell 148 Antjuan Simmons 198 Tre Norwood
49 Joe Tryon 99 James Hudson 149 Tony Fields 199 Isaiah McDuffie
50 Christian Barmore 100 Nick Bolton 150 Trill Williams 200 Bobby Brown



HORIZONTAL BIG BOARD
Written by

Jordan Daniel

@Texans_Thoughts

QB RB WR TE OT IOL EDGE IDL LB CB S
1st Round

Trevor Lawrence Najee Harris DeVonta Smith Kyle Pitts Penei Sewell Landon Dickerson Jaelen Phillips J.O.K. Jaycee Horn Richie Grant
Justin Fields Jaylen Waddle Rashawn Slater Alijah Vera-Tucker Kwity Paye Micah Parsons Patrick Surtain Jr. Trevon Moehrig
Zach Wilson Ja'Marr Chase Teven Jenkins Payton Turner Zaven Collins Greg Newsome Jr.
Trey Lance Terrace Marshall Christian Darrisaw Joseph Ossai Caleb Farley

Azeez Ojulari
2nd Round

Mac Jones Javonte Williams Elijah Moore Pat Freiermuth Brady Christenson Trey Smith Jayson Oweh Levi Onwuzurike Jamin Davis Kelvin Joseph
Travis Etienne Rashod Bateman Alex Leatherwood Creed Humphrey Joe Tryon Daviyon Nixon Asante Samuel Jr.

Kadarius Toney Dillon Radunz Aaron Banks Gregory Rousseau Christian Barmore Ifeatu Melifonwu
Rondale Moore Liam Eichenberg Ronnie Perkins Tommy Togiai Eric Stokes

Nico Collins Aaron Robinson
3rd Round

Michael Carter Ihmir Smith-Marsette Tommy Tremble Jalen Mayfield Quinn Meinerz Quincy Roche Osa Odighizuwa Jabril Cox Paulson Adebo Tyree Gillespie
Kenneth Gainwell Dyami Brown Stone Forsythe Deonte Brown Janarius Robinson Marlon Tuipulotu Baron Browning Tyson Campbell Ar'Darius Washington

Dwayne Eskridge Walker Little Wyatt Davis Carlos Basham Hamsah Nasirildeen
Spencer Brown Josh Myers Dayo Odeyingbo

4th Round
Kellen Mond Trey Sermon Dazz Newsome Brevin Jordan Brandon Jaimes Ben Cleveland Cameron Sample Jay Tufele Cameron McGrone Olaijah Griffin JaCoby Stevens

Rhamondre Stevenson Tutu Atwell James Hudson David Moore Hamilcar Rashed Jr Tyler Shelvin Nick Bolton Elijah Molden Divine Deablo
Kylin Hill Cade Johnson Jackson Carman Patrick Jones Jalen Twyman Monty Rice Tre Brown Jevon Holland

Robert Hainsey Rashad Weaver Khyiris Tonga Keith Taylor
Benjamin St. Juste

5th Round
Jamie Newman Jermar Jefferson Cornell Powell Hunter Long Landon Young Drake Jackson Chauncey Golston Tedarrel Slaton Dylan Moses Ambry Thomas Joshuah Bledsoe

Davis Mills Pooka Williams Anthony Schwartz Matt Bushman Jonathon Cooper Marvin Wilson Derrick Barnes Robert Rochell James Wiggins
Khalil Herbert Austin Watkins Tre McKitty Elerson Smith Darius Stills Chazz Surratt

Demetric Felton Shi Smith Kenny Yeboah Daelin Hayes Alim McNeil
Chuba Hubbard Tylan Wallace Jacob Harris

6th Round
Ian Book Chris Evans Marquez Stevenson Noah Gray Alaric Jackson Jack Anderson Jordan Smith Jonathan Marshall Antjuan Simmons Israel Mukuamu Richard LeCounte III

Kyle Trask Javian Hawkins Quentin Grimes Ben Mason (FB) Chris Rumph II Naquon Jones Tony Fields Trill Williams Darrick Forest
Sam Ehlinger Jaelon Darden Shaka Toney Justin Hilliard Shakur Brown Caden Sterns

Amon Ra St.Brown Marco Wilson Michael Carter
Amari Rodgers Thomas Graham Talanoa Hufanga
Seth Williams Zech McPhearson
Frank Darby Camryn Bynum

7th Round
Feleipe Franks Kene Nwangwu Simi Fehoko Dylan Soehner Tommy Doyle Sadarius Hutcherson Patrick Johnson Bobby Brown Isaiah McDuffie Avery Williams Tariq Thompson
Brady White Elijah Mitchell Josh Immatorbhebe John Bates Wyatt Hubert Mustafa Johnson Tuf Borland Tay Gowan

CJ Marable Josh Palmer Roy Lopez Deommodore Lenoir
Jonthan Adams DJ Daniel

Sage Surratt Nate Hobbs
Dax Milne Shemar Jean-Charles

Tre Norwood



HOUSTON TEXANS MEETING TRACKER
Written by

Jordan Daniel

@Texans_Thoughts

QB
Name School Notes

RB
Name School Notes

Shane Simpson Virginia Gridiron Showcase

WR
Name School Notes

Jacob Harris UCF Also Listed as a TE in places

OT
Name School Notes

IOL
Name School Notes

Sam Cooper Meriimack Multiple Times
Donavaugn Campbell Louisianna Tech Virtual

TE
Name School Notes

IDL
Name School Notes

Darius Stills West Virginia Added to virtual meetings list

DE
Name School Notes

LB
Name School Notes

Isaiah McDuffie Boston College Virtual, Multiple
Grant Stuard Houston Multiple

CB
Name School Notes

Trill Williams Syracuse Virtual
Darren Hall San Diego State Virtual

S
Name School Notes

Joshua Bledsoe Missouri Senior Bowl

P
Name School Notes

K
Name School Notes



POSITIONAL RANKINGS & FILM GRADES
Written by

Jordan Daniel

@Texans_Thoughts

QB
Name Arm Strength S Accuracy I Accuracy D Accuracy Ball Placement AA Mechanics Read D Pocket Presence Off Script Total

1 Trevor Lawrence 10 9.5 10 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 8.5 8.5 9 93
2 Justin Fields 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9 8.5 9 9.5 92.5
3 Zach Wilson 9.5 9 9.5 9 9 9.5 9.5 8.5 9 9.5 92
4 Trey Lance 10 8.5 7.5 7 7 10 8.5 8 9 9 84.5
5 Mac Jones 8 9 8.5 8 9 7.5 9 9 9 7.5 84.5
6 Kellen Mond 9 8.5 9 9 9 9 8.5 8 6.5 7.5 84
7 Jamie Newman 9 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 9.5 8 7.5 8 8 83.5
8 Davis Mills 8 8.5 8.5 8 8 7 8 8.5 7.5 7.5 79.5
9 Ian Book 8 8.5 8 6.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 77.5
10 Kyle Trask 8 8 8 8 6.5 7 7.5 8.5 7.5 7 76
11 Felipe Franks 8 7.5 8 7 7.5 8 8.5 7.5 5 8 75

RB
Name Speed Acceleration Agility Elusiveness Vision Manipulation Contact Balance Finishing Receiving Blocking Total

1 Javonte Williams 8.5 9 9 8 9 9 10 10 8 8 88.5
2 Najee Harris 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 8.5 9 10 10 9 8.5 87.5
3 Travis Etienne 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9 8 9 8 8 8 87.5
4 Michael Carter 9 9.5 9.5 9 9.5 9 7.5 7 9 7.5 86.5
5 Trey Sermon 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 8 8.5 9.5 9 7.5 8.5 85.5
6 Jaret Patterson 9 9.5 9 9.5 8 9 8 8 7.5 7.5 85
7 Kenneth Gainwell 9 8.5 9.5 9 8 7.5 8 8 9 7.5 84
8 Kylin Hill 8 9 8.5 9 8 7.5 10 9 8 7 84
9 Jermar Jefferson 8.5 9.5 9 8.5 9 8 7.5 8.5 7.5 7.5 83.5
10 Rhamondre Stevenson 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 8.5 9 9 9 7.5 7.5 83
11 Pooka Williams 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 8.5 7 7.5 7 8 7 83
12 Khalil Herbert 9 9 9 8 9 8.5 8 7 7.5 7 82
13 Demetric Felton 8.5 8.5 9.5 9 8 7 7 7 9.5 7.5 81.5
14 Chuba Hubbard 9.5 9.5 9 8 7.5 7 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 81
15 Kene Nwangwu 9.5 10 9 9 7.5 7 7 7.5 7 7 80.5
16 Javian Hawkins 9.5 9.5 9 9 7 7 7 6.5 7 6.5 78

WR
Name Speed Acceleration YAC Hands Releases Stems Explosiveness Blocking Versatility Physicality Total

1 DeVonta Smith 9.5 9 9.5 10 10 10 9 9 10 9 95
2 Jaylen Waddle 10 10 10 9.5 9 9 10 8 9.5 8 93
3 *Kyle Pitts 9 8.5 8.5 10 9.5 8.5 8 10 9.5 10 91.5
4 Ja'Marr Chase 9 9 9.5 10 9.5 9 9 7.5 9.5 9 91
5 Ihmir Smiht-Marsette 9 9.5 9 9 9.5 9.5 9 7 9 7.5 88
6 Terrance Marshall 9 8.5 9 9.5 8.5 9 8 7.5 9.5 8.5 87



7 Rashod Bateman 8.5 9 8.5 8.5 9.5 9.5 8.5 7.5 9 8 86.5
8 Elijah Moore 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 8.5 8.5 9.5 6.5 8 8 86.5
9 Kadarius Toney 9.5 10 9.5 8.5 8 8 9.5 7 8.5 7.5 86
10 Rondale Moore 9.5 9.5 9.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 6.5 8 7.5 85.5
11 Nico Collins 8.5 8 7.5 9.5 9 9 8 8.5 8 9.5 85.5
12 Cornell Powell 8.5 8 8.5 9.5 8 7.5 7.5 9.5 8 9.5 84.5
13 Dyami Brown 9 9.5 8 7.5 9.5 8 8.5 7.5 8.5 8 84
14 Dazz Newsome 8.5 9 9 8 7.5 7.5 9 9 7.5 7.5 82.5
15 Tamorrion Terry 9 8 8 9 8.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8.5 82
16 Tylan Wallace 8 8 8 9 7.5 8.5 7.5 8.5 7.5 9 81.5
17 Austin Watkins 8 8 8 9.5 8 8.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 81
18 Quentin Grimes 8 8.5 7.5 9 8.5 8 7 8 7.5 8.5 80.5
19 Anthony Schwartz 9 9 8.5 8 8.5 7.5 9 6.5 8 6.5 80.5
20 Shi Smith 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 8 8.5 8 7 8 8 80
21 Amon Ra St. Brown 8 8 8 9 7.5 8.5 7.5 7 8 8 79.5
22 Josh Immatorbhebe 8.5 7.5 7.5 9 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 79
23 Amari Rodgers 8 8 9 8.5 7.5 7 8 7.5 7.5 8 79
24 Seth Williams 8 7.5 7 8.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 9 78.5

TE
Name Speed Acceleration Agility Routes Hands IQ Versatility R Block P Block YAC Total

1 Kyle Pitts 10 10 10 10 10 8.5 9.5 7.5 7 10 92.5
2 Tommy Tremble 9.5 9 9 7 8 8.5 8.5 9.5 9 8.5 86.5
3 Pat Freiermuth 8 8 8.5 8.5 9.5 8.5 8 8 7.5 8.5 83
4 Brevin Jordan 9.5 9 9 8 8 8 7.5 7.5 7 9 82.5
5 Matt Bushman 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 9.5 8.5 7.5 7 7 9 82
6 Tre McKitty 9 9 9 8.5 8 8 7 7.5 7.5 8 81.5
7 Noah Gray 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 7.5 8 7.5 8 7.5 7.5 80
8 Kenny Yeboah 9 7.5 9 7.5 8.5 8 7 7 7 9 79.5
9 Hunter Long 8 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 7.5 7 77
10 Dylan Soehner 7.5 7 7 7 7.5 8.5 7 8.5 8 7 75

OT
Name Power Punch Footwork Run Pass IQ Space Pad level Nasty Versatility Total

1 Penei Sewell 9.5 9 10 9.5 9.5 9 10 9 9 10 94.5
2 Rashawn Slater 8 9 9.5 8.5 9.5 9 9.5 9.5 8.5 9 90
3 Teven Jenkins 9.5 9 8 9.5 8 9 9 8 10 8.5 88.5
4 Christian Darrisaw 9 9 8.5 9 9 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 86.5
5 Brady Christenson 8 8 9 8.5 9.5 9 9 8.5 8 8 85.5
6 Alex Leatherwood 9 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 85
7 Dillon Radunz 8 8 9 8.5 8 9 9 8 8 8 83.5
8 Liam Eichenberg 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 8 9 7.5 8 8 8 82
9 Jalen Mayfield 9 8 7.5 8.5 7.5 8 7.5 9 9 8 82
10 Samuel Cosmi 7.5 7.5 8.5 7.5 8 8.5 8 7.5 7 8 78



IOL
Name Strength Length Pad Level Legs Athleticism IQ Run Pass Finish Versatility Total

1 Landon Dickerson 10 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 10 9.5 9.5 9 96
2 Alijah Vera-Tucker 9 9 9 9.5 8.5 9 9.5 9.5 9 8.5 90.5
3 Trey Smith 10 9.5 8 8.5 8 8 9 9 8.5 8 86.5
4 Creed Humphrey 8.5 7.5 9 8 7.5 9 9 9.5 9.5 8.5 86
5 Deonte Brown 9.5 8.5 8.5 8 8 8 9 8.5 9 8 85
6 Aaron Banks 9.5 9.5 7.5 8 9.5 7.5 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 85
7 Ben Cleveland 9.5 9 7.5 8.5 8 9 8 9 8 8 84.5
8 Quinn Meinerz 9 8.5 8 9 9 7.5 8.5 8 8.5 8 84
9 Drake Jackson 7.5 7.5 8 8.5 9.5 9 9 8.5 7.5 7.5 82.5
10 Wyatt Davis 9 8 7.5 8 8 8 8.5 8 8 8.5 81.5
11 Josh Myers 9 8.5 7.5 8 7.5 8.5 8 8 8 8 81
12 David Moore 8.5 8.5 8 7 8 8 8.5 8 7.5 8 80
13 Jack Anderson 8 7.5 7.5 8.5 8.5 8 7 7.5 7.5 8.5 78.5

IDL
Name Power Leverage Hand placement Mobility Explosiveness IQ PR Moves Motor Finishing Versatility Total

1 Levi Onwuzurike 9.5 7.5 9.5 9.5 10 8 9 8.5 8 8.5 88
2 Daviyon Nixon 9.5 9 9 8.5 9 9 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 88
3 Tommy Togiai 9 8 8.5 8.5 9 9 8 9 8.5 8 85.5
4 Christian Barmore 9 8.5 9.5 9 9 8 8 8 8 8 85
5 Osa Odighizuwa 9.5 9.5 9.5 8 8.5 7 7.5 9 7.5 9 85
6 Marlon Tuipulotu 9 9 9 9 8.5 8 7.5 9 7.5 8 84.5
7 Tyler Shelvin 10 9.5 9.5 7 8.5 8.5 7 7.5 8.5 8 84
8 Khyiris Tonga 9 7.5 9 8.5 9 8 8.5 8 8 8.5 84
9 Jalen Twyman 8 8 8 9.5 9.5 8 8.5 8 8 8 83.5
10 Jay Tufele 8 8 8 9 9 8.5 8.5 8 8 8 83
11 Tedarrell Slaton 9.5 9 9 8 7.5 8 8.5 7.5 8 8 83
12 Marvin Wilson 9.5 9 9 8 7.5 8 7.5 8 8 8 82.5
13 Darius Stills 7.5 8.5 8 8.5 9 8 8 8 8 8 81.5
14 Alim McNeil 9 9 8.5 7 8 7.5 7 7.5 7.5 7.5 78.5
15 Naquon Jones 8.5 8 8.5 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 78.5
16 Bobby Brown III 8 7.5 8 7.5 8.5 7.5 7 7 7 7.5 75.5

DE
Name Power Leverage Get-Off Bend Hand usage IQ Counters Shedding Finishing Motor Total

1 Jaelen Phillips 9.5 9.5 9.5 10 9.5 8.5 9 8.5 9.5 9 92.5
2 Kwity Paye 9.5 10 9.5 9 9 9.5 7.5 8.5 8.5 9 90
3 Payton Turner 9.5 9 9.5 9.5 9 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 9.5 89.5
4 Joseph Ossai 9 9 8 8.5 9 9 7.5 9.5 9 10 88.5
5 Azeez Ojulari 8.5 9 8.5 8.5 8.5 9 8 8 9 9.5 86.5
6 Quincy Roche 8 8.5 9 9 9.5 8.5 8 8 9 9 86.5



7 Ronnie Perkins 8 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 9.5 8 8 8.5 8.5 84
8 Jonathan Cooper 8 9.5 9 8 8 8 7.5 9 7.5 9 83.5
9 Jayson Oweh 8 8.5 10 9 7.5 8 7.5 7.5 8 9 83
10 Janarius Robinson 9 9 8 8 8 8 7.5 9 7.5 9 83
11 Gregory Rousseau 8.5 8 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 7.5 8 8 9 82.5
12 Joe Tryon 8 8 9.5 7.5 8 8 8.5 8 7.5 9.5 82.5
13 Rashad Weaver 9 7.5 8 7 9.5 8 8.5 9.5 7.5 8 82.5
14 Carlos Basham 8 8 8.5 7.5 8.5 9 7.5 7.5 7.5 9 81
15 Patrick Jones II 7.5 8 10 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 8 8 8.5 80.5
16 Hamilcar Rashed Jr. 7.5 9 8.5 7.5 8 8 7 7.5 8 9 80
17 Cameron Sample 8.5 8 8 8 8 8 7.5 7.5 8 8.5 80
18 Jordan Smith 7.5 7.5 10 7.5 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 9 79.5
19 Chauncey Golston 8.5 7.5 7 7 9 8 9 9 6.5 8 79.5
20 Elerson Smith 8.5 8 8 7 7.5 8 7.5 9 8 8 79.5
21 Chris Rumph II 7.5 7.5 9 8 8 8 7.5 7 7.5 8.5 78.5
22 Shaka Toney 7.5 8 9 9 6.5 7.5 6.5 7 7 8 76

LB
Name Speed Acceleration Violence Versatility Angles IQ Tackling Motor Zone Man Total

1 J.O.K. 10 10 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9.5 9.5 95.5
2 Micah Parsons 10 10 9.5 10 8.5 8 9.5 9 9 8 91.5
3 Jamin Davis 9.5 9 8 8 8.5 9 8.5 9 9 9 87.5
4 Zaven Collins 9 9 8 9 9 9.5 9.5 8.5 8 7 86.5
5 Pete Werner 8.5 8.5 9 8.5 9 9 9 8.5 8 7 85
6 Jabril Cox 9 9 8 8.5 7.5 8.5 8 8.5 9 8.5 84.5
7 Baron Browning 9 8.5 8 8.5 8 8 9 9 8 7.5 83.5
8 Monty Rice 9 8.5 9 8 9 9 8.5 8 7.5 7 83.5
9 Nick Bolton 9 9 9 8 9 8 7.5 9 7.5 7 83
10 Cameron McGrone 9 8 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 9 8.5 7.5 7 81.5
11 Dylan Moses 9 9 9 8 7.5 7.5 8 8 8 7 81
12 Chazz Surratt 8.5 8.5 7 7.5 7.5 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 80.5
13 Antjuan Simmons 9 9 9 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 8 8 7 80

CB
Name Speed Closing Speed Hip fluidity Footwork Zone Man Ball Skills Back2BS RunD/Tackle Physicality Total

1 Jaycee Horn 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9 10 9.5 10 8.5 10 94.5
2 Kelvin Joseph 9.5 9.5 9.5 9 9 10 10 9 8.5 9 93
3 Patrick Surtain II 9.5 9 9.5 9 8 9.5 9.5 8 7.5 9 88.5
4 Greg Newsome 9.5 9.5 9 9 9 9 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 88.5
5 Caleb Farley 9.5 9.5 8 9 9 9 8.5 8 7.5 8 86
6 Asante Samuel Jr. 8.5 8.5 9 9.5 8.5 9 9 8 8 8 86
7 Ifeatu Melifonwu 9 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 9 9 8 8 85
8 Aaron Robinson 9 9 8 8 8 8.5 8.5 8 8.5 9 84.5
9 Elijah Molden 8 8 8.5 8.5 9 8 8 8.5 9 8 83.5



10 Oliajah Griffin 8 9 9 8.5 7.5 9.5 7.5 8 8 8.5 83.5
11 Tyson Campbell 9 8.5 8 8 7.5 8.5 8 7 8 9.5 82
12 Tre Brown 8.5 8 9 8.5 8 8.5 8 8 7.5 8 82
13 Benjamin St. Juste 8 8.5 7.5 8.5 9 8 7.5 8 8.5 8.5 82
14 Paulson Adebo 9 8.5 8 7 8 8 9.5 7.5 8 8 81.5
15 Eric Stokes 9.5 8 8.5 8 8 8 8 7.5 7.5 8 81
16 Ambry Thomas 8 8.5 8 8 8 8 8.5 7.5 8.5 8 81
17 Robert Rochell 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 7.5 9 8.5 8 7.5 8 81
18 Keith Taylor 8 8.5 7.5 8 8 8.5 8.5 8 7.5 8 80.5
19 Israel Mukuamu 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 8.5 7.5 9 8 7.5 9 80
20 Tay Gowan 9 8.5 8 7.5 8 7 8.5 8 7 8 79.5
21 Trill Williams 8 8 7.5 8 8 7.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 78
22 Deommodore Lenoir 8 8 8.5 8 8 7.5 7.5 7 8 7.5 78

S
Name Speed Range Instincts Zone Man Read Play Ball Skills Angles Tackling Versatility Total

1 Richie Grant 9.5 9.5 9 9.5 8.5 9 9.5 9 8 8.5 90
2 Trevon Moehrig 9 8.5 8 9 8 9 9 8.5 9 9 87
3 Tyree Gillespie 9 9 7.5 9 8 9.5 8.5 8.5 9 9 87
4 Hamsah Nasirldeen 8.5 8 8 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 9 9.5 8.5 85
5 Ar'Darius Washington 9 8.5 8.5 9 8 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8 85
6 Jacoby Stevens 8.5 8 8.5 8 8 8.5 8 8.5 8.5 9 83.5
7 Jevon Holland 8 8 7.5 8.5 7.5 8.5 8.5 8 8 8 80.5
8 Divine Deablo 8 7.5 7.5 8.5 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 8 9 79
9 James Wiggins 9 8 7.5 7.5 7 8.5 8 8 7.5 8 79
10 Joshua Bledsoe 8 7.5 8 8 7 8 8 7.5 7.5 9 78.5
11 Darrick Forrest 8.5 8 7.5 8 7 8 8 8 8 7.5 78.5
12 Andre Cisco 9 9 7.5 8 7 7.5 9 6.5 6 7.5 77
13 Caden Sterns 8 7.5 7.5 8 7.5 8 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 76.5



2021 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
Written by

Jordan Daniel

@Texans_Thoughts

Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trevor Lawrence QB 6'5, 213 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Clemson 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
2021: Surgery for injured left labrum - - 10"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Rating
2018 15 397 3280 8.3 65.2 30 +1 Rush 4 157.6
2019 15 407 3665 9.0 65.8 36 +9 Rush 8 166.7
2020 10 334 3153 9.4 69.2 24 +8 Rush 5 169.2

Strengths

Lawrence has one of the highest QB-ceilings out of any prospect in the past 5-7 years - his elite mix of athleticism, arm strength and natural accuracy is a joy to watch. He's 
an extremely effective but unorthodox-looking runner because of his size; however, his blend of speed and physicality makes him dangerous. He loves getting downhill and 
has good contact balance to shrug off tackles. Lawrence also displays great speed for the position and has broken off some massive runs over his career. Lawrence is such a 
good passer that it looks boring at times, he quickly hits his first read in effortless fashion - diagnosing vanilla zone defenses to perfection. Despite what some experts say, 
there are many instances of Lawrence making full field reads which forces the defense to play perfectly. His arm talent is easy to appreciate, making throws at all levels of 
the field look rudimentary. Lawrence is calculated in how he deploys his arm talent, putting serious velocity on throws when he needs to get it into a tight window, or 
putting soft touch on the ball when he's trying to get it over a defender. He has great ball placement and knows how to throw his teammates open, making them look better.

Improvements

Despite his elite all-around talent, Lawrence is not a perfect prospect. He had a massive proportion of this throws come on schemed layups like RPOs and screens and wasn't 
forced to consistently make high-level reads. He struggled versus post-snap coverage movement which tricked him into some INTs. Lawrence also becomes a shell of 
himself when under pressure - he rushes his mechanics and short arms throws which leads to inaccuracy. This is something that I'm not sure he can completely remove from 
his game because his throwing motion is very full-body heavy. He needs to step into his throw and have a big wind up, which just isn't possible when pressure is staring 
down his face. In addition, Lawrence's performance in big games against the best competition on a primetime stage have been lackluster. For someone who has been billed 
the #1 prospect in the draft since high school and numerous teams were willing to tank entire seasons for, you'd hope Lawrence could thrive in the heat of the moment and 
elevate his game. Instead, he fell short of expectations and was outplayed twice. He's going to need a good situation around him with a strong offensive line and effective 
weapons - he won't be someone who can carry bad offensive personnel.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Lawrence projects as a Day 1 starter in any type of shotgun-heavy offense. He should continue to run a lot of RPOs and screens to ease his transition to the NFL, but his arm 
talent bodes well for any scheme coaches could dream up. The ceiling is certainly an MVP level QB and Top-5 player in the NFL, but I think his floor is lower than what 
people would like to admit and if Jacksonville doesn't sufficiently build around him, fans could be dissapointed.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 93/100 - Top 5 Pick



2021 NFL DRAFT SCOUTING REPORT
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Justin Fields QB 6'2, 214 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22 4.46 - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
2020: Rib Injury - - 9 1/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Rate

2018 (Georgia) 12 39 328 8.4 69.2 4 +4 Rush 0 173.7
2019 14 354 3273 9.2 67.2 41 +10 Rush 3 181.4
2020 8 225 2100 9.3 70.2 22 +5 Rush 6 175.6

Strengths

Fields combines freakish athleticism with booming arm talent and arguably the best accuracy in the class. His speed and nuanced running ability is evident whenever you 
watch him play, Fields is always looking to gain every yard available and takes on a RB mindset with the ball in his hands. Make no mistake though, he's a calculated passer 
with pinpoint ball placement to lead his weapons open. Fields understands defenders leverage, putting the ball away from them and towards his guy - he's very good at 
giving his WR a chance to protect themselves over the middle of the field. Fields' arm strength allows him to zip in throws to tight windows at all three levels. He is a great 
deep-ball thrower, always looking for the big play and succeeding more often than not. Fields has good touch on his throws and is fearless in attacking every blade of grass. 
He excels at reading what is becoming the most common coverage call in the NFL - Cover 6. It's hard as a QB to read this defense because there are not a lot of pre-snap 
indicators, however Fields is great at attacking its weakpoints. He has the off-script playmaking ability that is a necessity out of QBs nowadays - with Fields, the play is 
NEVER dead.

Improvements

My biggest issue with Fields is not his inability to move on from his first read, he's shown he's capable of that. It's not the fact that there has never been a successful QB 
from OSU, there hasn't been one from BYU before Zach Wilson but you don't hear that argument against him. Fields is a much more refined QB than his predecessor 
Buckeyes, but that's not my point. What I think could potentially hold back Fields the most is his slow feet in the pocket. QB coaches like to tell their guys to play with their 
cleats in the ground, this ensures a strong base to keep you on balance and make consistently accurate throws. This definitely helps Fields in that regard, but it also makes 
him look like he's stuck in quicksand at times, when trying to navigate the pocket - I worry this will look even worse versus NFL athletes. In addition to his slow feet, Fields 
gets the label of a slow processor but I wouldn't go that far. His offense at OSU was designed to be a vertical one, where Fields needed to read high-to-low, meaning he 
should be always looking for the big play. This forced him to stare down his reads at times, waiting for them to come open downfield and I think Fields could do a quicker 
job of eliminating his first read when the deep shot didn't look plausible. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Fields projects to any NFL level offense and has the most experience out of shotgun formations. He has already showed a prowess in a vertical scheme but has been 
successful on quick game concepts as well. He has no limitations in terms of arm talent, and his work ethic is given rave reviews so I think the mental aspect won't hold him 
back either. Fields has All-Pro and Top 5-7 QB potential and I think there are very low odds that he busts whatsoever.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 92.5/100 - Top 10 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Zach Wilson QB 6'2, 214 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
BYU - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
2019: Torn right labrum, Broken Thumb - - 9 1/2"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Rate
2018 9 182 1578 8.7 65.9 12 +2 Rush 3 157.2
2019 9 319 2382 7.5 62.4 11 +3 Rush 9 130.8
2020 12 336 3692 11.0 73.5 33 +10 Rush 3 196.4

Strengths

Wrist Flick Wilson has some of the best WOW plays of any player in this entire class. His arm strength is evident through an easy, efficient and quick throwing motion that 
allows him to get the ball out instantaneously. He doesn't require a long wind up or having to dramatically step into his throw because of great hip-power-transfer. Wilson 
can make any throw on the field and has Mahomes-lite off-script playmaking ability, especially with sidearm throws. He thrives under pressure, having speed and 
elusiveness to escape the pocket and shows good technique to throw accurately on the run (points shoulders to target). Wilson has a beautiful deep ball, and knows when or 
when not to put touch on the throw. He can help nullify a pass rush because of how quickly Wilson gets the ball out to his first read, he's a pretty quick mental processor 
who reads static defenses well. He's a valuable runner because of his near-elite athleticism and will recklessly put his body on the line if it means putting points on the board.

Improvements

I am worried about the level of competition Wilson faced - he had a dominant OL that kept him on his feet and multiple weapons that knew how to get open. He simply 
didn't face the same level of defenses that Lawrence, Fields and even Mond did. How will he fare versus defenses who consistently get pressure on him and no how to 
contain his mobility. There are also not a lot of instances of Wilson making it through his progressions - his first or second read was open so often that he didn't need to. 
There are questions about his mental makeup and leadership, some anonymous scouts saying he has Baker Mayfield syndrome. I'd be interested to see how he deals with 
taking NFL-level hits and if he can get back up and continue fighting for his team. He wasn't elected a team captain until a few games into the season - how do teammates 
REALLY think about him? Lastly, Wilson has a thin frame and small build, durability has already been an issue in college, he'll need to be heavily protected in the NFL. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Wilson projects to any offensive scheme but I think he will do his best work in a play-action heavy offense out of shotgun. Keep him in spread formations and run quick 
game concepts if the OL isn't great and keep Wilson on his feet. If you're confident in your OL to protect him, he would succeed in a vertical offense just as well and reach 
his full potential there. Wilson can be a Top-10 QB in the league, I hope the intangibles are better than rumored because the raw talent is extremely fun to watch.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 92/100 - Top 12 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trey Lance QB 6'3, 224 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
NDSU 20 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Knee injury - - 9 1/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Rate
2018 2 1 12 12 100 2 Rush 0 200.8
2019 16 287 2786 9.7 66.9 28 + 14 Rush 0 180.6

Strengths

Lance is a QB coach's dream in terms of physical and mental makeup. A rocked up frame and all the powerful athleticism you could imagine, Lance is built and plays a lot 
like Cam Newton. He's a freight train of a runner who loves to get downhill and lower his shoulder into defenders. He also possesses the speed, acceleration and agility to 
get to the edge and make defenders miss in space. Lance is more than willing to put his body on the line and make winning plays. As a thrower he is oozing with potential - 
the arm talent is elite and he can make any throw on the field with serious velocity. His deep ball is a thing of beauty when it connects, rainbowing balls and dropping it in a 
bucket. He loves to stand tall in the pocket and wait for his weapons to get open, displaying good poise to his game. When pressured, Lance's mobility shines and he can get 
out of the pocket with ease - here he makes wild off-script plays that make defenses' heads turn. Lance is given rave reviews for his mind and work ethic - he is credited with 
setting the protections at the line of scrimmage, not a common task for college QBs. Pairing his intangibles with the raw talent makes his ceiling one of the highest in the 
class.

Improvements

Lance is not without his flaws, and there are some pretty glaring ones. The level of competition is the first, Lance often had a spotless pocket due to a dominant OL, giving 
him all day to throw. When he played better competition, he expectedly had his worst game of his career. The lack of experience and starts is another issue that speaks to his 
overall inconsistency and rawness to his game. Accuracy wise, Lance is solid overall, but he lacks big time in ball placement. He needs to refine his throwing motion (get rid 
of the dip) and lead his weapons open instead of making the catch more difficult than it needs to be. He often misses high, especially when he looks to zip a throw into a 
tight window. This inaccuracy is apparent at all three levels of the field. Lance can also improve upon furthering his progressions and making numerous reads - the flashes 
are there, but the overall consistency was a 1-2 read QB and system. Having Lance sit for a season or as long as he needs is the best way for him to succeed - throwing him 
to the wolves with a poor offense around him will spell trouble.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Lance projects as an elite ceiling QB prospect who can make any throw on the field and provide a threat in the run game. He fits well in a shotgun heavy spread offense that 
prioritizes the quick game and play action deep shots. Give him some layups and easy schemed throws early on, until the speed of the game slows down and he can refine 
his accuracy. Eventually, you can take the leash off and have a limitless offense that attacks every blade of grass both vertically and horizontally. Lance has an All-Pro 
ceiling, however an out-of-the-league-in-5-seasons floor. I think if all the talk about his work ethic, football IQ and leadership are true, he hits his ceiling rather than the 
floor with ease.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84.5/100 - 1st Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Mac Jones QB 6'2, 217lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22 4.82 7.04 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Senior Bowl: Ankle Injury 9'8" - 9 3/4"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Rate
2018 6 13 123 9.5 38.5 1 0 143.3
2019 11 141 1503 10.7 68.8 14 +1Rush 3 186.8
2020 13 402 4500 11.2 77.4 41 +1 Rush 4 203.1

Strengths

Jones showed a mastery of Alabama's offense in 2020, executing the RPO/PA heavy vertical scheme to near perfection. He can be the ultimate game manager who connects 
on schemed deep throws if he has the talent around him. Jones has a great feel for defenses and quickly takes advantage of mistakes in coverage. You can't play simple zone 
or man coverage against him and not switchup the look post-snap. He diagnoses where the holes will be and is ready to hit his guy right on the break. Jones is an accurate 
QB overall, displaying a smooth, repeatable throwing motion and solid base. He has great feel and pocket presence, displaying efficient footwork to manuever away from 
pressure, step up or sideways and make a throw.

Improvements

Jones good but not great, and certainly not elite athleticism will likely keep him from being a consistent Top-15 QB in the league. Because he lacks great athleticism to 
consistently make off script plays and throws on the move, he just doesn't consistently perform when his surroundings aren't perfect. He looked great with a dominant OL, 
3/4 first round WRs and a game-changing RB. How will he look on a team barren of offensive help or one without an offensive genius like Steve Sarkisian? Raw 
athleticism, arm strength and playmaking ability can overcome that, but that certainly doesn't describe Jones' game and it makes his margin for error so miniscule. He needs 
to become a Brady/Brees type of football mind to become great, and there just isn't much precedence for that apart from those two. Jones' arm talent is pretty comparable to 
an older Brees - he can move the ball downfield, but isn't an explosive thrower. His deep balls consistently die off in the last 5 yards and end up underthrown, forcing his 
WRs to adjust and make a contested throw. If he didn't have arguably the two best deep threats in the nation (Waddle, Smith) we would be talking about Jones' arm like 
Teddy Bridgewater or what people think Tua Tagovailoa is. Jones is also one of the worst throwers on the move in this class - Alabama didn't scheme many of these up 
(likely because Sarkisian saw Jones' poor execution) but when he was forced to do it, the results are ugly and accuracy all over the place. Jones can also struggle with post-
snap motion, which most QBs at the college level will struggle with, but when Jones is being speaken about as some football IQ GOD, I'd expect better. Especially if the #3 
overall pick smoke is legit. Jones can improve in some areas, but he's not far from his ceiling in my opinion, and that ceiling just isn't very high.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Jones projects as a high floor and mid/low ceiling game manager who will always stay on script and execute a good gameplan without making many risky throws. He could 
start day 1 for teams like the Bears or WFT, but drafting him is cementing your team in overall mediocrity for years. The best way for Jones to succeed is to go to an already 
built contender with stars at every level, and just needs a QB who can steer the ship and keep the books clean with their rookie-QB contract. Jones can operate a RPO/PA 
heavy offense out of shotgun and pistol formations but I don't love him in a bootleg-heavy scheme.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84.5/100 - 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Feleipe Franks QB 6'6, 234 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Arkansas 23 4.59 7.16 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Ankle injury 9'9" - 9 3/4"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating

2017 (Florida) 11 229 1438 6.3 54.6 9 8 113.3
2018 (Florida) 13 322 2457 7.6 58.4 24 +7 Rush 6 143.4
2019 (Florida) 4 54 698 12.9 76.1 5 +1 Rush 3 173.4

2020 9 163 2107 12.9 68.5 17 +1 Rush 4 163.1
Strengths

Franks has extreme athletic upside with a tall, stiff frame that reminds me a bit of Trevor Lawrence. His best trait was his strong base and efficient footwork. Franks is very 
willing to scan through his progressions via full field reads and has clean footwork with very wasted motion - this allows him to turn and fire while staying grounded and 
balanced. Franks displayed good accuracy in the intermediate area of the field, especially over the middle. He showed flashes of off-script playmaking ability and had a 
beautiful ~30 YD-TD with just a flick of a wrist. 

Improvements

Franks is far from a finished product and may be the most raw QB this year. He absolutely atrocious under pressure, where his decision making and mechanics get sped up 
and the result is just bad. He simply looks unpoised and uncomfortable at times - Franks also displays horrible pocket presence and feel for rushers. Sometimes his feet get 
too antsy and he leaves the pocket or makes the throw harder for himself when he doesn't need to. Other times, he doesn't feel a rusher coming from out of his vision and he 
stays in the pocket for too long. For someone with as much experience as him, you'd hope this would be much better. One of the weirdest things about Franks is that he 
prefers touch over velocity when making throws to all areas of the field. Short throws and ones at or behind the LOS are little lob passes which he has poor judgement on - 
even when a defender is closing in and a bullet pass is needed, Franks looks to put touch on the ball. This is seen on boundary throws in the intermediate areas of the field as 
well, which he won't be able to get away with at the NFL level, without getting Pick 6'd. His deep ball is underwhelming as he has a long wind up and steps into the throw, 
before the ball leaves his hand it looks like it'll be a bomb, but instead you get a fluttering duck. He looked like he had more arm strength when he was short arm'ing it rather 
than fully winding up, which is odd. Mechanically, Franks is a body thrower, again, much like Trevor Lawrence - he needs to step into his throws and uses his entire body to 
generate power transfer, this elongates his total throwing motion and makes it tough to get an accurate ball out when pressure is in his face. While Franks tested very well 
athletically, it doesn't translate to the tape - he has solid straight line speed and some good power, but lacks agility, elusiveness and acceleration to make defenders miss in 
space. Overall, he's just not a very effective scrambler or option runner.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Franks projects as a developmental QB who should sit and learn at his own pace for at least a year, possibly two. He could use alterations to the upper body part of his 
throwing motion to quicken his release and improve accuracy. He needs a ton of seasoning and experience to improve his pocket presence, but after 4 college years, I'm not 
sure how much better this can get, and could be the downfall to his career. If he can figure out how to maximize his arm strength, the potential here is very intriguing on late 
Day 3.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 75/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jamie Newman QB 6'2, 234lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Wake Forest/Georgia 23 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
2019: Left Shoulder, Right Knee Sprain N/A N/A 9 3/4"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating
2017 1 4 8 2.0 50.0 0 1 16.8
2018 6 141 1083 7.7 59.6 9 4 139.5
2019 12 361 2868 7.9 60.9 26 11 145.3

Strengths

Newman is a great athlete for the position, showcasing speed, short area accleration, elusiveness and power as a runner - he wants to earn every yard possible and will put 
his body on the line. He's raw but flashes potential as a passer. He's very accurate in the short/intermediate areas of the field, even showcasing good ball placement to lead 
his weapons out of trouble and make it an easy catch. His deep accuracy is touch and go, he's on point when he rips a bullet pass and even has some pinpoint back shoulder 
fades (if Sage Surratt was better, Newman's comp% would've been much higher). However, when he lobs it up with touch, the accuracy is off in terms of distance and 
accuracy. Newman has good pocket presence and feel for when the right time to scramble is - he plays on the toes of his feet, bouncing around the pocket and keeping 
himself twitchy, ready to change direction in an instant. He will stand tall in the face of pressure and make tough throws without wavering in poise. Newman showed flashes 
of making it to his third progression on a play, but it was mainly half field reads out of him. Technique wise, Newman holds the ball very high and has a 3/4 throwing 
motion which leads to a lightning quick release.

Improvements

The completion percentage numbers certainly don't look good, but it should be provided with context that Newman loved to go deep, a naturally less accurate and tougher 
throw. Again, when he tried to lob it up, he was less accurate and had a few throws where it was 5 yards out of bounds. For the majority of the games I watched, Newman 
would be a 1-2 read guy who would only look to the other side of the field on a designed deep ball. If the field side read wasn't there, Newman would quickly turn to Sage 
Surratt down the boundary and chuck it up - this was a consistent theme to the point where I believe it was what he was asked to do by the scheme. Newman must improve 
on anticipating throws, he needed to "see" guys open before he threw it.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Newman projects as a developmental QB who will need to learn from a good veteran QB and coaching staff. Not playing in 2020 and then looking meh at the Senior Bowl 
makes his evaluation tough, however he showed plenty of promise in 2019, throwing the ball at all three levels and displaying the electric athleticism that is necessary out of 
QBs these days. If I was planning on taking a shot on a developmental QB, Newman has the highest ceiling and would easily be my choice.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - Late 5th/Early 6th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kellen Mond QB 6'2, 211lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Texas A&M 21 4.61 N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Nothing major N/A N/A 9 3/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating
2017 10 227 1375 6.1 51.5 8 +3 Rush 6 108.8
2018 13 415 3107 7.5 57.3 24 +7 Rush 9 135.0
2019 13 419 2897 6.9 61.6 20 +8 Rush 9 131.1
2020 10 297 2282 7.7 63.3 19 +4 Rush 3 146.9

Strengths

Mond is a good athlete for the position and likes to make plays from inside the pocket. He displays pinpoint accuracy and ball placement, having good zip on his throws to 
drive it into tight windows. Mond loves quick in breaking routes over the middle of the field and puts it right where it needs to be. He is willing to make tough throws, trying 
hole shots versus Cover 2 on regularity. Mond has a pretty deep ball when he's protected well, showcasing more than enough arm strength and even good placement on back 
shoulder throws. He is fairly mechanically sound when unpressured, possessing a quick throwing motion, high holding point and good balance most of the time. Mond 
displayed a mastery of the offense in 2020, showing the ability to quickly get through his reads and diagnose the appropriate throw. He excelled on half field reads and 
would get the ball out quickly to the open man, even being willing to check it down. Mond plays with a good rhythm, regularly making throws as soon as he hits the top of 
his drop - he gets better as he heats up and strings more completions together. Mond is a good runner on designed option calls, displaying good speed, acceleration and just a 
little wiggle to make him effective in space.

Improvements

Mond is wildly inconsistent, for half the game he will look like he belongs in the NFL, then for the other half he'll miss routine reads and throws that he just made. I'm not 
entirely sure what the reason for this is, but one thing is obvious - Mond is horrible under pressure. He's bad at diagnosing blitzes or sim pressures pre-snap, but is more 
importantly horrid when he sees it coming. Mond backs up and throws it off his back foot, floating up an inaccurate ball that will give his coaches night sweats. He looses 
complete composure when pressure is breathing down his neck and looks like a deer in the head lights - forgetting his mechanics and decision making prowess. Mond rarely 
makes full-field reads, I charted only 2 times in 3 games. This will likely be how he starts his development in the NFL and will be something that requires film study and 
experience. Mond needs to anticipate throws better and he also struggles when the defense changes their coverage look from pre-to-post snap.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Mond projects as a high-ceiling developmental QB who has the potential to be an above average starter in the league. He can make any throw on the field and already 
displays high level ball placement. Improving the mental aspects of the game and dealing with pressure will make or break him. He projects best to a spread offense out of 
shotgun that looks to attack all three levels of the defense. Personally, I wouldn't take a shot on him before Round 4, but I'm sure multiple teams will.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84/100 - Mid 4th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Davis Mills QB 6'3, 217lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Stanford 22 4.81 6.95 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Knee issues since high school 9'2" N/A 9 1/2"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating
2018 1 2 0 0.0 0 0 0 0.0
2019 8 241 1960 8.1 65.6 11 5 144.8
2020 5 195 1508 7.7 66.2 7 +3 Rush 3 139.9

Strengths

Mills displays great anticipation and timing as a thrower from the pocket, even making full field reads on occasion. He gets the ball out before his guys work open and trusts 
them to get to their landmark. He has a smooth throwing motion with a solid base that makes him quite accurate overall. He has good ball placement on sideline throws, 
whether it was a back shoulder fade or hole shot, Mills got the ball where it needed to be (especially when he could step into a throw). He had flashes of good pocket 
presence and an ability to get out of the pocket to make a play with his arm or legs. His offense at Stanford was extremely vanilla, but he executed to a tee and showed he 
can be a good game manager.

Improvements

Mills overall athletic ability limits his ceiling. His feet are a bit slow in and out of the pocket and his arm is good but not great, especially versus NFL athletes. He really 
needs to step into his throws and unless he has a dominant OL, he won't always have the luxury of doing this at the NFL level. He has some mechanics he can clean up, 
especially when changing the direction/angle of his throw - going from right to left/left to right, Mills needs to be better about consistently pointing his toes and hips to his 
target. Mills has some really low moments, likely due to his lack of starting experience (11 starts) where the moment looks to bright for him and he panics. I'm not overly 
worried about this as added experience should calm him down.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Mills projects as a developmental QB with a high floor and low ceiling. He could be a longtime solid backup, or low end starter for a fairly conservative offense. He works 
best out of shotgun and with spread formations in the quick game. I would love to see what he can do in a more creative offense that utilized Play Action and RPOs to make 
the QBs job easier. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79.5/100 - Mid 4th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kyle Trask QB 6'5, 236lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida 23 5.07 7.08 31 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Knee and Ankle Injury 9'5" N/A 10 1/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating
2018 3 22 162 7.4 63.6 1 +1 Rush 0 140.5
2019 12 354 2941 8.3 66.9 25 +4 Rush 7 156.1
2020 12 437 4283 9.8 68.9 43 +3 Rush 8 180.0

Strengths

Trask is one of the more pro-ready QBs this year because of his ability to read defenses and make it through his progressions. He displays quick mental processing and 
scanning of full-field reads which allows him to maximize the playcall and open up the playbook. He's generally an accurate QB who will get it in the vicinity of his target. 
His throwing motion isn't too slow (not super fast either) and he plays with a strong base, giving him balance. Trask displays good touch when necessary, being able to drop 
it in a bucket and away from a defender. He lives over the middle of the field and will hit the first man open majority of the time. Trask shows solid pocket presence and 
even some veteran tricks to avoid pressure and secure the ball, he doesn't look super fazed by anything the defense throws his way.

Improvements

Trask's athleticism will limit his ceiling in the NFL as he has slow, heavy feet. This hurts his ability to get out of the pocket, and even when he's out of the pocket he can be 
chased down from behind or won't be able to win the edge and pickup positive yardage. I found his accuracy good, but ball placement lacking. He would get it in the vicinity 
of his weapons, but needs to lead guys open better. Whether it was over the middle of the field or down the sideline, Trask needs to become the QB who can elevate others 
around him.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Trask projects as a decade long backup who can make a solid living off his football IQ and ability to diagnose defenses at a pro-level. He works best out of shotgun and can 
play in quick game systems with a variety of play-action and RPOs attached.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 76/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ian Book QB 6', 211lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Notre Dame 23 4.65 7 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Hand Size
Minor Rib Injury 9'7" N/A 9 7/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Attempts Yards Yards/Attempt Completion % TD INT Passer Rating
2017 10 75 456 6.1 61.3 4 4 119.3
2018 10 314 2628 8.4 68.2 19 +4 Rush 7 154.0
2019 1 399 3034 7.6 60.2 34 +4 Rush 6 149.1
2020 12 353 2830 8.0 64.6 15 +9 Rush 3 144.3

Strengths

Book has good pocket presence and mobility with a solid arm and good decision making ability. He has smooth and efficient footwork within the pocket, restablizing and 
directing his body to make the appropriate throw. He is an accurate QB who shows flashes of good ball placement to put the ball away from the defender. Book showed 
numerous instances of full-field reads, scanning the defense well and finding the open man. He's a good thrower on the move, showing good mechanics to drive the ball 
accurately - would fit well in a bootleg heavy scheme.

Improvements
Book needs to throw with better anticipation, too often he is waiting for his guys to come open and he won't be afforded bigger throwing windows in the NFL. His deep ball 
accuracy isn't great, regularly overthrowing or underthrowing his guys. He's a solid but not great athlete and while he could run away from most college defenders, I don't 
think he'll be as effective versus NFL athletes. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Book projects as a high floor, low ceiling developmental QB who could be a really solid backup and occasional spot starter. His off-script playmaking and throwing ability 
on the move makes him a fun watch. He'd fit best in a run heavy scheme that implements lots of play-action, particularly bootlegs. He'll need schemed deep shots to create 
explosive plays, but overall he can be a good game manager.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 77.5/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Najee Harris RB 6'1 232 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 23 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Ankle injury - - 33"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 10 61 370 6.1 3 6 45 6.2
2018 15 117 783 6.7 4 4 7 6.5
2019 13 209 1224 5.9 13+ 7 Pass 27 304 6.5
2020 13 251 1466 5.8 26 +4 Pass 43 425 6.4

Strengths

Najee is a freak of nature who reminds me of Derrick Henry and Edgerrin James. A bruiser in between and outside of the tackles, Najee's best ability is how he adds extra 
yards after contact. It is extremely difficult to bring him down, especially when he has a head of steam. Najee's long arms help create a powerful stiff arm, and he has good 
timing+placement which often puts defenders in the dirt. Najee also shows explosiveness in how he hurdles defenders, you have to go low to tackle him, but he uses that to 
his advantage. He runs with serious power, fueled by tree trunks for legs and a thick, well built frame. When he lowers his shoulder into the defender, said defender hits the 
dirt. His desire and fight to earn every blade of by constantly driving his legs is fun to watch. This willingness to maximize yardage is also seen with Najee's propensity to 
find and hit the cutback lane, especially on zone runs. Najee also brings value on passing downs, exploding as a WR in 2020 and showcasing his elite YAC skills. I also 
thought he showed promise as a blocker, when he made square contact, LBs or DBs wouldn't get by him at all.

Improvements

Najee is not a flawless prospect, his unique running style will not fit every scheme. Due to his natural high leverage and running stance, Najee is not a very explosive cutter. 
His jump cuts don't cover much ground, which makes it tough for him to squeeze in and out of tight gaps. Najee needs available and easy lanes - he is much more impactful 
on zone runs when defenses get strung out horizontally and he can take advantage. Najee also doesn't have great acceleration, much like Derrick Henry, you don't want him 
to stop and start, because that 0-60 aint the prettiest. In addition, his long speed is not amazing - it's not near Henry's level and he got caught from behind quite often. Najee 
will need a better OL than people think, he's not going to make something out of nothing as often as Travis Etienne.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Najee projects as a three-down back in a zone heavy scheme from under center or shotgun. He can get East-West, but is best as a one-cut RB who gets North-South. Get him 
involved in the passing game by not asking him to do too much - screens, swing passes and simple option routes are the way to go. In the right scenario, Pro Bowls are 
certainly in Najee's future. But teams should definitely be aware of his limitations and what he needs to succeed best.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 87.5/100 - Late First Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Travis Eienne RB 5'10, 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Clemson 22 4.44 - 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'8" 18 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 13 107 766 7.2 13 5 57 11.4
2018 15 204 1658 8.1 24 +2 Pass 12 78 6.5
2019 15 207 1914 7.8 19 +4 Pass 37 432 11.7
2020 12 168 914 5.4 14+2 Pass 48 588 12.3

Strengths

Etienne is one of the most electric RBs in recent years. His penchant for big plays will make him a SportsCenter star. Etienne is an elite athlete at the position, possessing 
elite long speed, acceleration and agility. You aren't chasing him down from behind, when he sees open grass, good luck. I love his short area acceleration, allowing him to 
win the edge and beat pursuit angles. Etienne is also a very agile athlete with quick feet, this allows him to smoothly weave in and out of running lanes with little wasted 
motion. He's an efficient mover, being able to cut with pace and effectiveness. Zone or gap/power teams can use him effectively - Etienne displays the one cut ability and 
smooth footwork in zone, plus the "slow to it, blow through it" and quick stop-start ability needed for power. Etienne is more than just a speed guy, he runs extremely hard, 
with low leverage that gives him great natural contact balance. Etienne often falls forward and will bounce off weak tackle attempts. He's one of the best in the class at 
adding extra yards that aren't blocked for him. This is seen in his effectiveness in the passing game as well - Etienne isn't a great route runner, but put the ball in his hands in 
space and watch him work.

Improvements

There's not much to dislike with Etienne's game. He had a bit of a down year in 2020 but his OL was injured and the quality of play fell off a cliff. It just goes to show that 
RBs success is so dependent on their situation. One thing Etienne can work on is manipulating defenders in between the tackles. He does it well out in space, following a 
puller or secondary blocker, but rarely shows the same skillset between the tackles. This will help him become an even more efficient and effective runner. I thought Etienne 
was also an inconsistent blocker, sometimes he would find his target, square up and make a good block, but other times he looked disinterested and just threw a weak 
shoulder.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Etienne is a scheme universal RB who will bring value in the passing game as well. His one-cut running style bodes well for the modern NFL and he's the type of player you 
should give 25+ touches to every game. He has the potential to be a Top-10 RB in the NFL fairly quickly and certainly has Pro Bowl jerseys with his name on it.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 87.5/100 - Late First Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Javonte Williams RB 5'9, 212 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
North Carolina 21 4.55 6.93 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'3" 22 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 10 43 224 5.2 5 8 58 7.3
2019 13 166 933 5.6 5 +1 Pass 17 176 10.4
2020 11 157 1140 7.3 19 +3 Pass 25 305 12.2

Strengths

Javonte is an old-school RB who is a bruiser and finisher with elite contact balance. The former LB still loves to hit people, evidenced by the level of nasty he exhibits when 
lowering a shoulder into a defender. He is a wrecking ball on the field, so you better get out of the way. Javonte was the most efficient "tackle breaker" in the nation, and his 
low center of gravity plus tree trunks for legs certainly helps in this regard. He is always falling forward, and will take multiple defenders to bring him down. I think his 
ability to manipulate defenders on power runs is very underrated. He reads pullers well, and sets up defenders by attacking their leverage and making the block easier for his 
pullers. Javonte also displays great short area acceleration which allows him to win in the 5-10 yard areas of the field. For a physical back, he is very effective outside of the 
tackles because of how his acceleration can win him the edge by beating pursuit angles. Javonte showed he can be an impactful 3rd down RB as well, being a sound blocker 
who can stonewall DBs and also be a dependable receiver. 

Improvements

Some teams won't like Javonte's lack of long speed and he certainly isn't a home run hitter like Travis Etienne. He also isn't the most explosive cutter, he's not going to make 
a defender miss in a phone booth. Finally, on zone runs, Javonte doesn't show the consistent patience needed to open up lanes. He wants to get downhill in a hurry, and that 
isn't going to be a fit for every team. In addition, winning reps by breaking tackles isn't something that is super translatable to the NFL - Javonte won't be able to truck grown 
men. I'm even more wary of this because of his short arms at 30", a far cry from Derrick Henry and Najee Harris who have 3-4" on him in that regard, which makes their 
stiff arms lethal. Finally, his situation at UNC was extremely advantagous for RBs and certainly helped inflate his production - he and Michael Carter often had huge 
running lanes and weak box numbers which they used to their advantage. Will Javonte be able to create more on his own at the NFL level where the lanes will be less clear?

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Javonte projects best to a power heavy scheme that implements gap and inside zone concepts as well. He has the size and frame to be a bell cow back, but also the nuance 
and detail to make an impact on 3rd down. We haven't seen him be "the guy" for an offense yet, will that extra energy hurt his best trait in breaking tackles? Overall, 
Javonte's situation will be pivotal for his success - the talent is there to be a Pro Bowl RB, I hope he reaches it because he's a joy to watch.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 88.5/100 - Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kenneth Gainwell RB 5'8, 221 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Memphis 22 4.44 7.26 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'1" 21 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 4 4 91 22.8 1 6 52 8.7
2019 14 231 1459 6.3 13 +3 Pass 51 610 12.0

Strengths

Gainwell is an athletic RB who has many methods to make defenders miss and offers big play ability. He is an extremely agile athlete who has fluid movement skills to 
contort his body - he loves the spin move, getting low and changing direction on a DIME. He is also a smooth jump-cutter that gets low and explodes off his plant food with 
ease. Teams will love his long speed, regularly breaking off big runs and leaving defenders in the dust. Gainwell has some good muscle to him and I like how he drives his 
legs when he faces contact, gaining every yard available. Gainwell is one of the better receiving backs in this class, lining up wide and running routes well. He is a terror on 
screens when he has blockers out in front, weaving in and out of lanes and finding open grass. Lastly, I like that Gainwell knows his athletic capabilities, not trying to do too 
much, but taking the runs/angles he knows he can win.

Improvements

Gainwell is not the most refined runner in terms of the little things. He isn't great at anticipating holes before they open, and doesn't show an ability to manipulate defenders 
in between the tackles. He isn't the most patient runner either, looking to hit a hole and get downhill ASAP. I wish he had more consistent contact balance, against better 
competition Gainwell was brought down on first contact with ease. Gainwell often had huge lanes to run through at Memphis, playing in a very RB-friendly system, his 
ability to improve his vision, patience and manipulation will be pivotal for his success at the next level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Gainwell projects best to a zone-blocking heavy offense that looks to get their RBs involved in the passing game as well. He has the size/stature to be a bell cow back, and 
not many miles on his tires. I think he can be an extremely high level RB2 in a committee, and have some really solid RB1 years if he has a strong OL. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84/100 - Third Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Michael Carter RB 5'7, 201 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
North Carolina 21 4.5 6.83 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Broken wrist 9'11" 16 29"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 11 97 559 5.8 8 +1 Pass 11 100 9.1
2018 9 84 597 7.1 2 +1 Pass 25 135 5.4
2019 13 177 1003 5.7 3 +2 Pass 21 154 7.3
2020 11 156 1245 8.0 9 +2 Pass 25 267 10.7

Strengths

Carter is an explosive athlete who also has refined vision and manipulation while running the ball. He shares some similar athletic traits to another Michael from UNC - the 
great Michael Jordan was an explosive athlete with a stellar handle that allowed him to change direction with ease. Mike would sell the defender in one direction, get low 
and explode off his plant foot in the other direction. This same trait translates to football where Michael Carter has explosive cuts that allow him to get by defenders quite 
often. He is extremely agile, displaying fluid hips that allow him to change direction smoothly. He excels on zone runs, planting his foot, finding the open lane and 
accelerating through it. Carter is a terror in the open field, he regularly changes pace and manipulates defender's pursuit angles - pairing that with great top end speed allows 
him to rip off huge runs. I love his vision and quick mental processing, this shows up in power runs behind a puller - Carter is very good at reading defender's leverage and 
reacting accordingly. It looks like he's always a step ahead of the defense and can telegraph what they are going to do. Carter also makes a great impact as a receiver, he 
displays nuanced routes and soft hands to catch throws in traffic.

Improvements

Teams will be scared by Carter's lack of size, bulk and overall physicality to his game. He runs very hard but doesn't have the best contact balance or tenacity as a finisher. 
He's not going to consistently fall forward or be super reliable in short yardage situations. This will likely stop Carter from ever being a bell cow back and limit him to more 
of a committee role. Personally, I don't think this is a big deal as the NFL is transitioning to more RB-by-committee approaches anyways, but it does limit his ceiling overall.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Carter projects best to a zone heavy rushing offense that installs some power-pulling concepts. He fits best in a committee approach where he can be a change of pace back 
that also handles 3rd down duties. I think he's a more explosive Duke Johnson who is a better runner, but not as great of a downfield receiver. Overall, he can be one of the 
more dangerous RBs in the league and an instant mismatch in the passing game.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86.5/100 - Early Fourth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Rhamondre Stevenson RB 5'11, 231 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma 23 4.63 7.09 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Positive Drug Test (THC) 9'4" 15 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2019 13 64 515 8.0 6 10 87 8.7
2020 6 101 665 6.6 7 18 211 11.7

Strengths

Rha has an intriguing mix of size, smooth feet and ability to manipulate defenders. With a thickly built body and playing at times around 240lbs, I see some Eddie Lacy in 
Rha. He's a bigger guy who moves well and can make defenders miss. Rha's feet are smooth and there is little wasted motion, making him an efficient mover. He excels on 
power runs when he is running behind a puller - Rha displays immense patience in letting his puller get out in front, and will even slow down or change the angle of his run 
to make sure defenders in front of him get blocked. It's fun to appreciate this ability, and it's something I think can translate pretty early in his NFL career. I love how Rha 
adds yards that aren't blocked for him, whether its with a subtle jump cut, spin move, or just lowering his shoulder, Rha maximizes every rep. He won't wow anyone as an 
athlete, but possesses good short-area acceleration which is more important than long speed for consistent success at the next level.

Improvements

While Rha moves well for someone of his size, he's not an elite athlete by any means. He's not an explosive player - you won't see him break many 25+ yard runs to the 
house and will actually get caught from behind a fair share. More importantly, he's not that explosive of a cutter either, he doesn't cover much ground on his jump cuts and 
NFL defenders will have better odds of tackling him than college guys. He also has a high running stance, which makes it difficult to run with a lot of power - despite his 
thick frame, he isn't consistently trucking defenders like you'd expect. Rha isn't very advanced in the passing game, as a blocker he is inconsistent effort wise and has poor 
technique. He's not a developed route runner whatsoever, but can eat on screens and swing passes in space.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Rha projects best to teams who run primarily power/gap and some inside zone split. An early down RB who won't be relied upon much as a 3rd down option, Rha's ceiling is 
a bit limited. However, he can certainly still have an impact in a committee, getting around 15 carries a game and being a clutch short yardage back. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trey Sermon RB 6'0, 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22 4.59 6.84 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Torn LCL, 2020: Dislocated Shoulder 10'5" - 33"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average

2017 (OU) 13 121 744 6.1 5 +2 Pass 16 139 8.7
2018 (OU) 14 164 947 5.8 13 12 181 15.1
2019 (OU) 10 54 385 7.1 4 +1 Pass 8 71 8.9

2020 8 116 870 7.5 4 12 95 7.9
Strengths

Sermon provides great movement skills and physicality for a bigger back. He's an extremely smooth runner with powerful feet that allow him to jump cut with ease. Sermon 
excels in zone blocking schemes because he's so good at planting his foot and cutting downhill - he likes to get North-South in a hurry. Sermon also has a great natural feel 
for the cutback lane, anticipating it well and showing great short area acceleration to burst through a hole. Sermon has great contact balance, despite his height, he runs with 
good pad level and can bounce off tacklers. Sermon runs hungry, he's always driving his feet after contact and falls forward on the majority of his runs. He loves to use a 
powerful stiff arm to get defenders off of him, and it certainly helps that he has 33" arms. I enjoyed Sermon's pass protection skills, having good mental processing to find 
work and block somebody - his strength/physicality also showed up in this regard, stonewalling defenders.

Improvements

Sermon is a bit inconsistent in terms of reading defenses. At times he can get too antsy and commits to a lane/cutback whether it's there or not. He wants to get downhill 
ASAP and this can hurt his ability to manipulate defenders out of their gaps. It doesn't hurt him a lot, but is just a bad habit he should look to kick. Additionally, Sermon isn't 
an elite athlete with top end speed, acceleration or agility - this will limit his big play ability and overall ceiling. Sermon wasn't asked to do a whole lot in the receiving 
game, so his routes are raw and hands untested.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Sermon projects best to a zone heavy run offense that incorporates outside, inside and zone-split concepts. Sermon has the frame to take on a bell cow role, and his blocking 
will help in this regard as well. Teams can get a high-level starter who will consistently get you ~4 YPC for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85.5/100 - Early 4th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Chuba Hubbard RB 6'0, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma State 21 4.5 7.28 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Ankle injury 10' 20 32"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 13 124 740 6.0 7 +2 Pass 22 229 10.4
2019 13 328 2094 6.4 21 23 198 8.6
2020 7 133 625 4.7 5 +1 Pass 8 52 6.5

Strengths

Chubba possesses game-breaking speed where he is always a threat to score. Insane production in 2019 was fueled by volume and efficiency. When a lane is open, Chuba 
will hit it, showcasing solid vision and quick processing skills. He shows flashes of strong cuts, planting his foot in the ground and truly exploding. He is a killer in space, 
easily burning pursuit angles, even safeties as the last line of defense. 

Improvements

While the athletic upside is certainly there with Chuba, his injury riddled 2020 campaign showed that he needs to improve the mental aspect of the position, for him to find 
great success in the NFL. His level of athleticism when he wasn't 100% is a similar relative downgrade in terms of how his athleticism will look versus NFL athletes rather 
than college ones. He won't be able to run past shitty LBs and DBs anymore, and will need to improve his patience and ability to manipulate defenders out of their gap. 
Chuba is an inpatient runner who rarely presses the hole then changes direction. In addition, I don't like the lack of physicality that Chuba runs with. He has a thin frame 
(already dealing with soft tissue injuries is not good for his outlook) and goes down on first contact far too often. He doesn't have great contact balance which is a needed 
trait in the NFL. Also, his cutting ability was more inconsistent than you'd like, sometimes he looks explosive, but other times he looks stuck in quick sand. Lastly, Chuba is 
practically unproven in the receiving game - he doesn't have well defined routes and is an inconsistent blocker at best.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Chuba projects best to a zone heavy run scheme, particularly outside zone - taking full advantage of his speed and home run ability. He can be a good change of pace back, 
but will need to improve upon his 3rd down duties. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Jaret Patterson RB 5'6, 195lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Buffalo 22 4.58 7.03 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'9" 19 28"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 13 183 1013 5.5 14 7 62 8.9
2019 13 312 1799 5.8 19 +1 Pass 13 209 16.1
2020 6 141 1072 7.6 19 0 0 0.0

Strengths

Jaret "Jet" Patterson is "my guy" at RB this year because of insane production, eye-popping athleticism, and underrated nuance to his game. He amassed video game like 
numbers this season but if you watch the film, he wasn't just dominating poor competition in the MAC. Jet displays elite athleticism with amazing short area acceleration to 
burn pursuit angles and consistently be a threat to the edge. His explosiveness is alarmingly good, as a cutter he gets low and will jump cut 2-3 yards at a time, consistently 
making the first defender miss. His ability to add yards after contact is wild, breaking arm tackles and driving his feet to gain every inch imaginable. Jet combines this 
shocking athleticism with a great feel for the game - he regularly manipulates defenders out of their gap in zone or gap/power. He will press the line and then bounce outside 
on zone runs, or change his pace when waiting for his pullers to get out in space - the subtle details he displays is what makes me believe in his success, despite 
unprecedente size/athletic profile.

Improvements

There's really not much to complain in terms of Jet's game apart from a limited role in the passing game and meh blocking ability. Most importantly, seeing that he listed at 
5'6 is certainly alarming - add in his poor athletic testing numbers and you definitely have to worry a bit about his projection versus NFL athletes. While I will admit it there 
is liittle to no precedented for someone with these measureables, it shouldn't stop you from drafting him. His tape shows a 3rd round talent and one of the better RBs in this 
class, so factoring in the red flag measureables, taking a shot on him sometime late Day 3 makes more sense.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Jet projects to a zone or gap/power offense and can run out of shotgun, pistol and under center with ease. He is scheme versatile but will make the best impact on zone runs 
where he can maximize his athletic gifts on the field. You have to wonder if he'll be durable at his size but he will likely be used in a committee approach which can nullify 
those concerns a bit by giving him a lesser workload. Overall, Jet could be one of the steals of the draft and have a James Robinson like impact. He can be a legit athletic 
outlier, or a bust who won't be able to transition to the physicality of the NFL. The reward in this scenario is so high that I'm definitely taking a chance on him Day 3.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Kylin Hill RB 5'10, 214 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Mississippi State 22 4.55 7.2 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Naggin hamstring injuries 10'2" 22 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 13 78 393 5.0 2 4 38 9.5
2018 11 117 734 6.3 4 +4 Pass 22 176 8.0
2019 13 242 1350 5.6 10 +1 Pass 18 260 14.4
2020 3 15 58 3.9 1 Pass 23 38 1.7

Strengths

Hill has arguably the best pound-for-pound contact balance in this entire RB class. It's truly wild that someone with as thin of a frame as he has can bounce off tackles like 
its nothing. He runs with an extremely low pad level and is able to contort his body in unbelievable ways to stay above the dirt. Hill knows how to time his shoulder dip 
well, driving it into defenders and initiating contact first. He is a great in-between the tackle runner because of this tenacity. Hill also shows effective jump cuts, and plays 
with a "hopping" running style that reminds me a bit of Le'Veon Bell. Hill plants his foot in the ground and explodes well, covering ground and creating space with ease. 
Hill also boasts great short area burst, which allows him to win in the 5-10 yard area of the field and burn pursuit angles. Lastly, Hill shows a lot of promise in the receiving 
game - he has flashes of well defined routes but its his soft hands and YAC ability in space that entice me.

Improvements

Hill's lack of speed was pretty disappointing for me - he got caught from behind more than you'd like. I also don't think he's a super refined RB in terms of vision and 
manipulation. Hill doesn't press the line and bounce outside on zone runs, nor does he manipulate defenders angles in gap/power. It makes it tough to place him in a scheme 
and see how he will succeed irregardless of good OL play - this is evident by his best games coming versus bad competition, and worst games coming versus good 
competition. Holes won't always be there in the NFL, and the best RBs are able to make something out of nothing, I'm not too confident in that ability out of Hill.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Hill projects as a strong between the tackles runner who wins with elite contact balance. His drive to never go down gives him a high floor at the NFL level, coupled with his 
potential in the receiving game and you've got a good baseline here. I'm not sure he will ever have a super high ceiling or be a legit RB1, but he'll be a valuable contributor 
in a committee approach.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84/100 - Late 4th
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Jermar Jefferson RB 5'10, 206 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oregon State 21 4.56 7.39 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018-2019: Multiple minor injuries, 2020: Ankle 9'7" 13 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 12 239 1380 5.8 12 25 147 5.9
2019 9 142 685 4.8 8 +2 Pass 9 85 9.4
2020 6 133 858 6.5 7 9 67 7.4

Strengths

Jermar is one of the smoothest runners in this class, possessing efficient footwork he's able to weave in and out of lanes with ease. He's great in between the tackles, showing 
no wasted motion when making cuts and being able to keep his speed. Jermar has great acceleration which allows him to burst through gaps when going North-South, or 
burn pursuit angles when going East-West. He's a natural fit in zone-blocking schemes because of his one cut running style and has great vision/feel for which gap to hit and 
when. Jermar processes defenders at a high level, reading leverage and blocking angles very well. These little details and nuances allow Jermar to be a very consistent runner 
who will make the most out of his blocking situation. I love how Jermar finishes runs, especially for someone who doesn't have hulking size - he runs low and is always 
leaning forward which allows him to initiate contact on defenders and fall forward for an extra yard or two at the end of runs.

Improvements

There's not a glaring hole in Jermar's game, however he isn't an elite athlete in terms of top end speed or explosive elusiveness. He's not going to consistently make good 
tacklers miss in a phone booth and while he finishes runs well, he doesn't break tackles at a good rate. One area Jermar could use more refinement is with 3rd down duties. 
As a blocker he doesn't always find work, and when he does he makes good initial contact, but needs to sustain the block for longer. As a receiver there is nothing special 
about his route running ability, but he wasn't asked to do too much in this regard. He certainly has the athleticism to be solid in this area.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Jermar projects best to a zone-blocking heavy offense but has also showed prowess in gap runs like duo. He can be an instant contributor because of his ability to read 
defenses and make smooth cuts. He might not make a lot of flashy plays but he'll be a consistent and effective runner who could be a high level RB2 in a committee and 
even have some solid RB1 years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Khalil Herbert RB 5'8, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Virginia Tech 23 4.49 6.9 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Hamstring injury (2017&2020), Toe (2016) 9'7" 22 31"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2016 8 44 189 4.3 3 6 42 7.0
2017 11 120 663 5.5 4 8 38 4.8
2018 12 113 499 4.4 5 9 39 4.3
2019 4 43 384 8.9 2 1 -1 -1.0
2020 11 155 1183 7.6 8 +1 Pass 10 179 17.9

Strengths

Herbert is an intriguing athlete with ideal size for the position and an innate feel for the nuances of playing running back. His acceleration and long speed aren't elite, but are 
certainly good enough. After 5-7 yards Herbert is able to hit top gear and shows flashes of completely burning pursuit angles by DBs. He's built low to the ground, with a 
solid frame which allows him to bounce off tackles on occasion. My favorite quality about Herbert is his feel for when gaps are opening or closing. He's great at getting 
skinny and knifing through a minute gap, using a one cut running style for optimal success. Zone-blocking schemes will be his bread and butter, reading defenders and 
feeding off their horizontal momentum, to attack downfield quickly. There's a lot of potential for Herbert in the passing game as well, VT just didn't feature him in that 
regard. He showed soft hands and great YAC ability when out in space.

Improvements

Inconsistency vs competition is the main weakness that stood out to me. Vs Louisville, Boston College and Virginia, Herbert looked like a potential Pro Bowl RB, but 
versus Clemson and Miami his lack of elite athleticism and inability to make something out of nothing was very apparent. He simply looked slower, didn't have as explosive 
of cuts, and was being brought down on first contact way too often. Already at 23, I think he's hit or is near his athletic ceiling, so how will he fare versus NFL caliber 
athletes? In addition, I don't love Herbert's cutting style, when forced to change direction sharply, he takes multiple steps instead of just one hard cut off his plant foot. This 
wasted motion leads to inefficiency, and a lack of ability to hit holes at an elite level, or consistently make defenders miss in space. He's a lot like bigger-RBs in this regard, 
like Najee Harris or Derrick Henry, you don't want any of these guys in gap/power schemes where they have to stop-start and make sharp, sudden cuts. It slows them down 
and they aren't able to make use of their smooth running style and bruising body frames. However, Herbert doesn't have the same hulking size as the aforementioned RBs, he 
is brought down on first contact far too often for my liking and a big reason for this is he just doesn't run very hard. Lastly, I didn't love Herbert's effort or technique as a 
blocker - late to ID a blitz and just throwing a shoulder was ineffective.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Herbert fits best in a zone-blocking scheme and has the potential to be a starter for several years. Early on, I think his best role would be as a RB2 in a committee where he 
can split reps but not handle too much of the passing game responsibilities.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Demetric Felton RB 5'8, 189 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UCLA 22 4.59 7.31 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'6" 10 31"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 4 10 75 7.5 1 +1 Pass 2 -2 -1.0
2018 9 5 27 5.4 1 Pass 20 207 10.4
2019 12 86 331 3.8 1 +4 Pass 55 594 10.8
2020 6 132 668 5.1 5 +3 Pass 22 159 7.2

Strengths

Felton is one of the top matchup weapons this year, his game resembles James White to a tee. Your "quicker than fast" slot WR/receivng RB, Felton knows how to get open 
and earn YAC. Personally I like him as a RB as he shows good running traits with short area acceleration and smooth cuts. Running routes out of the backfield he's more 
likely to be lined up versus a LB, which is where he will really make his money. Felton displayed elite route running at the Senior Bowl, discarding of talented CBs with 
ease. He has nuanced releases, using head and shoulder fakes and creating space laterally. Felton is explosive at the stem as well, breaking sharply and separating with ease. 
At UCLA he displayed YAC skills in space, using explosive jump cuts to make the first defender miss.

Improvements

Felton won't be a fit for every team because of his "tweener" label/capabilities and lack of size. He lacks physicality as a runner, and isn't refined in that regard. His vision is 
average at best and he lacks patience plus the ability to manipulate defenders. In addition, I don't think he'll become a high level full-time WR because of a lack of speed and 
size.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Felton projects best as a RB who mainly plays on passing downs. He can get open from out of the backfield or outwide vs LBs/Safeties being a serious matchup weapon and 
consistently adding a dynamic YAC element to any offense. He can make a career out of being one of the best receiving backs in the NFL.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81.5/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Javian Hawkins RB 5'8, 183 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Louisville 21 4.45 6.95 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Wrist 9'8" (Wrist Injured) 29

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 2 2 8 4.0 0 1 4 4.0
2019 13 264 1525 5.8 9 4 58 14.5
2020 8 133 822 6.2 7 +1 Pass 16 127 7.9

Strengths

Hawkins is an elite athlete with top end speed, acceleration, agility and elusiveness. He is like a human joystick on the field, stopping on a dime and changing direction with 
ease. He's able to make defenders miss in space and pickup extra yards because of these traits. Hawkins displays big play ability with home run speed that will always make 
him a highlight candidate. His athleticism projects greatly for a receiving back role and potential punt returner.

Improvements

Hawkins is an absurd athlete, but he's not a refined football player at all. He has poor vision as a runner and runs into defenders too often. His lack of size/stature really hurts 
him - falling down on first contact 99% of the time. Despite looking like he'd make a great impact in the passing game, the production just isn't there for Hawkins. The few 
routes he's run didn't look super refined so it's more of a hopeful projection.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Hawkins projects as a 3rd down specialist and punt returner. He can make a strong impact as a change of pace back in a zone heavy scheme. The athleticism is oozing out of 
Hawkins and there should be a player in there somewhere, but it could take some time to prosper.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 78/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kene Nwangwu RB 6'0, 210lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Iowa State 23 4.31 6.83 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2017: Torn Achilles, 2019: Shoulder injury 10'5" 22 30 1/2"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2017 12 27 133 4.9 0 1 16 16.0
2018 13 39 157 4.0 0 2 11 5.5
2019 11 16 115 7.2 0 1 8 8.0
2020 12 61 339 5.6 4 3 22 7.3

Strengths

Nwangwu is an extremely intriguing athlete with the raw athleticism that teams should take a chance on late in the draft. His acceleration and explosiveness is beyond elite 
which allows him to burst throughholes extremely quickly. He looks like he's moving faster than everyone else on the field and has great top end speed to hit home runs. He 
displays good jump cuts to make defenders miss in space. Nwangwu is a player who's improved every year, despite never really having a great opportunity to showcase 
himself. He will likely be a better NFL player than he was in college, if given a proper opportunity.

Improvements

Nwangwu isn't a very physically imposing runner, with a thin frame he often falls to the ground on first contact. There's not much change of pace to Nwangwu's game, he's 
always going 100mph and that isn't effective versus better defenses. He needs to display more nuance to his running style, reading blocks and manipulating defenders better. 
In addition, he has next to zero production in the receiving game and seems to have a lot to learn in this regard.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Nwangwu projects as a developmental prospect with absurd athletic upside. He will likely take a year to learn the nuances of the game but can be a good change of pace RB 
in a committee.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Pooka Williams RB 5'8, 175 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Kansas 21 4.42 7.03 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Shoulder, 2020: Ankle 9'10" 4 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rushing Attempts Yards Average TDs Rec Yards Average
2018 11 161 1125 7.0 7 +2 Pass 33 289 8.8
2019 11 203 1061 5.2 3 +2 Pass 27 214 7.9
2020 4 51 196 3.8 2 +1 KR 6 31 5.2

Strengths

Pooka is an electric, explosive and elusive RB who looks shot out of a cannon. He's an elite athlete for the position, displaying great speed, instant acceleration, and beautiful 
stop-start ability which translates to explosive cuts. Pooka excels at making the first defender miss, and has a variety of ways to do so. I also love how he's able to hop in and 
out of gaps like Le'Veon Bell, then burst through an open hole. He can fit a zone or gap scheme well, displaying good vision in both. Despite his smaller frame, Pooka runs 
hard, and with his natural low center of gravity he is able to break some arm tackles.

Improvements

My main issue with Pooka is how he can get a bit overzealous and look to bite off more than he can chew. It seems like he's planning move 3, before he's executed move 1, 
and can get burned by it. On zone runs he is always playing at a high-level of pace, which isn't great. He isn't always patient in these scenarios and that hurts his ability to 
string out runs and find a cutback lane. He's fairly raw as a pure runner, not anticipating open lanes or manipulating defenders out of their gap.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

I think Pooka fits best in a gap/power scheme because of his prowess to hop in and out of gaps and then explode with great acceleration. Early in his career he should be 
mainly a third down back, utilizing his elite athleticism in space until he becomes more refined as a runner. Pooka has a high floor as a receiving back (will need to work on 
blocking) and if he can improve his run game nuances he can be a consistent big play threat. He doesn't have the ideal size to ever be a bell-cow back, but he can be a high 
level back in a committee approach.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83/100 - Late Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

DeVonta Smith WR 6'0, 170 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major - - 31

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 8 8 160 20 3 0 0 0
2018 1 42 693 16.5 6 0 0 0
2019 13 68 1256 18.5 14 0 0 0
2020 13 117 1856 15.9 23 4 6 1.5

Strengths
DeVonta is the ultimate do-it-all WR prospect who combines effortless athleticism with highly refined technique. DeVonta has faced a gauntlet of talented CBs who will be 
great at the NFL level. Jaire Alexander in 2018, Jaycee Horn and Derek Stingley in 2019, Eric Stokes, Tyson Campbell and Kelvin Joseph in 2020 - it didn't matter what 
type of CB DeVonta faced, he annihilated them all. Separation is key in the NFL, and it's exactly what DeVonta excels at - displaying elite, shifty releases off the LOS to 
beat any CB in his path. He reminds me a lot of Davante Adams, as the both tell a story with their routes and get into CBs heads. DeVonta displays smooth and explosive 
footwork, plus quick, powerful hands on his releases to win inside or outside on every route in the tree. He glides in and out of his routes, snapping off the stem with 
violence, or accelerating downfield with ease. When the ball is in DeVonta's hands, watch out - he has deceptive speed where he burns pusuit angles without even trying, 
and has explosive COD skills to make the first defender miss. The weight concerns do not worry me, as DeVonta plays much bigger than his size would indicate. He is great 
at dealing with physicality, pushing back and knowing how to use subtle push-offs to create separation. DeVonta has strong hands at the catch point, high pointing and 
bringing down jump balls that someone of his stature just shouldn't. He also doesn't let his size bother him when blocking, showing a dog mentality and driving CBs 
downfield. You can line DeVonta up at any WR position and he will succeed, play him versus and CB and he will succeed, put him in any scheme and you guessed it, he 
will succeed.

Improvements
There is literally no hole in DeVonta's game, he can do it all and has produced at game changing levels. The weight issues do not worry me because there is not a single play 
on tape that you can point to and say it really hindered DeVonta. Sure, WRs at his size are unprecedented, but he's been an outlier all his career - pairing elite traits, with 
elite technique, with elite production. I don't care if historic numbers are not in his advantage - it's the technically refined athletic outliers in the NFL who are the star 
players. Aaron Donald was too small and shouldn't have been as productive as he is, at his size. But he paired elite traits with elite technique, I'm getting that DeVonta will 
to, and be a generational talent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
NFL offenses will love the mutlidimensional game that DeVonta brings from Day 1. He can step in and be the WR1 for about half of the league, lining up at any of the three 
WR positions - he can win at all three levels of the defense, be a chain mover, big play threat, or YAC machine. The best offenses will harness everything DeVonta brings to 
the table and use it to make him unguardable. Marvin Harrison and Davante Adams are my player comps for DeVonta, and I think we're looking at a potential Hall of Famer 
at the WR position. Pass on him because he's too skinny at your own will, he'll just end up being the steal of the draft.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 95/100 - Top 7 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Jaylen Waddle WR 5'9, 180 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Broken ankle - - 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 15 45 848 18.8 7 0 0 0
2019 13 33 560 17 6 1 5 5
2020 6 28 591 21.1 4 3 12 4

Strengths
Waddle lives up to the Tyreek Hill comparison, possessing beyond elite speed, acceleration and YAC ability with underrated routes and contested catch skills. He is the #1 
weapon in all of college football that you need to gameplan for and dedicate resources towards - double teams are necessary to try and slow him down. His speed is 
effortless and Waddle burns angles before and after he has the ball in his hands - even when defenders have leverage on him, it does not matter. Waddle is a killer in a 
vertical scheme - on double moves his first fake is beautiful, using his eyes, shoulders and hips to throw off the CB, then transitioning downfield without losing any speed. 
He tracks the ball through the air without losing any speed either, running past the CB and Safety with ease (see Missouri). He finishes plays great for someone with 
lackluster size - regularly high pointing the football and making contested catches on jump balls. Waddle pairs his elite athleticism with nuanced routes, setting up defenders 
in one direction, then exploding in another - Waddle regularly dominates the stem of routes and creates 5+ yards of separation with ease. He varies the tempo and pace of his 
routes, being especially dominant vs off coverage. Waddle is special as a YAC artist, displaying elite COD skills and jump cuts that make him look like a RB. His versatility 
should be commended too, being elite as a Y or Z WR who can take jet sweeps and screens to the house - Alabama even lined him up in the backfield as a RB, catching 
passes and taking handoffs.

Improvements
Waddle can struggle at times vs CBs who are physical throughout the route - he is lacking the play strength and refined hand usage to be great vs press-jams. This is 
certainly something he can work on at the NFL level however - filling out his frame and becoming durable should be a priority for Waddle. It will be interesting to monitor 
the long term effectiveness of his ankle, Waddle looked great in his return in 2020, which should be a positive sign for the future.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Waddle projects well to any scheme in the NFL, but especially ones who look to combine vertical and horizontal concepts with motion and creativity. Teams can move 
Waddle all over the field and giving him free releases as a Y or Z, especially with pre-snap motion will reap his true benefits. Teams should also maximize his YAC skills, 
and use him on short routes as an extension of their passing game. He has the toolset to be a #1 weapon in the NFL, someone you can feed the ball for guaranteed yards, or 
look for big play ability - the only thing holding him back could be questionable durability with a larger workload. Overall, Waddle has the potential to be the best weapon 
in this class, and the top Alabama WR since Julio Jones. The floor is Brandin Cooks and the ceiling is Tyreek Hill, that's a pretty damn good spectrum.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 93/100 - Top 12 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ja'Marr Chase WR 6'0, 201 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
LSU 21 4.34 6.96 41"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major. 2020 opt out 11' N/A 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 10 23 313 13.6 3 0 0 0
2019 14 84 1780 21.2 20 1 5 5

Strengths

Chase is a physical beast who wins with elite tracking skills and hand strength. He excels at the catch point, where he regularly works back to the ball on short/intermediate 
throws and makes the ball his. Chase uses his hands very well when trying to create last second separation - pushing off and giving him breathing room to make a 
spectacular catch. He excels at high-pointing the football, regularly out-jumping CBs and winning despite lacking great height or arm length. His ability to adjust to 
underthrown/errant balls is a sight to see, and he will track down throws that a lot of WRs wont. Chase shows flashes of effective release work to beat press coverage, using 
those strong hands, but also his feet to beat CBs. He loves the shuffle release to close space on the CB and scare them, then uses a quick move to get downfield in a hurry. I 
also love how Chase works to get open during scramble situations - he understands the rules well and will give his QB the chance to make highlight plays on the regular. 
Once the ball is in Chase's hands, he becomes a RB - exceptional YAC skills due to his competitive toughness and willingness to fight through contact. Chase's production 
speaks for itself, but he backs it up with translatable traits that will help him succeed in the NFL.

Improvements
Chase is not a prospect without flaws, while he tested like a freak athlete at his Pro Day, it doesn't fully translate to his in-game-athleticism. He doesn't have elite game-
speed in my opinion. College defenses and CBs weren't that threatened by Chase's speed, regularly pressing him and even sitting on short routes like curls, without fear of 
being beat deep. This lack of elite athleticism also shows up in how he separates from defenders, winning with physicality and at the catch point, rather than speed/quickness 
and creating extra yards of separation. Historically and conceptually, it is easier to have consistent success when you are creating space and have open catches, rather than 
constantly having to win in contested scenarios. Chase is elite at it at the college level, but how will he fare against bigger CBs who have longer arms than him (30")? There 
are instances of this on his college tape - struggling to deal with physical CBs whether it is at the LOS, throughout the phase, or at the stem. It's not a huge weakness, as he 
certainly has shown he can beat press, but for someone who is being talked about as a potential Hall of Famer, it is something that needs to be considered. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Chase projects as a potential WR1 who can play at the X, Z and Y positions for any offense. He can be a chain mover and center of your offense, plus a TD machine. He can 
run a full route tree and even be used on jet sweeps, screens and other ways to get the ball in his hands for YAC. I think his highest floor comes as a power-slot, where he 
can body-up nickel CBs and provide a vertical element up the seam. Chase will also succeed at a higher level with a QB who is not scared to throw contested balls - this is 
not every QB, so teams in position to draft Chase need to keep this in mind (MIAMI DOLPHINS). There's reason to believe Chase has gotten more athletic and nuanced 
during 2020, we don't know, but it's certainly possible - if that has happened, his ceiling is a perennial All-Pro WR, if not, you're still getting a perennial Pro-Bowler.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 91/100 - Top 12 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Ihmir Smith-Marsette WR 6'1, 181 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Iowa 21 4.47 7.06 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor left ankle 10'4" 10 30 3/4

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 11 18 187 10.4 2 7 41 5.9
2018 12 23 361 15.7 3 9 71 7.9
2019 13 44 722 16.4 5 + 3 Rushing 11 108 9.8
2020 7 25 345 13.8 4 + 1 Rushing 7 54 7.7

Strengths

Ihmir has an incredible mix of athleticsm and nuanced route running at his disposal. He is one of the best vertical threats in this class because of this combination. He 
annihilates CBs on posts, corners, post-corners and corner-posts, regularly using explosive head, shoulder and foot fakes to tell the CB a story. He is deceitful, faking in one 
direction, then quickly breaking in another without losing any of his speed. Ihmir is a well-rounded route runner, winning at all three levels of the field and displaying good 
release and stem work - using a variety of footwork at the LOS, and consistently snapping off his breaks with violence. Ihmir has near elite speed, and elite acceleration to 
get to 100 in a hurry. This helps him gain YAC in many facets of the game - whether he is getting a jet sweep, end around, screen pass or any route at all three levels, Ihmir 
is very tough to tackle. Ihmir has strong hands that allow him to win jump balls despite a lack of size/stature - he has so many highlight reel catches it's crazy and I love how 
he plays bigger than his size. Finally, Ihmir also brings value as a kick returner, utilizing his YAC skills and speed to put his offense in favorable field position.

Improvements

There's not many holes in Ihmir's game, the only thing that stood out was a few reps where he looked physically outmatched vs strong CBs. Beating press at a consistent 
level vs NFL athletes will be an improvement area for sure. Teams will likely be scared off by his lack of receiving production and the fact that Iowa certainly isn't known 
for producing talented WRs. Don't scout the helmet, scout the players, Ihmir has the traits to be great at the next level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Ihmir fits great at Z or Y-WR, having the versatility to play outside and in the slot. He could translate best as a rookie in the slot, where he won't have to face as many 
physical press CBs. However, he certainly has the movement skills and nuanced routes to be a valuable outside WR. Ihmir can be a weapon for any offense, winning at all 
levels of the field and even as a gadget player/returner. He is one of the most underrated players in this class and can be a high-level WR2 for years, I don't see much that 
will stop him from even being a WR1.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 88/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Terrace Marshall Jr. WR 6'2, 205 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
LSU 20 4.4 - 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Foot fracture 10'5" 19 32"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 9 12 192 16 0 0 0 0
2019 12 46 671 14.6 13 0 0 0
2020 7 48 731 15.2 10 0 0 0

Strengths

Marshall provides one of the highest ceilings out of any WR this year due to his size, athleticism and explosiveness. His ability to win in contested scenarios is rare among 
the prospects this year - he plays to his size well and uses that 39" vert on a consistent basis. Marshall knows how to adjust mid-air and has strong hands to dominate the 
catch point. He is very effective at winning downfield on nines and posts - showcasing an elite rolling speed for his size. Once he gets up to top gear, defenders are not 
catching him. This aids Marshall well in terms of getting YAC, as he is a big play waiting to happen. Marshall is also a great route runner for someone of his size, regularly 
attacking the CBs leverage and creating separation. He gets pretty low in his breaks, allowing him to explode and make sharp cuts across the middle of the field. Marshall 
excels in the red zone, where he provides a huge target for his QB, and has the physicality to win when the field is condensed. Marshall also has versatility on his side, LSU 
played him outside and in the slot - he was able to beat any type of CB he faced.

Improvements

For Marshall to reach his ceiling he can refine his routes a bit. Someone with his athletic gifts doesn't need to be the greatest route runner, but it will only take him to the 
next level. Becoming more consistent and defined with his releases would be good for Marshall, as at times he can try to do too much. In addition, minimizing the focus 
drops will be important and something I expect to go away fairly easily. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Marshall projects to be able to fit in any offensive system in the NFL due to his variety of skills. He can win on the boundary or slot, at all three levels of the field. At his 
floor he can be a high level WR2 and a great complimentary piece. At his ceiling Marshall could be a perennial Pro-Bowler. Offenses that like to push the ball downfield 
would get the most out of Marshall, continuing his strength as a touchdown machine. His true ceiling has been hidden because of Justin Jefferson and Ja'Marr Chase, but DO 
NOT forget about Terrace Marshall.

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 87/100 - Late First/Early Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Rashod Bateman WR 6'0, 190 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Minnesota 21 4.41 6.95 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'3" - 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 13 51 704 13.8 6 0 0 0
2019 13 60 1219 20.3 11 0 0 0
2020 5 36 472 13.1 2 0 0 0

Strengths
Bateman is one of the more polished route runners in the class and provides a high floor. He is very purposeful with his routes, showing shiftiness on his releases to create 
space. Bateman is very creative at the stem of routes, often using a stutter-hesitation to freeze the defender - he is explosive out of his breaks, quickly bursting into open 
space. Bateman thrives in the short/intermediate middle of field - he has killed defenses on in breaking routes. When given space in the open field, Bateman can get you 
YAC - with good buildup speed he can make safeties miss and find the end zone. Another positive he brings is the versatility to line up outside at Z, or in the slot - offenses 
can move him around to find the best matchup.

Improvements
In my opinion what holds Bateman back from the elite WRs is a lack of great athleticism or size. His best work comes in the slot versus off coverage, but when moved 
outside against better athletes, he doesn't display the same level of separation skills on a consistent basis. He can use his hands better when facing press, or else his thin 
frame tends to get slowed down. In addition, I think his play speed, explosiveness and agility is worse than what he tested at - I just don't see a top tier athlete. Bateman isn't 
much of a vertical threat as his outside releases and speed don't standout. Plus, in terms of adding YAC, he is not an explosive cutter or someone who will burn pursuit 
angles - he needs space to win. I also think Bateman's hands in contested scenarios are not super reliable - he has long arms but lacks hand strength. This is also seen in non-
contested scenarios - Bateman needs the ball to be within his frame and on the numbers, the odds of him catching slightly errant throws drops dramatically.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Bateman projects best to the slot or a Z-WR role in an offense that prioritizes getting the ball out quick and to the middle of the field. Teams that run a lot of crossing routes 
off of play action will love Bateman's ability to get behind the LBs in a hurry. I think he can be a high level WR2 and great complimentary piece for most offenses.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86.5/100 - Early Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Elijah Moore WR 5'9, 178 lb 

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ole Miss 21 4.35 6.67 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'1" 17 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 11 36 398 11.1 2 3 8 2.7
2019 12 67 850 12.7 6 4 -1 -0.3
2020 8 86 1193 13.9 8 14 64 4.6

Strengths

Moore is one of the most electric weapons in this class, combining elite athleticism with competitive toughness. He is a blur on the field both horizontally and vertically - 
feasting over the middle of the field on crossing routes and even showing good hands/concentration in contested scenarios. He is explosive downfield, putting pressure up 
the seam and playing bigger than his size on jump balls. Every step on the field is an explosive one for Moore, who is shifty all throughout the route and afterwards. He 
becomes a RB when the ball is in his hands, displaying great cutting ability and a competitive motor that helps him break tackles. Ole Miss was wise to use him in a versatile 
role, getting jet sweeps and screens to maximize his YAC skills. Moore regularly finds the holes in zone coverage, and is too athletic to cover 1-on-1 in man, making him a 
nightmare for defenses.

Improvements

There's not much to complain about with Moore's game. The things that limit him are mainly athletic - smaller size will likely limit him to the slot at the next level. He could 
become better vs press coverage as he rarely faced it in college.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Moore projects to be an explosive and versatile weapon in the slot, excelling in any scheme that prioritizes the passing game. Teams should look to get the ball in his hands 
as much as possible and play into his versatility. Moore has the athleticism to easily be a top-10 slot WR and a high-level starter for nearly a decade. As long as his thinner 
frame doesn't hold him back from staying healthy, he is one of the safest bets in this draft class to succeed.

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 86.5/100 - Early 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Rondale Moore WR 5'7, 181 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Purdue 20 4.31 6.68 42"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Hamstring injury 10'6" - 28"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 13 114 1258 11 12 (2 Rush) 21 213 10.1
2019 4 29 387 13.3 2 3 3 1
2020 3 35 270 7.7 0 (1 Rush) 6 32 5.3

Strengths

There is no better word to describe Rondale than WEAPON. He is an absurdly electric and explosive player who is a threat to score every time he touches the ball. A bulk of 
his production was schemed by the offense, getting the ball in his hands on jet sweeps, end arounds and screens. Rondale is a terror to tackle in the open field, displaying 
elite speed, acceleration, elusiveness, and a willingness to not go down on first contact. His lower center of gravity makes it very tough to arm tackle him, especially when 
he's coming at you full speed. He regularly burns pursuit angles on the edge and forces defenses to be aware of him at all times. Rondale shows good route running ability, 
especially versus off coverage. He likes speed releases, but at the stem he will stutter to freeze the defender, then explode in a sharp cut to separate. He will definitely make 
his money on posts, double moves and slants (plus the aforementioned ways teams can scheme the ball into his hands), but there is optimism for a more expanded route tree 
versus off coverage. Rondale also brings value as a kick/punt returner, showing an electric ability to weave in and out of defenders.

Improvements

Rondale's size and lack of bulk will limit his ceiling. He just won't consistently be able to beat more physical defenders, and struggled when CBs got hands on him - they 
were able to slow down his releases and feel out the breaks better. If Rondale improves his hand usage on his releases, this is a way to limit teams from pressing him, as he 
can punish them deep. Improving his hand concentration over the middle of the field and in contested areas will be helpful as well. Lastly, Rondale's success will be largely 
dependent on the offense he is in. Despite having elite speed, he doesn't win downfield consistently, needing schemed deep shots off double moves to succeed.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Rondale projects best to the slot and taking on duties as a "gadget" player in a creative offense that regularly uses jet sweeps, end-arounds and screens for their WRs. He will 
embarrass slower nickel CBs and ones who do not want to be physical with him, consistently being a threat that multiple defenders need to be aware of. At his best, Rondale 
could earn Pro Bowl honors one or two years and be one of the most exciting players to watch/root for on Sundays. I hope he is able to stay healthy, because he is a joy to 
watch on the field.

Grade and Projection
FIlm Grade: 86.5/100 - Early/Mid Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Kadarius Toney WR 5'11, 193 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida 22 4.37 6.88 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Shoulder 11'4" 9 31"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average

2017 (UT) 8 15 152 10.1 0 (Rush 1) 14 120 8.6
2018(UT) 12 25 260 10.4 1 21 240 11.4
2019(UT) 7 10 194 19.4 1 12 59 4.9
2020(WR) 11 70 984 14.1 10 (Rush 1) 19 161 8.5

Strengths

Toney is one of the most exciting WRs to watch this year because of his video game-like athleticism. He becomes a RB when he has the ball in his hands, displaying elusive 
cuts and absurd contact balance - Toney bounces off tackles, getting low to keep his footing and is a competitive runner. He is explosive with and without the ball, showing 
elite short area burst to destroy pursuit angles. Before he has the ball, Toney shows flashes of unorthodox but effective routes. At the stem he shows stutters, hesitations and 
sometimes spins to separate from the defender. He excels working horizontally across the field on crossing routes and has better catch-in-traffic ability than I expected. He 
also wins downfield when facing off coverage, he has the speed to beat double coverage and accelerate in the 10-20 yard range, which is special to see. Toney brings loads 
of versatility for offenses, Florida lined him up outside, in the slot and even in the backfield. He was a mismatch nightmare vs LSU, lining up as a RB and capitalizing on all 
the space he has out of the backfield - LBs and DBs had an ugly day. Lastly, Toney also brings value as a kick/punt returner, consistently being a threat to gain yardage in all 
phases of the game. I like that Toney has a bigger frame than some of the other slot WRs in his draft range (Elijah/Rondale Moore) which helps his ability in contested 
scenarios and hopefully his durability.

Improvements

Toney is simply not as polished as you'd like to see for someone who is getting serious first-round hype. While he's such a fantastic athlete, there are fantastic athletes all 
throughout the NFL - Toney will need to become a more consistent and effective route runner to truly separate on the field. He can run some rounded and lazy routes at 
times, and specifically needs to improve his ability to diagnose zone defenses. There were way too many reps where he had an option to sit, or continue running his route 
across the field, and chose the wrong option based on the coverage he faced. Hopefully this will come with more experience, as the slot WR position is very demanding 
mentally.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Toney projects as a versatile weapon who should make an impact in the slot, in the backfield and as a returner. Getting the ball in his hands as much as possible should be a 
priority and creative, quick game offenses who spread out defenses will utilize Toney to the best of his ability. Scheming him easy touches while he improves his route 
running ability should be a focus for making his development as smooth as possible. I wouldn't be surprised if Toney makes a couple Pro Bowls in his career, his athletic 
ceiling is truly that special - at the very least he will be an ESPN darling and make highlight reels in his sleep.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86/100 - Early Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Nico Collins WR 6'4, 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Michigan 22 4.45 6.79 37 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor thumb injury, opt-out 2020 10'5" 14 34 1/4

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 4 3 27 9 0 0 0 0
2018 13 38 632 16.6 6 0 0 0
2019 12 37 729 19.7 7 0 0 0

Strengths

Nico brings a dangerous blend of size, physicality and big play ability. He makes highlight reel catches on jump balls, using his height, arm length and vertical all to his 
advantage. Nico has perfected when to time his jump and high points the ball regularly over one or two defenders - showcasing extremely strong hands that look like they 
have a layer of stickum. He is especially dangerous in this regard in the red zone, where you cannot give him single coverage. Nico displays subtle but effective hand 
fighting and push offs to help him create separation. He is a great route runner for someone of his size, at the release, in phase, and the stem. He regularly uses a motor 
release to freeze the CB, then accelerates downfield, finally cutting off a sharp break. He displays a good understanding for how to attack a CBs leverage and put them in a 
compromising position. What I love about Nico is how much he's improved in this regard over his career, speaking to his work ethic. Every year you can see his routes get 
more defined, explosive and effective. 

Improvements

One area I hope Nico can improve upon is in breaking routes. He is a menace on downfield and outside releasing routes, but on inside releases he isn't as sharp. He can drift 
upfield a bit on slants, instead of cutting off a sharp horizontal break. In addition, on crossing routes I wish Nico played with more pace and up to his true speed - he looks 
like he's going 80% on a lot of these and it leads to him being covered. Nico won't be a big time YAC threat, as he doesn't display very sudden change of direction - although 
most WRs his size don't either, this is more of a role limitation.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Nico projects favorably to a X or Z WR on the boundary, where he can win on outside releasing routes downfield. He has some experience in the slot, and I think he could 
be effective here as well due to his physicality and length. He fits well in an offense that loves to push the ball downfield and take vertical shots. He should be fed the ball in 
the red zone and can easily become a TD machine early in his career. I think Nico can be one of the better WR2s in the NFL and even have some seasons as a low-end WR1 
- finding a QB to create chemistry with on jump balls/fades will be instrumental to his success.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85.5/100 - Late Second/Early Third
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Cornell Powell WR 6'0, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Clemson 23 4.52 7.03 36 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor undisclosed injuries 10'8" 16 32 3/4

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2016 5 12 87 7.3 0 0 0 0
2017 8 8 57 7.1 1 0 0 0
2018 4 5 63 12.6 0 0 0 0
2019 10 15 122 8.1 2 0 0 0
2020 12 53 882 16.6 7 0 0 0

Strengths

Powell is one of "My Guys" this year because of how he reminds me of DeAndre Hopkins. Stack their measureables up against each other and it is nearly identical, but turn 
on the film and that's where things get freaky. The Clemson WR may not be the biggest or fastest guy out there, but he plays bigger than his size and is a constant pest for 
CBs to deal with. Powell brings physicality on every single rep, he excels on routes downfield and is constantly hand fighting when running a nine. From the release to the 
catch point, Powell will fight to gain separation and proper positioning to make the throw easy for the QB. He has vicegrip hands that pluck the ball out of midair - even 
when he is faced with an errant throw, Powell's catch radius comes up big time. He is a master on the sideline, contorting his body in a way that most humans cannot, to 
make a catch and stay in bounds. Powell is an unconventional route runner, which makes this aspect of his game underrated. Similarly to Hopkins, Powell doesn't win with 
shiftyness, rather physicality. He bullies CBs, using his long arms and physical build to get where he wants. This shows up in how he earns YAC, Powell is a physical 
competitor, and his competitive nature is my favorite part of his game. The dude wants to be great, and is playing at 150% on every single play. He fights for every single 
blade of grass and refuses to be brought down. This physicality and willingness to do the small things translates to winning plays. Powell is great at doing the little things 
like blocking or setting picks for his teammates.

Improvements

Powell being a good but not great athlete is what will hold him back the most. He's not particularly fast, agile or elusive, and while he still wins despite that, it could limit his 
ceiling overall, especially versus better NFL athletes. Powell could also be a more refined route runner, particularly at the stem of routes where he can make sharper breaks 
and explode out of them by getting low. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Powell projects to an X or Z role at the NFL level. He can do a little bit of everything, and provide QBs with a good jump ball option. He may never put up eye popping 
numbers, but he will improve the on-field culture and competitiveness by making numerous winning plays each game. He's the type of guy who sticks around in the NFL for 
over a decade because he is consistently one of the best options to round out your WR starters.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84.5/100 - Fourth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Amon-Ra St. Brown WR 5'11, 197 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
USC 21 4.59 6.9 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Sports hernia 10'7" 20 30"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 11 60 750 12.5 3 2 9 4.5
2019 13 77 1042 13.5 6 (Rush 1) 7 60 8.6
2020 6 41 478 11.7 7 0 0 0

Strengths

Amon is your high-floor, dependable WR who brings inside/outside versatility. He has very strong hands and is able to grab errant throws that are outside of his frame - 
even showing good body control on the sideline. He is fearless over the middle of the field, shielding his body from a big hit from a safety. Amon understands how to sit in 
the holes of zone coverage and become a target for his QB. He played on the boundary and in the slot for USC, which gives his future team some flexibility. Amon shows 
flashes of very nuanced routes - using head, shoulder and foot fakes to sell the defender in one direction, then break in another.

Improvements

I have Amon much lower than the consensus because I don't think he's a particularly great athlete. He's not slow, he just doesn't excel in any one area and I think this will be 
more evident at the next level. He struggles to consistently separate from CBs, especially in press, where his release and hand work is subpar. He needed off coverage and a 
lot of schemed screens to get production at USC. While he played on the outside and the slot, I think his game is best suited for the slot, where he can face more off coverage 
and slower CBs. Amon simply doesn't have a high-level trait to hang his hat on, nor does he have a consistent method of winning. He doesn't provide great height, length, 
speed or nuance to his game and will be heavily dependent on his situation. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Amon projects to the slot at the next level, and will have his best success with talent around him. Ask him to be a WR3/4, with multiple other good weapons and a great OC, 
and he can be productive. But if you're asking him to play a large role for your offense, I don't think it will be pretty. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79.5/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dyami Brown WR 6'0, 189 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
North Carolina 21 4.44 6.85 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'8" 18 32"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 9 17 173 10.2 1 0 0 0
2019 12 51 1034 20.3 12 1 2 2
2020 11 55 1099 20 8 0 0 0

Strengths

Dyami is one of the best vertical threats in the game pairing his speed with nuanced nine routes. I love how he doesn't just rely on his speed to win, using purposeful releases 
and fakes throughout his route. At the LOS Dyami beats press alignment with a variety of releases, usually faking outside and releasing inside. He accelerates very well and 
can get behind CBs in a blur. Versus off coverage, he will close the space between him and the CB downfield, then have a well-timed fake either outside or inside to fool the 
CB. Dyami also used his vertical threat ability to setup easy completions on curl routes. He would sell the beginning of his route just like a nine, then stop on a dime as CBs 
are worried about getting beat deep. There is so much more potential to unlock with Dyami, as his route tree expands, he can become a dangerous weapon at all levels of the 
field.

Improvements

The biggest wart in Dyami's game is his hands - whether its focus drops when he's wide open, or struggling to finish in contested scenarios, I just wish Dyami had more 
dependability. If he has a step on a CB deep, but the CB is still able to get their hand around the catch point, it will drastically hurt Dyami's ability to reel in the catch. He 
doesn't display great vertical or aggressiveness in attacking the ball, rather, letting it come to him. In addition, over the middle of the field he just doesn't show the 
physicality to box out his defender, or the hand strength to finish the play. I worry about his slight frame, unlike a guy like DeVonta Smith or Jaylen Waddle, Dyami doesn't 
consistently play bigger than his size, like those two. In addition, UNC asked Dyami and their WRs to run a very limited route tree - Dyami excelled at nines and curls, was 
solid at slants, but that was it. He will need some refinement and experience in expanding to a full route tree. Athletically, I wish Dyami was more agile and elusive so he 
could be a better YAC threat. Finally, for someone who is deemed an elite speedster, he tested mid-4.4s and I think this is reflective on film - he isn't running past every CB 
with ease, or burning pursuit angles horizontally. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Dyami translates well to the NFL as a vertical threat WR who can play X or Z. Offenses who prioritize pushing the ball downfield and regularly taking deep shots will love 
the nuance that Dyami already shows in that regard. Teams should be patient and not ask him to do too much, as he continues to develop a wider route repertoire. Dyami 
will have a lot of variance in play over his career - improve the hands and you've got a top 7-10 deep threat in the league. I think his ceiling caps out as a high end WR2 and 
I have optimism he can become a more complete route runner due to his young age and the details he shows with his nine routes.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84/100 - Late Second Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Dazz Newsome WR 5'10, 190 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
North Carolina 21 4.57 7.39 34

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'1" 12 29"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 8 18 227 12.6 0 8 52 6.5
2018 11 44 506 11.5 2 (Rush 1) 7 96 13.7
2019 12 72 1018 14.1 10 3 9 3
2020 12 54 684 12.7 6 (Rush 1) 2 21 10.5

Strengths

Dazz is an electric slot WR who wins with agility and craft. I love his YAC skills, showing contact balance, agility, elusiveness and a willingness to never give up. UNC was 
wise to scheme up touches for him on screens and jet sweeps - get him in space and you will prosper. He has really good short area acceleration, allowing him to beat pursuit 
angles when defenders are 5ish yards away from him. I think Dazz is a crafty and smart route runner. Versus zone coverage, he understands the defenses principles and the 
corresponding option route he should run (mesh concept for example). He also understands the spacing of zones, and moves to find open space so that he can be a target for 
his QB. Dazz also adjusts crossing routes depending on the depth of the defender and is always looking to give his QB the best throwing window. Versus man, he is less 
refined, but his natural athleticism bodes well for his ceiling here. Dazz is also one of the best blocking slot-WRs I've ever evaluated - he takes pride in it, squaring up his 
target, getting into their chest and driving his feet. He is great for screens to RBs or other WRs as he can get out in space and block DBs 10 yards downfield. Finally, Dazz 
brings value in the kick and punt return game, putting his YAC skills to use - this is an area I think can immediately translate to the NFL day one.

Improvements

If Dazz improves his routes vs man coverage, watch out NFL. He has explosive change of direction ability, but too often runs rounded routes. He has success with this in 
college, but it's against lesser athletes and off coverage. He will need to get better at beating press man coverage for him to truly reach his ceiling - more head/shoulder fakes 
and sharper breaks. Dazz's hands were pretty average but one thing I noticed was if the ball was slightly inaccurate and outside his frame, the odds he caught the ball fell to 
near zero.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Dazz projects to a slot role in the NFL where teams should find ways to get the ball into his hands as much as possible. He can be an extension of the run game, eating on 
screens and quick game concepts. I expect Dazz to be one of the YAC leaders at his position and for him to be a starter in the NFL for a long time due to his craftiness vs 
zone coverage. As his route tree develops, Dazz has the athletic potential to be a top 5-7 slot in the league. At the very least, you're getting an explosive kick/punt returner 
and effective blocker on your team.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82.5/100 - Mid/Late Fourth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tylan Wallace WR 6'0, 190 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma State 21 4.49 6.97 33

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Torn ACL, 2020: Sprain same knee 9'4" 11 30 3/8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 5 7 118 16.9 0 0 0 0
2018 13 86 1491 17.3 12 (1 Rushing) 1 6 6
2019 9 53 903 17 8 1 0 0
2020 10 59 922 15.6 6 1 7 7

Strengths

Wallace has surprising jump-ball effectiveness for someone of his size. He is one of the best in the class at adjusting to errant balls, and using every inch of his catch radius 
to his advantage. OK State loved to chuck it up to Wallace and give him a chance to make a play - Wallace showed effective hand fighting right before the ball got to him, to 
separate just enough and give himself a window. Wallace was also very effective on curls/comebacks - this route worked well for him because he could sell vertical, then 
stop on a dime at the stem and come back to the ball. I like the level of physiality Wallace plays with as a blocker on the edge, regularly getting into the chest of CBs and 
keeping them out of the play.

Improvements

Wallace is uninspiring as an athlete and I think this will hold him back from having a great impact in the NFL. He doesn't separate well on routes downfield, not posessing 
the speed to threaten defenses. Most catches he makes are heavily contested because he doesn't separate well - he isn't very explosive out of his breaks. I think his routes 
need work, and didn't see much of an improvement over his collegiate career - especially with his releases that lack creativity. He is always looking to speed release, and 
rarely, if ever, varies the tempo or step pacing/direction. Plus, he doesn't use his hands well at the LOS, physical CBs squeeze him down the sideline and out of bounds with 
ease. With his thin frame, I'm not sure how much better he'll get in this regard and it certainly limits his effectiveness on jump balls (his bread and butter) vs NFL caliber 
athletes. Lastly, Wallace doesn't bring much YAC ability and hasn't displayed much versatility - solely lining up on the right side of the offense and running few routes. It 
doesn't mean he can't do more, we just don't have tape on it, and when you compare him to other WRs in this class who have shown that versatility, it becomes a knock on 
Wallace.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Wallace projects best to a Z-WR at the next level, in an offense that prioritizes vertical concepts. Teams should play into Wallace's ability to work go routes and comeback 
routes simbiotically. In addition, Wallace having a QB who is willing to throw into tight windows and contested targets will be huge - give the dude a chance to make a play. 
I don't think his ceiling is very high due to below average size and athleticsm, however, teams can get a strong WR3, and some WR2 years from Wallace, if all goes well.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81.5/100 - Mid/Late Fourth Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Seth Williams WR 6'3, 211 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Auburn 21 4.49 7.2 37

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'4" 12 33 1/2

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 10 26 534 20.5 5 0 0 0
2019 12 59 830 14.1 8 0 0 0
2020 11 47 760 16.2 4 0 0 0

Strengths
Seth Williams is the Slant Winner. He runs very effective slants, regularly using head, shoulder, and feet fakes to the outside, then breaking inside. This ability to set up a 
defender one way, then beat him the other gives me hope for expanding the amount of routes he is effective at. Seth also brings value as a jump ball WR, using push-offs to 
separate at the catch point. Seth has good feel for body control on the sideline, making sure to get his feet in bounds. He is a physical WR who doesn't back down from a 
fight and is fearless over the middle of the field. 

Improvements
Seth's overall game is pretty limited. He doesn't have great athleticism to be explosive in and out of breaks - he struggles to separate on anything other than a slant route. 
Seth plays very high all throughout his route, and this hurts his change of direction ability, allowing CBs to stay attached to him. His routes are rounded and ineffective a lot 
of the time, I wish he used his hands more on outside releases, like he does when running slants. Seth also doesn't bring much, if any value in terms of YAC or versatility. 
He will be pretty limited if he doesn't start playing lower and use his hands better. There were a lot of instances when fighting for a jump ball that ended up in losses for Seth 
- he didn't always have the most secure catches and he lacked vertical to high point the ball - letting the ball come to him instead of attacking it first.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Seth projects as a traditional X-WR, isolated on the backside of formations. He should be limited to slants, nines and curls for now, until he shows the nuance needed for 
other routes. He can bring instant value in the red zone, where his size and physicality will be a huge plus. There's a lot of risk involved with Seth, and a lot of improvement 
is needed out of him to get him to a level where he can consistently win at the NFL. I think he's destined for a rotational role who can beat up on smaller CBs.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 78.5/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tamorrion Terry WR 6'4, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida State 23 4.44 7.11 32 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Torn Meniscus, 2020: Same Knee Surgery 10'6" 15 33 3/8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 12 35 744 21.3 8 0 0 0
2019 13 60 1188 19.8 9 4 9 2.3
2020 6 23 289 12.6 1 2 0 0

Strengths

Scary Terry has a Baby-DK Metcalf skillset in that he is a height/speed/length freak with limited agility and route diversity. Terry has great rolling speed, when he gets past 
a CB downfield, they aren't catching up. He's a great vertical threat because of his long strides and release work - nines are the first major route in his arsenal. He is very 
good on outside releases and standing his ground down the sideline, putting himself in position to make a catch and not get pushed out of bounds. The second major route 
that Terry succeeds on is the curl - this is built off his deep threat capability. When CBs play off coverage, trying to prevent the nine, Terry can beat them underneath. 
Similarly to Metcalf, Terry also wins on slants/posts - breaking inside and using his long arms to win at the catch point is a big part of Terry's game. If he's given some space 
with the ball in his hands, Terry can get you some good YAC and is unconventional with his jukes (in a good way). 

Improvements

Terry shares Metcalf's strengths, but also weaknesses - his great height hurts his explosiveness and agility. He lacks sudden, sharp breaks at the stem of his routes, often 
running rounded slants that won't always cut it at the NFL level. You won't want him running the entire route tree, just like Metcalf, which limits his ceiling. Terry also 
displays inconsistent hands. He has flashes of dominating in contested scenarios, but also flashes of dropping easy passes. I've noticed that when the ball is in between 
Terry's numbers, he rarely, if ever, drops it. But when it's away from his frame, that's where we get some issues. A way for Terry to improve in this regard is to work on 
tucking the ball after a catch, quicker. He often takes an extra split second to do this, and it allows the CB to get his hand close to the catch point and be a bit of a deterrent. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Terry projects perfectly to the X-WR role in a vertical-heavy offense. Isolated on the backside, Terry should be used like the Seahawks use Metcalf. Limit his role as a 
rookie to what he was good at in college. Don't ask him to run more than a nine, slant, curl or post until he refines other routes. The speed, physicality and long arms are so 
damn exciting, if in the right situation, Terry can have a similar impact as Metcalf.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Austin Watkins WR 6'1, 207 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UAB Unkown 4.56 7.35 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'8" 18 31"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 4 7 82 11.7 0 0 0 0
2019 14 57 1092 19.2 6 1 -1 -1
2020 7 34 468 13.8 3 0 0 0

Strengths

Watkins brings a good blend of size, dependable hands and route running. He was very reliable in contested scenarios all over the field. Watkins displays great focus and 
hand strength, even with defenders breathing down his neck or fighting in the catch point. Watkins blends good athleticism for his size with nuanced routes. He is a pretty 
good deep threat because of how he uses head and shoulder fakes after he has built up speed. I also like him in the intermediate area of the field on curls and comebacks - 
showing an ability to get low and stop on a dime to separate. Watkins displayed good releases to beat press coverage, regularly using a dip move which makes it harder for 
CBs to get hands on him and halt his route.

Improvements

Watkins is good in quite a few areas but doesn't really excel in one. He is a solid but not great athlete and this could hurt him at the NFL level. He was okay at getting YAC, 
but doesn't have explosive COD skills. I would've liked to see him use his hands on releases versus press coverage. He used his feet and body well, but could incorporate 
better hand usage to really take his routes to the next level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Watkins projects to a X or Z-WR role at the next level and can make an impact at all three levels of the field. He can be a dependable WR3 and even potentially have some 
years as a WR2. I worry he's reached near his ceiling already but this is a high-floor player who will bring value on Day 3.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Josh Imatorbhebhe WR 6'0, 218 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
USC/Illinois 23 4.52 7.1 46 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor hip and leg injuries 11'2" 24 32 1/2

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 6 (USC) 2 11 5.5 0 0 0 0
2018 1 (USC) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 11 (Illinois) 33 634 19.2 9 0 0 0
2020 7 22 297 13.5 3 0 0 0

Strengths

Imatorbhebhe provides an intriguing mix of raw physical traits. Bhebhe has a rocked up frame and is strong at the catch point. His freakish vertical shows up on tape when 
attacking jump balls with aggression. He projects as a physical X-WR who can bully CBs and make acrobatic catches.

Improvements

Bhebhe doesn't display great movement skills in terms of getting in and out of his breaks on routes. I wish his explosive testing showed up on the stems of his routes, but he 
can be a bit sluggish at times. His feet look heavy at times and he doesn't display good COD skills to earn YAC. He won't provide much versatility in terms of alignment and 
role. An older prospect who is still raw in a lot of areas makes his projection fairly boom/bust.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Bhebhe projects as an X-WR in the NFL who will need a year to refine his route running skills. The athletic gifts are certainly intriguing, and teams with a good WR coach, 
plus veterans who can teach him the fine details of the position, will be the best situation for Bhebhe to succeed. He has the potential to be a strong WR2 in an offense that 
loves to attack the boundary.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Amari Rodgers WR 5'10, 210 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Clemson 21 4.51 7.07 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Torn ACL 10'1" 19 30 3/8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 14 19 123 6.5 0 3 -9 -3
2018 15 55 575 10.5 4 1 5 5
2019 13 30 426 14.2 5 (1 Rushing) 2 50 25
2020 12 77 1020 13.2 7 0 0 0

Strengths

Rodgers is a versatile slot-WR who becomes a RB with the ball in his hands. The best attribute of Rodgers' game is hands down his YAC ability - his contact balance is 
tremendous and helps him shrug off arm tackles with ease. He shows good change of direction ability, and knows how to use the defenders leverage against them. Rodgers 
will be very effective at the next level on screens and short routes vs off coverag - making the most out of his opportunities. Rodgers also shows some ability to win 
downfield, specifically on double moves. I like Rodgers' hands, he makes catches outside his frame look easy and effortless.

Improvements

Rodgers is good, but not great at what he does. He isn't a top tier athlete for the position, showing average speed, acceleration and explosiveness on tape - this will hurt his 
potential in the NFL. I really do not like his route running ability - Rodgers shows little nuance in terms of fakes or attacking leverage to create separation. He runs very 
rounded routes that look lazy at times. His ability to beat pure man coverage should not be relied upon early in his career. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Rodgers projects to a slot WR role in an offense that prioritizes quick game concepts. He has a very high floor because of his ability to maximize every play and get his 
offense YAC. I need to see him separate more consistently vs better defenders before I really buy into his hype. With averable measureables and average athleticism on tape, 
I just don't think Rodgers has a very high ceiling - a lack of consistent downfield threat will limit him. He can be a solid starting slot, but don't think he'll become a huge 
difference maker for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Shi Smith WR 5'10, 190 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
South Carolina 22 4.43 6.79 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
No Bench press - Shoulder 10'3"  31 7/8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 12 29 409 14.1 3 0 0 0
2018 12 45 673 15 4 0 0 0
2019 10 43 489 11.4 2 3 8 2.7
2020 9 57 633 11.1 4 6 6 1

Strengths

Shi displays a good combination of athleticism and competitiveness to his game as a slot WR. My favorite aspect of Shi's film was actually how good of a jump-ball WR he 
is. He regularly high-points the ball, timing his jump to perfection, and is aggressive when the ball is in the air. I also like Shi's ability to win over the middle of the field, 
showing good recognition and spatial awareness vs zone. South Carolina moved Shi around the field, and his reps as an outside WR were promising. He was able to display 
more nuance and creativity with his routes, showcasing good releases and work at the stem. Shi is certainly a good athlete who can get you YAC if given space, he plays 
with a high motor in this regard, always looking to earn another blade of grass.

Improvements

My biggest gripe with Shi's game is his hands - it seemed like he was better on jump balls than a wide open curl route. He displayed multiple focus drops and was not as 
dependable in traffic as you'd like, especially over the middle of the field. His reps vs physical CBs were not the greatest, as he would lose balance or be pushed off his spot 
with ease. I would have liked to see more elusiveness when Shi got the ball around the LOS, making something out of nothing - especially since he has troubles catching the 
ball, need to find another way to be productive and efficient (YAC).

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Shi projects as a WR who can split time outside and in the slot, until he finds the spot he feels most comfortable. Smart offenses will move him around and attack the CB 
who he has the best matchup against - smaller CBs with poor COD skills. I can see Shi being an average-above average slot for years, as long as he can improve his hands.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Anthony Schwartz WR 6'0, 186lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Auburn 20 4.25 7.13 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Knee and shoulder injuries 10'3" N/A 31 4/8

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2018 12 22 357 16.2 7 (5 rushing) 27 211 7.8
2019 11 41 440 10.7 3 (2 rushing) 11 118 10.7
2020 10 54 636 11.8 3 4 -6 -1.5

Strengths

Schwartz is an electric slot WR with serious track star speed. What differenciates Schwartz from the numerous other talented slot WRs in this class is his ability to win 
vertically downfield - he is always someone you need to have a couple pairs of eyes on. Schwartz beats nickel CBs downfield with ease, and Auburn didn't use him enough 
in that regard. He is also a versatile weapon, winning from the slot, showing promise on the outside, and gaining YAC when schemed touches on screens. Schwartz is very 
agile and is a smooth runner, I love feeding him on screens when he can attack defenders coming downhill at him and burn their pursuit angle. Schwartz has better size than 
the other slot WRs in this class, and showed good route detail, especially wining on inside releases. He varies the pace of his releases and uses a variety of fakes throughout 
the route, improving his work at the stem will be key.

Improvements

While Schwartz is plenty fast, he's not game-breaking speed - in 2020 he wasn't as effective with the ball in his hands. Specfically on jet sweeps and end arounds, he wasn't 
able to beat pursuit angles horizontally. I also never saw great stop-start ability to change direction and make a sharp cut. Schwartz is a better route runner than given credit 
for, but he's certainly still raw in this regard. At the stem, he loves to hesitate, switching up his pace and messing with the defender - but he almost never uses a fake in the 
opposite direction, to truly sell the defender. This is a small improvement, but one that can really alter the success of his game. Lastly, Schwartz struggled with the 
physicality of the game - whether it was blocking or trying to win downfield on an outside release, he was regularly outmatched.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Schwartz projects well to a slot-WR role in a vertical passing offense. Teams should utilize his downfield speed and ask him to run a lot of slot fades, posts, corners and 
deep crossing routes. Teams that implement a lot of quick game concepts can find value with Schwartz as well, getting him the ball on screens, speed outs or slants. I think 
Schwartz has a little more viability on the outside as well, just don't ask him to run routes with an outside release - but on inside releases, his quickness and speed will be a 
big plus. Overall, I see Schwartz as a solid starter who brings big play ability.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - Late Fourth Round Pick
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Trevon Grimes WR 6'4, 220lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida 22 4.49 7 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2016: Torn ACL 9'10" 15 31 3/8"

Key Stats
Year Games Played Rec Yards Average TDs Rushing Attempts Yards Average
2017 2 3 20 6.7 0 0 0 0
2018 12 26 364 14 2 0 0 0
2019 13 33 491 14.9 3 1 -4 -4
2020 11 38 589 15.5 9 1 4 4

Strengths

Grimes brings an impressive mix of height, jump ball prowess and crafty routes. At 6'4, with long arms and a solid vertical, Grimes gives QBs a giant catch radius wherever 
he is on the field. He displays flashes of "Moss'ing" defenders, where he snatches jump balls over DBs heads. I was quite impressed with the nuance in Grimes routes, not 
something you often see with bigger WRs. He has a variety of releases at his disposal, and loves to use head fakes on vertical routes to create separation. His acceleration 
was great, and Grimes knew how to change the pace of his route to get by the defense. He was particularly effective at comeback routes versus off coverage - once teams 
had to be worried about his speed. Lastly, if Grimes was given space in the open field, he could get you YAC when given the ball on the move.

Improvements

Consistency was an issue for Grimes, the flashes are great, but he didn't always look engaged on the field. His natural height hurts his ability to get low and explode out of 
his breaks, and I think his route tree will be limited because of it. His steps when changing direction just didn't cover much distance, leading to him looking a little immobile 
at times. Grimes often got too caught up in the battle down the sideline, hand fighting and not getting his head turned around to even realize the ball was coming his way.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Grimes projects as a typical X-WR at the NFL level. Isolated on the backside, he can excel on nines, posts, slants and comeback routes. Teams looking for a bigger, physical 
WR who can be a jump-ball/back shoulder target in the end zone should be heavily interested in Grimes. I can see him being a high level WR4 and solid WR3 for many 
years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - Late Fifth Round Pick
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Penei Sewell OT 6'4, 331 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oregon 20 5.9 7.76 28"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Ankle injury 9'1" 30 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 1 LT
2019 14 LT

Strengths
Sewell is a transcendent athlete at the position who plays with tremendous technique and smooth footwork. His athleticsim allows him to make any block necessary, 
showing efficient and quick feet in the run game. Sewell creates push at the LOS because of his immense power, fueled by a thick lower and upper body plus great pad level. 
He has a maulers' attitude and plenty of pancakes on his resume. He can make reach blocks with ease and even gets out in space to block LBs or DBs. The technique is 
impressive for a 19 year old, squaring up his target and showing good hand placement on his strike. This translates to the pass blocking as well, showing a quick kick step 
and regularly strikes defenders with aggression. Sewell displays quick hands that are always reader to swiftly fire out of their holster. When he latches onto a defender there 
is no getting away. Sewell is a lock on the left side of the line, displaying prowess versus power and finesse rushers. He plays with a wide base and can drop his pads to give 
up ground slowly versus a bull rush. He can also run the loop versus speed rushers and keep them far away from his QB. Sewell's athleticism is a huge plus in the screen 
game, making blocks in the alley that most tackles cannot.

Improvements
Sewell will be penalized by some NFL teams due to below average arm length. This translates to his game at times as he allows defenders to get into his chest on occasion. 
Coaches who rely on the catch technique will likely not think Sewell is a great fit for what they want to do. Sewell can also have some inconsistencies as a run blocker, 
leaning into his blocks instead of consistently bending and getting under - it's rare, but happened enough on film for me to point out, especially when evaluating someone 
who is touted as a generational prospect.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Sewell is most definitely a Left Tackle at the next level, despite many seeing him as a guard. He can fit into any scheme you ask of him but his athleticism would be best 
utilized in a zone heavy blocking scheme. The ceiling is ridiculous for Sewell and definitely a Top-10 tackle in the league.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 94.5/100 - Top 10 Pick
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Rashawn Slater OT 6'4, 304 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Northwestern 22 4.88 7.48 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'4" 33 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 13 RT
2018 14 RT
2019 11 LT

Strengths
Slater is a pure and natural technician who has extremely light feet. He is able to diagnose and deal with stunts extremely quickly, showing quick mental processing but also 
efficient footwork to change direction. Slater has a clean kick set and gets to his landmark with little panic in his game. He has great hand placement and strike timing in 
pass protection, reading the defender and attacking when appropriate. He is very good versus speed rushers, easily nullifying the angle to the edge and keeping them far from 
the QB. Slater has insane body control, specifically in his hips and lower body - this allows him to consistently win the leverage battle during zone runs. He understands his 
assignment well and can contort his body to wall off the defender from the running lane. He is very good at making reach blocks, getting to his landmark with ease, crossing 
the face of his defender and can even turn his body to face the sideline and completely erase the defender from the play.

Improvements
Slater lacks great length and power to his game which will give him struggles versus the elite edge defenders in the NFL. He can get pushed back when defenders extend 
their arms into his chest, and there's simply not much Slater can do here. He isn't someone who will consistently block with a ton of power and create drive in the run game. 
He just isn't someone who is going to consistently be a nasty finisher and put defenders in the dirt. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Slater projects as a left or right tackle who could possibly play guard (although no experience there yet) and would play the best in a zone-blocking scheme that maximizes 
his athleticism and body control. He can start day 1 due to his proficiency as a technician and has a high floor too. His ceiling may not be elite, but he could still make a Pro 
Bowl or two in his career.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 90/100 - Top 20 Pick
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Teven Jenkins OT 6'5, 317 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma State 23 4.99 7.69 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Multiple minor injuries 8'10" 36 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 12 RG/RT
2018 13 RT/LT
2019 12 RT/LT
2020 7 RT/LT

Strengths
Jenkins plays like a mad man with something to prove, burying defenders into the dirt, especially in the run game. He is a humongous human being with a thick and built 
frame. His arms look longer than they are and he uses his functional length very well. Jenkins has a mean streak in the run game and is the definition of a finisher. He excels 
on power concepts and has the brute force to create push past the LOS. His upper body stregngth honestly does not make sense, latching onto defenders and taking them for 
a wide towards the sideline. Jenkins is a menace in space, showing quick feet for someone his size - he climbs to the 2nd level smoothly and will make LBs/DBs think twice 
about engaging with him. Jenkins is tough to get by in pass protection because of his overall size and physicality. He packs a serious punch with dynamite in his hands and 
you can see how it blows defenders backwards if placed and timed properly. 

Improvements
Some people project Jenkins to guard because of the short arms, but what could hurt him more at the next level is average at best foot speed. His kick step looks panicked 
because he needs to slide faster than other tackles - his total range of motion here is lacking. Jenkins will struggle pass blocking edge rushers who have great burst off the 
snap. Wide nine techniques and even some seven techniques will give him issues as they buildup speed around the edge. Jenkins goes through moments where his body just 
can't keep up with his mind and what he needs it to do, which causes him to play without his usually good technique. He can lose good leverage in the pad level battle and 
also miss with his punch. His hands get wide too often, instead of inside, and sometimes he just whiffs on his target completely. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Jenkins projects as a RT prospect who will succeed best in a gap/power blocking scheme and a passing offense that allows him to short set. He will likely need help versus 
speedy nine-tech edge rushers in the form of chip blocks from RBs. However, Jenkins' dominance in the run game gives him a high floor. He can start day 1 for a lot of 
teams and has so much room to grow. He's going to be a high-level starter for a decade.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 88.5 - Late 1st Round Pick
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Christian Darrisaw OT 6'4, 322 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Virginia Tech 21 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor groin injury - - 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 12 LT
2019 13 LT
2020 10 LT

Strengths
Darrisaw is a massive human being with picture perfect measureables for a tackle prospect - arguably the best out of the top 4 in the class. He is an effective blocker purely 
based off size and power - displaying explosiveness throughout his game. He fires off the snap and aggressively attacks his defender, making his presence felt within the 
first second of the snap. Darrisaw is a menacing run blocker who gets the job done. He is sound in pass protection due to a good balance of punch, footwork and pad level. 
He is equally effective vs power and speed rushers, displaying a level of comfortability and patience throughout the play. 

Improvements
Darrisaw should make an even better impact than he does, leaving something to be desired on a lot of plays. He isn't a finisher, far too often he'll start the play off perfectly, 
but won't sustain and finish his blocks to the whistle. I wish Darrisaw latched onto his defender and drove them downfield more often. His technique can waver at times, and 
while he has a massive upper body, he becomes over reliant on it and doesn't drive his legs enough. He seems fine with playing down to competition, lowering his level of 
intensity and proficiency in technique.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Darrisaw projects as a LT prospect who can play in any scheme you'd like. If he becomes a more consistent finisher, gap/power will be the best way to maximize his 
physical gifts. Darrisaw still has so much room to improve, his ceiling is only rivalred by Sewell, and at just 21, if he's coachable, there's an argument to be made that he 
could be the best in the class - although a lot needs to be improved for that to happen.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86.5/100 - Late 1st/Early 2nd Round Pick
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Dillon Radnuz OT 6'5, 301 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
NDSU 23 5.12 7.26 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2017: Torn ACL 9'4" 2 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 1 LT
2018 15 LT
2019 16 LT
2020 1 LT

Strengths
Radunz is an extremely fluid and athletic tackle prospect. He is very light on his feet and this allows him to keep up in pass protection with the fastest of athletes in the 
college ranks. Radunz is a high IQ player who understands defensive fronts well and is able to recognize and defeat stunts very quickly. He is very good versus speed 
rushers and rarely lets defenders win the corner around him. Radunz is a plus in the run game because of his mobility - he excels on reach blocks and regularly crosses the 
face of his defender to seal them out. He simply dominated the FCS competition and made his job look easy.

Improvements
Radunz is almost too light on his feet, he can fill out his frame more to add functional strength. Since this is currently lacking in his game, Radunz looks to overcompensate 
by playing with bad technique. He can get too high and bend from the waist, not from the knees in both the run and pass game. He gets overextended as a result and 
defenders hav eput him in the dirt. Radunz needs to improve his hand usage in pass protection, the timing and placement is not consistent enough and he allows defenders 
into his chest too often for my liking. He does not have a strong enough anchor and lower body to withstand power rushes into his chest.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Radunz projects as a LT in a zone-blocking heavy scheme that maximizes his mobility and minimizes his functional strength issues. He can make difficult blocks in the run 
game and should be effective out in space on screens. The potential is high with Radunz, getting in the weight room and improving his technique can make him an extremely 
high-level starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5 - Early/Mid 2nd Round Pick
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Liam Eichenerg OT 6'6, 306 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Notre Dame 23 - 7.53 26"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 8'9" 33 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 5 LT
2018 13 LT
2019 13 LT
2020 12 LT

Strengths
Eichenberg is a physical prospect with a high understanding of the game. He is a master of leverage and angles in the run game, executing wide zone concepts really well for 
an average athlete. His hand placement here is perfect and he regularly gets the job done. As a pass protector he is patient with his punch and shows a strong base to anchor 
versus power rushers. He's a quick mental processor who sees stunts coming before they happen. He's pointed out blitzers and changes in defensive assingment at the LOS, 
being a huge aid to the Center and Quarterback. Eichenberg is a good finisher who blocks with an aggressive mindset.

Improvements
Eichenberg is an average at best athlete who can struggle in pass protection versus co-ordinated speed rushers. When he is forced to respect an inside-out fake, Eichenberg is 
in trouble. His foot speed in these scenarios is below par and he seems to panic, playing with poor leverage and lunging to strike. Eichenberg is bad at recovering in pass 
protection - if his initial punch is defeated, he is slow to pick his hands back up and regain control. His naturally high pad level due to his height hurts him in the run game. 
He does his job on zone concepts, but doesn't create adequate push on gap concepts. He has little versatility in this area, not having great foot speed to get out in space as a 
puller either. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Eichenberg projects as a LT prospect who will play best in a wide zone scheme. He can start relatively early in his career but will likely always be beaten by the top-tier of 
pass rushers due to a lack of length and athleticism.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Sam Cosmi OT 6'5, 314 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Texas 22 4.85 7.35 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'9" 36 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 14 RT
2019 13 LT
2020 8 LT

Strengths
Cosmi has all the athleticism you could want out of a tackle prospect. He's played both sides throughout his career which will make him more enticing to team's who already 
have one good tackle. Cosmi has light feet that allow him to get to his landmarks with ease - he plays with a level head and rarely panics because he's always in position. 
Cosmi has good functional length and uses the catch technique regularly - he has a decent anchor when he is prepared to get engaged. Cosmi has the foot speed to make 
reach blocks in zone, and he drives his legs well to create push on some gap runs.

Improvements
Cosmi is seriously lacking in functional strength and an overall level of physicality. I rarely saw him punch with tenacity and look to bury a defender. He plays soft in his 
catch technique in pass pro, lacking grip strength to hold his defender in place and control him. Cosmi gets pushed back too often and allows the pocket to be collapsed. His 
hand placement in the run game was all over the place, usually only landing one on the chest/under the shoulder pad. He had a tough time versus defenders who had a 
natural leverage advantage against him - he plays very high in his stance and causes him to be weak at the POA.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cosmi projects as a LT or RT in a multiple scheme but is best suited for zone runs as he lacks functional power. I think he is one of the more overrated players at his position 
and will struggle in the league - he just has so many drastic improvement areas that it's hard to expect he'll hit them all. I see Cosmi as a developmental tackle who should sit 
for a year, bulk up, improve his technique, then test the waters.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 78/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Jalen Mayfield OT 6'5, 326 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Michigain 20 5.38 7.86 28"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor ankle sprain 8' - 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 3 RT
2019 13 RT
2020 2 RT

Strengths
Mayfield exudes physicality and tenacity on every rep. He has a wide and built frame that gives him immense power. He is constantly blocking his ass off and will put 
defenders into the dirt due to strong grip strength and leg drive. Mayfield is a menace in the run game, regularly creating push past the LOS and working combo blocks well. 
He plays with good pad level and looks to get under the defender. In pass protection he packs a powerful punch and if he makes good contact, defenders likely aren't going 
anywhere.

Improvements
This tackle class is filled with players who have uninspiring arm length and Mayfield is no different. He might be the best candidate for a move to guard as his lack of length 
really hurts him in the pass game. His punch doesn't land very often and he is forced to overextend to make contact. This leaves him lunging and off balance, whiffing on 
blocks and allowing defenders to make negative plays. Mayfield also has heavy feet that restricts his range of motion and ability to kickstep out to his landmark. It doesn't 
take a crazy athlete to beat him around the edge and Mayfield is poor at recovering. He can get overwhelmed at times in the run game, defenders get into his chest and 
there's nothing Mayfield can do.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Mayfield projects as a RT or RG at the next level and is best suited for a run heavy gap/power scheme where his physicality and tenacity can be maximized. There are a lot 
of question marks to his game, as a tackle I'm not sure he'll ever be better than average. As a guard however, Mayfield could be a high-level starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - 4th Round Pick as a tackle, 3rd Round Pick as a guard.
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alex Leatherwood OT 6'4, 312 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22 4.99 7.45 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'10" - 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 7
2018 15 RG
2019 13 LT
2020 13 LT

Strengths
Leatherwood is a well-built and powerful prospect who has good athletic traits as well. Leatherwood has a very balanced skillset which gives him the ability to make all 
kinds of blocks. He has experience in a multiple run scheme, executing drive blocks in gap, pulling out in space on power, and making reach blocks in zone. Leatherwood 
has great first step explosiveness out of his stance which helps him gain an instant advantage on his opponent. He's strong in the run game, playing with good pad level and 
hand placement to move defenders and open lanes. As a pass protector he is light on his feet and has no issues versus speed or power. 

Improvements
Leatherwood needs to improve the technical aspects of his game to reach his ceiling. His hand timing and placement in pass protection is fix #1 - he is slow to gather and 
strike, regularly being punched first and looking like he was took off guard. Leatherwood needs to use his inside hand in cohesion with his outside hand more often, 
allowing him to control the direction of the rusher. He can struggle to recover after a quick pass rush move, showing stiff hips and change of direction ability. As a run 
blocker, his effort and technique is simply inconsistent, one drive he'll be near perfect, and the next he'll hold the line back.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
I think Leatherwood should start his career at tackle, he has good measurements and footwork to be a strong starter - if that plan fails, he can be tried at guard. Leatherwood 
can fit any scheme you'd like of him and will be a team leader and strong locker room presence throughout his career.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - Early 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Brady Christensen OT 6'5, 302 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
BYU 24 4.89 7.33 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'4" 30 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 13 LT
2019 13 LT
2020 12 LT

Strengths
Brady plays like a seasoned veteran, showing good hand usage and feel for the game. While his arms didn't measure out very long, they play much longer, regularly 
shocking defensive linemen. Brady is constantly hand fighting for position and feels where pass rushers are going on their rush, sort of like how CBs feel where WRs are 
going on their route. He connects his hands to his feet very well, allowing him to mirror defenders in pass protection. Brady is a great athlete for the position, possesing 
quick feet which meshed perfectly with BYUs wide zone run scheme. He was able to make reach blocks with ease and kick out DEs from coming close to making a tackle.

Improvements
Brady can clean up some small things in his game that will smoothen his transition to a higher level of competition. He has great feet to beat outside rushes, but regularly 
wide sets (could be scheme) and can be susceptible to inside rushes. Brady is a bit thin in the ass, putting on more functional strength while maintaining his athleticism will 
allow him to anchor versus power better and create more drive past the LOS. Lastly, Brady played in an extremely OL-friendly scheme - BYU used a vast amount of play-
action and RPOs which makes Brady's job easier. In addition he often had help from TEs or RBs on chip blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Brady projects as a LT in a pass-heavy, zone-blocking scheme. He can start day 1 if he's afforded the similar help he had in college, but may need to put on more strength to 
be consistent. Overall, Brady can be a high level starter and have some Pro Bowl caliber years in the right offensive situation.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85.5/100 - 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Landon Dickerson OC 6'6, 325 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Torn right and left ACL, right and left ankle 33 1/4

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2016 7 RG
2017 4 LG
2018 2 1 LT / 1 RT
2019 13 9 OC / 4 RG
2020 12 OC

Strengths
Landon Big D*ck Dickerson is one of the 10 most talented players in this entire class. Powerful would be an understatement, and he combines natural raw power with great 
technique. Landon pairs his upper and lower body well, punching and latching onto defenders, then driving his legs to push them 5 yards off the LOS. He has great 
technique in this regard, attacking the chest of defenders and making them powerless. He can execute any type of block you ask of him and he even excels at getting to the 
2nd level. When he needs to climb up on a combo block, Landon is quick to square up his target and make great contact - he'll drive LBs or DBs to the sideline. He's got 
underrated mobility for a guy his size and is able to get out in space as a puller. He shows he can be a positive on zone runs as well, possessing fluid hips to twist his body 
and cross the face of a DT. His lateral mobility to make a reach block is wild, and Landon even has instances of making scoop blocks in outside zone runs. He is an equally 
impactful pass blocker who has the best mental processing I've ever seen. He diagnoses what the defense is doing so quickly, was responsible for protection and audibling 
run/pass. He reads blitzes, stunts and other games very quickly and is always in the right position. Landon is always looking for work, and if he's left uncovered he will 
demolish a DT from the side and put them in the dirt, helping out his fellow guards. When he is covered, he uses his arm length well to strike first, and plays with a wide and 
powerful base to withstand bull rushes. Landon has immense of-field value as well, credited with rave reviews as a leader and teammate. He's someone who can be a 
complete culture changer.

Improvements
Sometimes Landon can rely on his athleticism and power too much, abandoning his technique - he won't always be able to do this at the NFL level. The only big issue with 
Landon is his medical history which will set off some major alarm bells and even cross him off some team's list. Has he got extremely unlucky or is he just cursed with the 
injury bug? It is wild to think how he could be even more athletic without the two ACL injuries,

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Landon projects best to a gap/power and inside zone heavy team but can also make outside zone teams happy. He will be a Day 1 starter and likely never lose the job until 
he retires. This is an All-Pro caliber player and has the talent to be a Top-30 player in the entire NFL one day. Landon will make his teammates better because of his 
leadership, work ethic and infectious personality. We need more guys like Landon Dickerson in the NFL.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 96/100 - Top 15 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Alijah Vera-Tucker OL 6'4, 315 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
USC 21 5.1 7.7 32

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Played through minor hamstring injury 8'10" 32 32 1/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 12 RG
2019 13 LG
2020 6 LT

Strengths
Alijah is an extremely well-rounded OL prospect who combines athleticism with technique to be a sound player that won't make mistakes. I like him best at guard, where his 
ability to create push past the LOS is extremely evident. He latches onto defenders and drives his feet better than anyone in this class. His lower body strength is extremely 
evident in this regard as he uses his legs as the power source to an efficient engine. He shows flashes of tenacity in the run game, finishing his blocks well and putting 
defenders in the dirt. He's able to handle defensive tackles 1-on-1 and will make watching the OL a joy for everyone. He's very sound in pass protection, where he times his 
punch well and maximizes his average at best arm length. He's a quick setter here, and is able to punch the defender quickly, keeping them at the LOS and away from the 
QB.

Improvements
Alijah doesn't have many flaws but one thing I noticed was that his upper body strength doesn't match his lower body. When pulling or making blocks in space, his punch 
wasn't super effective. This didn't really hurt him at the college ranks, but it's an area he should look to strengthen before going up against NFL athletes. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Alijah is a scheme diverse prospect who can excel in zone or gap/power schemes. Teams will love his positional flexibility and consistent level of play. I think he has Pro 
Bowl potential as an athletic guard, but could also be a solid starter at LT due to quick feet and good punch timing.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 90.5/100 - Top 20 Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Trey Smith OL 6'6, 330 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Tennessee 21 5.09 7.43 31

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2017: Blood Clots 9'4" 32 33 5/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 12 8 RG / 3 LT / 1 LG
2018 7 LT
2019 13 LG
2020 10 LG

Strengths
Trey is a massive and powerful offensive lineman who has played at LG, RG and LT. Trey's long arms are the first thing that stand out on tape, they make him extremely 
impactful in pass protection - shooting out his vine-like arms into the chest of defenders and manhandling them. Trey also has extremely powerful hands with elite grip 
strength, when he latches onto a defender, they aren't going anywhere. He plays with a solid base and good pad level in pass protection, which makes him very hard to get 
by. In the run game, Trey shows flashes of pure dominance, driving defenders out of gaps like Quenton Nelson. He fires off the ball low and drives his legs to generate 
power and push. Smith has experience in gap and zone schemes being effective as a violent puller and having just enough foot speed to make reach blocks.

Improvements
Consistency is the main issue with Trey, which isn't great considering he's a 4 year starter, although he is still young and hopefully the right NFL coach can iron this out. 
Some plays he is the most physical guy on the field and others he just doesn't look as interested. His effort wanes and he won't always play up to his high potential. 
Technique wise, Trey needs to work on maintaining his pad level throughout the entire play - he shoots up high after making contact on runs and that allows defenders to get 
under him, driving Trey backwards. Trey's medicals and future outlook on his blood clots will be make or break for his draft position.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Trey fits best in a gap/power scheme and provides teams with positional flexibility (I would start him at LG as that's where he's played the last 2 years). Young at 21, there is 
still a ton of upside to his game and he can become a perennial Pro Bowler in the right scenario with the right coaches. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86.5/100 - 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Creed Humprey OC 6'5, 320 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma 22 5.08 7.5 33

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Hand 9'4" 29 32 1/4

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 14 OC
2019 14 OC
2020 11 OC

Strengths
Creed's wrestling background is evident in his play as a center. His physicality at the POA and until the whistle is something every OL coach dreams of. My favorite trait of 
his is hip flexibility and torque - Creed is able to contor his body and angle off defenders from the direction of the run. He is so smooth when setting back blocks and has a 
high understanding of positioning and leverage. Creed has very strong hands with good grip strength to latch onto defenders and control their movements. He is a very high 
football IQ player who is credited with setting protections. He's the type of player you can always have confidence in knowing he'll do his job. 

Improvements
I wish Creed was a better athlete which would make his overall impact more consistent. He doesn't have great foot speed as a puller, taking too long to get out in space and 
minimizing the success of power plays. His lateral mobility also leaves a lot to be desired, it's good enough for inside zone runs, but outside zone won't be his strong suit. He 
also looks slow getting out in space on screens. Creed's arm length hurts him as longer armed defenders are able to get into his chest and drive him backwards. Lastly, Creed 
exemplifies "Do Your Job" almost too much - there where a handful of plays in pass protection where he was so locked in on his assignment and gap that when his teammate 
made a mistake and allowed an unblocked defender, Creed wouldn't turn his head and pick it up, allowing a free runner to the QB.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Creed projects best to a gap/power scheme where he is tasked with drive, down and combo blocks. He will be a leader on the line and can help a young QB by handling 
protection duties. He can start Day 1 and be a positive impact on the field. I question his overall ceiling due to a lack of arm length and functional athleticism. He could 
make one or two Pro Bowls in the right situation, but you're definitely getting a valuable starter for nearly a decade.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86/100 - 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Deonte Brown LG 6'3, 334 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 23 5.57 8.33 27

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Turf Toe, 2020: Minor Shoulder 8'0" N/A 32 7/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 14 LG
2018 12 LG
2019 9 RG
2020 13 LG

Strengths
Brown has been one of "my guys" ever since I saw him be the only OL to hold his own versus Derrick Brown (eventual top 10 pick). He is a mountain of a man who is the 
embodiement of power - Brown has so much raw strength from in his upper and lower body. This makes him extremely strong in pass protection, DTs won't bull rush him, 
like ever. Brown shows a good punch and knows how to use a wide base to give up ground slowly. He plays with good pad level for his size, and is able to get under 
defenders and push them off the LOS in the run game. He creates drive on combo blocks and is a very effective puller. He has underrated foot speed in this regard, getting 
out to the EDGE and mauling the first defender in his path. Bama used his prowess as a puller to strengthen their play action passing game - having Brown pull puts fear into 
the defense that a power run is coming, but he has the mobility and mental processing to block the right defender in space, when the QB actually drops back for a pass. 
Overall, Brown is a finisher and tone setter who will make a massive impact in a gap/power scheme.

Improvements
Brown's playing weight will be likely the main thing to potentially hold him back - he has some bad weight on his body which holds back his first-step explosiveness. You 
wouldn't expect this to be very important for OL but it is, and it hurts Brown's ability to fire off the snap and initiate contact on the defender. In addition, this lack of 
explosiveness and short area burst hurts him versus quicker DTs in the passing game. If a defender crosses his face and gets half a step on him, Brown likely isn't recovering.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Brown projects best to guard (experience at right and left) in a gap/power scheme with some ability to succeed in inside zone if he slims down a bit. Brown will be a 
physical tone setter and help win the battle in the trenches. He won't be a fit for every team, which could cause him to take a bit of a draft day fall, however in the right 
scenario, don't be surprised if he makes a Pro Bowl or two in his career.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85.5/100 - Late 3rd Round/Early 4th Round
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Aaron Banks LG 6'5, 330 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Notre Dame 23 5.34 7.73 31

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 8'4" 24 33 1/4

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 13 LG
2019 13 12 LG / 1 RG
2020 12 LG

Strengths

Banks is a "first off the bus" guard prospect who is built like a tackle, boasting insane arm length which is his best weapon. It's especially apparent in pass protection, where 
he uses his arms as a divider from the defender - with his reach, he often keeps defenders at bay and far away from the QB. Banks plays with a wide base in pass protection, 
he knows how to drop his weight and give up ground slowly versus a bull rush. Banks is a great athlete for his size, possessing good foot speed to get out in space as a puller 
or when climbing to block a LB at the 2nd level. This quickness aids Banks in making reach blocks in zone, and his overall understanding of blocking angles on his 
assignment is very good. He shows flashes of physical dominance when blocking, possessing a mean streak and pancaking defenders, I just wish he did it more often.

Improvements

A massive human being, it sometimes hurts Banks because he plays with high pad level. He doesn't consistently get lower than his defender and can get stood up, not 
creating any push in the run game. Another technical aspect I would prefer for him to improve on but it will depend on his OL coach - inside hand placement. ND looked 
like they were coached to use the "hug" technique and wrap their arms around the defenders shoulders. This resulted in some bad reps in pass pro for Banks, when more 
powerful defenders were able to get into his chest before he was ready to drop his weight, Banks got demolished backwards and allowed the pocket to be collapsed. Lastly, 
Banks wasn't always the most aware on stunts, looking lost for who to block at times.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Banks is a scheme diverse guard prospect who will be best utilized in a gap/power scheme if he can improve his pad level. He has the functional athleticism to make every 
block imaginable so I can also see him succeeding in an inside zone scheme. Banks will always look like the biggest dude on the field, and will increase the physical 
temperment of the entire offense. His insane measureables and athleticism + 3 years of experience vs good competition bodes well for a long starting career - improve the 
small details of the position and he can be a high-level starter/borderline Pro Bowler.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - Late 2nd/Early 3rd Round
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Ben Cleveland RG 6'6, 335 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Georgia 22 5.01 N/A 28

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Fractured Fibula, 2020: Neck, Ankle 8'6" 30 33 3/4

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 15 RG
2018 8 RG
2019 13 RG
2020 9 RG

Strengths
Cleveland plays with an extremely nasty streak, coupling that with a rocked up body makes him one of the most powerful linemen in the draft. He is massive for the 
position, boasting tackle measurements in height and arm length - this makes Cleveland very effective in pass protection. He is a powerful dude that won't get bull rushed. 
Defenders need to beat him with quickness but he shows good mirroring technique and hand fighting to keep up laterally. He is always trying to win inside hand position 
and direct the defender where he wants them to go. Cleveland has some of the best mental processing and football IQ at his position, quickly diagnosing stunts, slants, and 
whatever games the defense is trying to play. He is a good athlete for his size, showing great initial explosiveness and short area burst which helps him recover if he gets a 
step behind. Cleveland shows flashes of being an absolute mauler in the run game, his strength at the point of attack is alarming, and he uses great hip torque to throw 
defenders out of a lane. He runs his legs well when executing a drive block, creating push downfield and opening vertical lanes. I like his ability to climb to the second level 
off combo blocks, showing good chemistry with his Center and not leaving too early.

Improvements
Cleveland's tape was a little more inconsistent than you'd like. He had flashes of physical dominance, but poor pad level was a major deterrance to his overall game. He 
doesn't bend at his knees which forces him to rely on upper body strength, and that isn't going to cut it against top tier athletes. This hurts him in pass pro and the run game - 
plus poor grip strength has hurt his ability to sustain blocks. He isn't always able to block long enough in the run game for the RB to get through the hole. In addition, he 
wasn't very effective in space as a puller, lacking ideal foot speed and failing to square up and make solid contact on a consistent basis. When he needs to combo block, 
Cleveland showed a good awareness of finding the right LB to block, but the more ground he had to cover to get to the LB, the less likely he was to actually make contact - 
plus he could've gained better leverage on the LB depending on the direction of the run.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cleveland projects best as a RG (no other positions in college) in a gap/power or an inside zone heavy scheme. He will be very helpful to his tackle and center in pass 
protection and be strong overall in that regard. If he cleans up his technique he can be an absolute mauler in the run game. The physical and athletic traits are there for a long 
time dependable starter.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84.5/100 - Late 3rd/Early 4th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Quinn Meinerz OL 6'2, 320 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Wisconsin - Whitewater 22 4.99 7.54 32

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'3" N/A 33 3/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 2 LG
2018 14 LG
2019 15 LG

Strengths
Meinerz is a great athlete at the position who blocks with an extremely mean streak. He dominated his level of competition and looked like a man amongst boys. Meinerz 
displayed immense power as a run blocker, getting low and striking into the chest of his defender, while driving his legs for maximum power. He handled 1-on-1 blocks 
with ease and didn't need any help in that regard. Meinerz showed quick lateral mobility to fit well in a zone scheme, but also the speed to get out in space as a puller or on 
screen passes. At the Senior Bowl he was very sound in pass protection and one of the biggest winners overall. He displayed powerful hands and a quick lower body to 
mirror movements. The rise in competition was not an issue for him at all.

Improvements
Meinerz has some small technical things he can clean up - he gets caught leaning over with his head down on some run plays. Defenders can take advantage of his 
aggression and put him in the dirt because of it. He can play with a wider base in pass protection which will allow him to anchor versus bull rushers better - he allows guys 
into his chest too often and the wider base can nullify this.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Meinerz is a scheme versatile prospect who has played guard and tackle in college, plus center at the Senior Bowl. I think he projects best to guard where if he can finetune 
his pad level Meinerz will be a solid starter for years. He can also be someone who fills in for an injury at Center and there won't be much drop off.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Drake Jackson OC 6'2, 292 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Kentucky 23 31 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
No runs, broad or shuttles - right groin 31

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 10 OC
2018 13 OC
2019 13 OC
2020 12 OC

Strengths
Drake is one of the most athletic linemen in the entire class, showcasing elite movement ability that makes him perfect to man the pivot position in a zone heavy offense. His 
foot speed allows him to make reach blocks out to B gap and scoop up DTs from his guards. He is really good on combo blocks and consistently makes it to the 2nd level 
with good pace. Drake makes sure to square up the LB and make good contact to get them out of the play. He understands leverage and angles to perfection, always being in 
the right position and angling defenders away from the direction of the run. As a pass blocker Drake is always looking for work, he helps his guards very quickly when he 
doesn't have a defender to deal with himself. 

Improvements
Drake isn't going to be a fit for non-zone teams. He doesn't have the best functional strength to consistently drive defenders off the LOS like you'd need in a gap/power 
scheme. His game is predicated on technique and finesse, not physicality and tenacity. He is light in the ass and won't be able to consistently block 315lb+ grown men 1-on-
1. He lacks ideal arm length to keep defenders from getting into his chest and his punch+grip strength is below average.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Drake is going to be a steal if he is drafted to a team who primarily runs zone blocking concepts. He can start practically Day 1 and won't be a liability, over time Drake will 
get stronger and can be a long term starter for nearly a decade. In the right situation he can be a model of consistency and allow offenses to thrive off of outside zone 
concepts.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82.5/100 - 4th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Wyatt Davis RG 6'4, 315 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Left Knee Injury 25 33 7/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 14 RG
2019 14 RG
2020 8 RG

Strengths
Davis provides intriguing athleticism and tenacity at the guard position. He has quick feet and is able to make reach blocks in zone or climb up to the second level quickly on 
combo blocks. Davis blocks with serious passion and energy in the trenches, looking to bury his opponents in the ground. He displays great hip torque to turn and toss 
defenders aside. I like how he pairs his upper body with lower body, latching onto defenders and running his legs to drive defenders out of their gap. He's fairly sound in 
pass protection, using his long arms well and his natural low leverage aids him big time in this regard. Davis can succeed in any run scheme, having the functional 
athleticism and experience in zone and gap/power. He is a striker as a puller, putting all his effort into nailing the defender in space.

Improvements
Davis' aggression leads to him playing out of control at times. He can lean on his blocks too often and get overextended, leading to him being on the ground far too often. He 
gets too grabby and puts his head down, which defenders can use to their advantage and toss him out of the play. Davis struggles in pass protection versus quicker defensive 
tackles. He plays with a narrow base which makes it difficult to mirror quick movements. Lastly, he allows defenders to get into his chest far too often and this minimizes 
his potential power. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Davis projects as a scheme versatile RG who will bring a consistent level of nasty to the offensive line. He has all the athletic and mentality traits that you could want in an 
IOL, get him some coaching to improve his consistency and you're looking at a high-level starting guard for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81.5/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Josh Myers OC 6'5, 310 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
No workout - Turf toe N/A 29 32

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2018 10 OC
2019 14 OC
2020 7 OC

Strengths
Myers is a strong center prospect with an effective punch and good football IQ. He's sound in pass protection and does a great job of finding work - his head is always on a 
swivel and he helps out his guards with a powerful punch to the side of defensive lionemen. When DTs try and bull rush him, Myers knows how to drop his weight, anchor, 
and give up ground slowly while hand fighting for inside position. He is a mauler in the run game who plays with a nasty streak. He plays with good leg drive on gap runs 
and can create push on the LOS. He displays a powerful punch when climbing to the 2nd level that puts LBs in the dirt. He is an effective puller, having just enough foot 
speed to get out on the edge in time.

Improvements
Myers needs to improve his pad level to be a consistent positive at the next level. He plays far too high and allows defenders to get underneath him, rendering him less 
powerful and effective on the field. He is also not a great functional athlete, this is seen in his struggles with consistently blocking in space. When tasked with a combo 
block, Myers doesn't always make good contact on the LB - some of them are just too quick. Instead of latching on and driving defenders downfield, he fires a punch. It's 
powerful if it lands, but there were too many instances on tape of him missing and hurting his offense. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Myers can play in a gap/power or inside zone heavy offense relatively early in his rookie season. He's balanced in the run and pass game, providing a calming presence 
along the line and is someone who will make his teammates better. He may never be a super high level starter or Pro Bowler, but will be a dependable average/above 
average player for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81/100 - Early 4th Round Pick
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David Moore G/C 6'1, 330 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Grambling State 22 5.13 8.06 27 1/2

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 8'9" 31 34 1/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 9 LG
2018 9 LG
2019 10 LG

Strengths
Moore is a short and stout IOL with massive arms and a physical level of play. He's built low to the ground which gives him a natural leverage advantage versus defenders. 
Moore uses his length pretty well and packs a powerful punch in pass protection. He squares up his target well and when he latches on, defensive tackles aren't going 
anywhere. He takes advantage when he's uncovered in pass protection, helping out his tackle and punching defenders past the pocket. He's a good functional blocker in the 
run game, regularly making good contact on his defender and keeping them from making a tackle. He's got a great feel for combo blocks and when to climb to the LB - 
Moore doesn't miss his chance to attack a LB in space very often. 

Improvements
Moore is pretty raw and unrefined in terms of his technique. While he makes contact in the run game he rarely drives his feet and pushes defenders off the line on 1-on-1 
blocks. In addition, he needs to clean up his hand placement which is quite erratic. He can get away with this at his level of competition but it won't cut it at the NFL. 
Getting hands inside the shoulders will improve his consistency as a blocker overall. Moore wasn't tested by very athletic defensive tackles and his foot speed looks below 
average. I'm not confident in his ability as an outside zone blocker or in space on screens.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Moore projects as a Guard/Center in a gap/power scheme. He should be given some time to learn the nuances of the game and refine his technique, instead of throwing him 
to the wolves where the increase in competition will likely be too much. He has the potential to be a long term starter with positional flexibility.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Jack Anderson RG 6'5, 315 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Texas Tech 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Season ending shoulder injury N/A N/A 31 5/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Position
2017 13 RG
2018 12 RG
2019 3 RG
2020 10 RG

Strengths
Anderson has a good blend of athleticism and powerful hands for a developmental guard prospect. He's very light on his feet and has no issues with getting to his landmarks 
on zone or gap/power runs. He displays good foot speed and lateral mobility to cross the face of defenders when executing reach blocks. As a puller he regularly gets out in 
space and can square up his target. Anderson shows flashes of dynamite in his hands, displaying a powerful punch that can shock defenders. He's fairly sound in pass 
protection, especially versus power rushers. He will withstand the initial contact and has a good base to hold his ground and not allow the pocket to be collapsed.

Improvements
Anderson's level of play is very inconsistent on a game-by-game basis. He plays too high in his stance to be consistently powerful and lacks consistent leg drive. He misses 
his target too often in space, being a poor executer on combo blocks. On zone runs he can be too anxious to cross the face of a defender that he does a poor job of passing 
them off to his teammate. Anderson is not very good at sustaining his block or finishing a defender. Quite often he is left just standing in no mans land, instead of blocking 
to the whistle.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Anderson projects as a scheme versatile guard but is more ready to succeed in a gap/power scheme right now. He has the athleticism for zone, but is very raw in the details 
(good coaching can make him very effective though). He's a good prospect to take a chance on for depth late in the draft as he can do a little bit of everything.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 78.5/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Kyle Pitts TE 6'6, 246 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida 20 4.4 7.12 33 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Surgery for undisclosed injury, concussion 10'9" 22 33 1/2"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2018 11 3 73 24.3 1
2019 13 54 649 12 5
2020 8 43 770 17.9 12

Strengths
Killer Kyle is one of the freakiest offensive weapons to watch in years. Elite doesn't do his athleticism justice, using speed and vertical as his main components. Kyle is 
faster than any LB in the nation, some safeties and CBs too - putting pursuit angles in the dust and finding the end zone. He is an unorthodox route runner - in a good way - 
as he varies the pace and rhythm of his steps downfield. Kyle loves to lull defenders to sleep, whether it is slowplaying a LB up the seam, or a CB off the LOS. He's 
methodical and calculated, playing the game at his own pace and excelling with it. It's impressive the route tree that Kyle possesses - winning on fades, slants, posts and 
seam routes mainly. I love his physicality all throughout the rep - if he's jammed, he uses a good chop, if he's held at the stem, he uses a subtle stiff arm, and if he's still 
connected at the catch point Kyle will turn 50-50 balls into 90-10. The pure hand and grip strength he possesses is wild, being able to pluck errant throws out of thin air - 
fully utilizing his 33" arms and 33" vertical to make inaccurate QBs accurate. Kyle is the ultimate mismatch weapon that creative offenses will love, as he can beat you from 
literally any skill position on the field (try him at RB even). Isolated backside as the X, he regularly capitalizes on all the space and wins on fade routes. Given space off the 
LOS as a Z allows Kyle to slow release unbothered and put defenders in a coma. In the slot versus a nickel/safety and he's going to win every catch over the middle of the 
field and in traffic. Finally, in-line as a traditional TE, he's finding the gap behind the LBs and in front of the safeties 24/7. I thought he was underrated as a blocker as well, 
showcasing the willingness/effort to put up a fight. He even had a few reps versus DEs (Azeez Ojulari included) where he got low, used his long arms and more than won 
the battle. Especially if teams play him more as a WR, his blocking on DBs will be extremely useful.

Improvements
There's really not much to pick on in terms of Kyle's game. Could he be a more consistent and violent blocker, sure, but if that stops anyone from drafting him Top-10, they 
should be fired immediately. I think something that should be noted though is how he separates as a WR downfield - with physicality and contested catches, not 
explosiveness and separation. Historically, this is a less consistent way to win at a high level and something to think about. If Kyle ends up playing a high percentage of his 
reps as a WR, he will deal with players who are better in coverage. He can have some struggles vs CBs who like to use their hands throughout the phase of the route, but 
certainly has the potential to improve in this regard.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Kyle's fit to the NFL is truly going to be different for almost every team. He's the type of guy that you just want to get on the field, and know that his talent is going to win 
out. Wherever you line him up, he'll have success - teams that have a concrete plan for him and minimize the amount of learning he has to do as a rookie, will likely see the 
best results. Let him master one role/position, then put more on his plate and watch him feast. Kyle has true All-Pro potential, and a high-level starter floor. There is no team 
in the NFL who should not draft him, whether you have Travis Kelce, DeAndre Hopkins or Stefon Diggs on your team it does not matter - draft Killer Kyle and prosper.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 92.5/100 - Top 10 Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Pat Freiermuth        TE 6'5, 251lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Penn State 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Torn labrums in right shoulder N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDS
2018 13 26 368 14.2 8
2019 13 43 507 11.8 7
2020 4 23 310 13.5 1

Strengths
Pat provides a strong all-around skillset at the TE position. As an athlete, he has sufficient movement skills and when given the ball on the run, his YAC skills are evident - 
changing direction with ease and making the first defender miss. Pat gives QBs a huge catch radius, he excels in contested scenarios around the middle of the field and on 
slot fades into the end zone. He will out-muscle smaller defenders at the catch point and dunk on them for six - evidenced by 15 TDs in his first two seasons. He has flashes 
of smooth, sudden routes that make him dangerous when running out of the slot. As a blocker, Pat has a wide and muscular frame that gives him the potential to block 
anyone on the field. The flashes in this regard are enticing, driving LBs and/or DBs down the field due to his sheer size.

Improvements
There isn't a clear weakness to Pat's game, rather that most of his strengths come with a caveat. For example, in the passing game he is not a top athlete who possesses great 
long speed to win downfield regularly, or has enough explosiveness out of his breaks. This limits his ceiling from the Kelce/Kittle types, to more of a Kyle Rudolph (which 
certainly isn't bad). I also found his route running to be maddeningly inconsistent - some plays he would vary his rhythm and get low out of his breaks to create separation. 
However, on others he runs lazy, rounded routes will little pace at all. In addition, I wish Pat played with more suddeness and tenacity as a blocker. He is often late out of his 
stance and defenders punch him before he can punch them. He doesn't always make good contact, sustain his blocks or create much drive at all. From a consistency 
standpoint, he is more of a positional blocker who will do his job, but not excel.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Pat's projection to the NFL is an easy one in my mind, play him in-line and ask him to be quicker than LBs in coverage. Play him in the slot and ask him to body-up smaller 
DBs. Feed him the rock on the goal line, and he'll reward you with TDs. Pat provides NFL teams with the coveted run/pass anonymity that play-action heavy teams love. He 
has a lot of room to improve, but is a fun high-floor, relatively high-ceiling TE prospect who will be a high-level starter for nearly a decade.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83/100 - Mid/Late 2nd Round Pick
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Tommy Tremble TE 6'4, 248 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Notre Dame 20 4.63 N/A 36 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor left ankle 10'2" 20 31 7/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2019 9 16 183 11.4 4
2020 10 19 218 11.5 0

Strengths

Tremble brings an enticing mix of physical blocking and athletic upside. He is hands down the best blocker in this TE class, both in the run and pass game. He succeeds in-
line, as an H-Back or Fullback, making his presence and physicality felt all game long. Tremble takes his blocking serious, he clearly loves to hit people and gets better as 
the game goes on - as defenses wear down, his motor never stops revving. He can make combo blocks on DEs and holds his ground 1-on-1, an impressive feat. Tremble 
really excels vs LBs and DBs, where he latches on and drives them 5+ yards downfield. He is very effective on the edge, where he can seal defenders inside, and even climb 
to the next level. I also love Tremble's ability as a Fullback in the backfield, where he gets a running start and erases defenders from their run fits. As a pass blocker, 
Tremble is very aware, picking up blitzers with ease. He has the functional strength, and willingness to be extremely helpful vs DEs - he would be a huge deterrent on chip 
blocks. While Tremble is extremely raw and is lacking production in the receiving game, he has elite speed, great agility and acceleration. The potential to be a threat in the 
short, intermediate and deep areas of the field is certainly there. Early on though, get the ball in his hands in space and Tremble will reward you with YAC.

Improvements
Skeptics of Tremble will point to his nearly non-existent receiving production which I will agree lowers his floor in terms of impacting an NFL passing game. However, this 
is a TE prospect who played behind Cole Kmet in 2019 and was part of a rotation in 2020. ND didn't ask him to play a big role in the passing game, and was relegated to 
mainly blocking duties, despite the "mismatch weapon" potential athleticism. Thus, there is significant reason to believe he can drastically improve, as he gets more 
coaching to improve these areas. His route running ability is definitely raw, and particularly his ability to read defenses is lacking. He must improve upon processing what 
coverage he is facing, and the appropriate option route to defeat it. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Tremble will be loved by any team in the NFL. Run-heavy teams, whether power or zone, can utilize his strength and mobility. Pass-heavy teams that want athletic TEs to 
be a mismatch in space can tap into his 4.63 speed. You can play him all over the field, in the slot, in-line, and I would love for him to split duties at Fullback and H-Back. 
He is a menace here, and can be a serious addition to any offense through his effort alone. Tremble has the potential to be the next freak athlete at TE, who can bring value 
in the run and pass game, never having to leave the field.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 86.5/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Brevin Jordn TE 6'3, 245lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Miami (Fla.) 20 4.67 7.57 N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
9'8" 17 32 7/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2018 9 32 287 9 4
2019 9 35 495 14.1 2
2020 8 38 576 15.2 7

Strengths
Brevin is a top tier athlete at the position, displaying great speed, acceleration, agility and elusiveness. This makes him a serious weapon in the passing game, where he 
excels at beating zone coverage and specifically up the seams. He has a great natural ability for how to get behind the LBs and even adjusts underneath routes more 
downfield. I love his YAC ability, Brevin is always trying to earn every extra blade of grass. He has very good COD skills, stopping on a dime and cutting with ease. Brevin 
has enough flashes while blocking to give you optimism that he can be a positive in this regard. He puts in the effort, plays with good pad level, and occasionally runs his 
feet to generate drive past the LOS.

Improvements
Brevin is a willing blocker, but struggles overall. He doesn't always make contact, especially on the move and in space. He can't handle DEs, but does better vs LBs and 
DBs. He's more of a targeted blocker than a physical one who will impose his will. In the receiving game, Brevin has a lot of room to improve with his route running. He can 
take sharper angles on crossing routes, plus use more head and body fakes to throw off the opponent. Brevin also doesn't have the most secure hands - struggling with focus 
drops from time to time.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Brevin is tailor made for the Y-TE role in the NFL - his athletic gifts are begging to be capitalized on in a pass heavy scheme that spreads defenses out. Bootleg heavy teams 
will love having him as a dump off option that can consistently earn YAC. The ceiling is high here, as Brevin can become a very high-level starter in a handful of years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82.5/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Matt Bushman TE 6'5, 245 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
BYU 25 - 7.13 32 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Ruptured Achilles - 23 32 5/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2017 13 49 520 10.6 3
2018 11 29 511 17.6 2
2019 12 47 688 14.6 4

Strengths
Bushman is a great receiving threat and potential mismatch weapon. He boasts a wide frame and has a stellar catch radius. He has sticky hands and can pluck inaccurate 
throws out of mid air - utilizing a subtle push off on fade routes. He's a smooth route runner who makes his money over the middle of the field and up the seams. He is great 
at settling behind the LBs and in front of the safeties, giving his QB a huge target. Bushman is great at getting YAC, knowing how to use defender's momentum/pursuit 
against them. He can turn underneath routes into 10-15 yard gains and bounces off attempted tackles. As a blocker, he provides a wide frame and good base, there is 
potential for him to not be a liability here.

Improvements
For as good of an athlete as Bushman is, he has so much unlocked potential in the receiving game - he could run more nuanced routes, implementing head fakes and more 
sharp breaks. This could really unlock his mismatch ability and become a Mark Andrews-type of weapon. Bushman will never be mistaken for a plus-blocker. He doesn't 
block with much violence or physicality. He needs to square up his target better and attack the chest, plus run his feet to generate drive.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Bushman projects well to a Y-TE role, playing primarily in the slot within a pass-heavy scheme. West coast heavy offenses will love his athleticism and scheming him into 
space will be a fun combination yielding great production. He can be a very solid starter for years, if played to his strengths. An older prospect who is coming off an achilles 
injury, Bushman's ceiling is definitely limited, but in a passing league, he can be very valuable.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Tre McKitty TE 6'5, 245 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Georgia 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor arthroscopic knee surgery N/A N/A 32 3/4"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2017 1 (FSU) 1 23 23 0
2018 10 (FSU) 26 256 9.8 2
2019 9 (FSU) 23 241 10.5 0
2020 4 (UGA) 6 108 18 1

Strengths
Tre is a freak athlete at the TE position with great speed, acceleration and agility. In the passing game he pairs that athletic ability with flashes of nuanced routes. Tre 
understands how to vary the tempo of his routes and uses different head and shoulder fakes to throw off the defender. Tre displays solid hands and a big catch radius to grab 
inaccurate throws. He is a long-limbed athlete who has long strides that makes it easy for him to get YAC in space. I was surprised by his effectiveness as a blocker - Tre is 
extremely willing and plays with good pad level. He has better power to his blocking than I expected, although he is wildly consistent overall.

Improvements
Tre has a wiry frame and will garner interest as a WR. I wish he was more explosive and elusive as an athlete, which would help him make the first defender miss more 
often. When facing zone coverage, Tre can do better about understanding the principles and how to defeat them. As a blocker he has enticing flashes, but needs to add more 
muscle to his frame - his role will be limited until that happens.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Tre projects best to a Y-TE where his athletic gifts can be maximized in the passing game - this can be seen very early in his career. Offenses that like to get the ball to their 
TEs via play action, RPO, screens and even handoffs will love Tre. He has a high ceiling to make an imapct in all facets of the game, but is a few years away from being a 
dependable starter.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81.5/100 - Late 4th/Early 5th Round Pick
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Noah Gray TE 6'4, 240 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Duke 22 4.6 6.9 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
9'7" 15 31 5/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2017 4 5 37 7.4 2
2018 9 20 234 11.7 1
2019 12 51 392 7.7 3
2020 10 29 285 9.8 2

Strengths
Gray is a solid all-around TE who wont tip off whether the offense will run or pass. He is a good enough athlete, with sneaky build up speed. I like the nuance to his routes, 
using head fakes and cutting off breaks sharply. He plants his foot in the ground and has good COD skills for the position. He does his best work on in-breaking routes over 
the middle of the field and finds holes in zones fairly well. When he gets the ball in the flat off of bootlegs, Gray shows he can take advantage of space and get YAC. As a 
blocker, Gray is a target blocker - someone who will make contact on his man due to good contact, but not be powerful. He has good technique to square up to his target and 
chop his feet, to ensure he makes contact. He places his hands under the armpits of his target, and attempts to run his feet to generate power.

Improvements
Gray has a wiry frame that does not translate to much functional power in his game. While he will make contact on his target, Gray rarely ever drives his man out of his gap 
or downfield, even if its a LB or DB. This lack of power translates to the pass game as well, where he isn't able to consistently stand his ground, specifically versus EDGE 
players. Gray's hands are average at best, he doesn't look like the most natural hands catcher, as he sometimes needs to slow down to bring in the throw, limiting YAC. In 
contested scenarios, Gray doesn't impose his will physically or have a great catch radius. 50:50 balls are maybe 35:65 as Gray is definitely hampered by a near defender.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Gray projects as a Y-TE who mainly plays in space, utilizing his route running skills nicely. He played in-line and as an H-Back for Duke, but his mediocre blocking and 
lack of power will hurt him in this role at the next level. He can be a good TE2 that provides enough run/pass amibiguity and is a good fit for RPO heavy teams. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Kenny Yeboah TE 6'4, 240 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ole Miss 22 - - 34

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Strained hamstring on 40 yard dash 9'8" 15 34 1/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2016 Redshirted (Temple) 1 15 15 0
2017 9 (Temple) 14 136 9.7 0
2018 7 (Temple) 13 154 11.8 1
2019 10 (Temple) 19 233 12.3 5
2020 7 (Ole Miss) 27 254 19.4 6

Strengths
Yeboah is an athletic weapon who can be a serious mismatch as a slot-TE and big play machine. He is built like a big WR, and has similar movement skills - possessing 
great straight line speed and exceptional elusiveness. His ability to get YAC and make the first defender miss is extremely enticing. He can be a serious weapon up the 
seams or in the flat when given room to run. As a blocker, Yeboah shows flashes of putting DBs in the dirt.

Improvements
Yeboah is very limited as a blocker, he doesn't possess a great frame or have much functional power. He missess his target regularly and even when he gets hands on, he 
doesn't create drive vs LBs or DL. His effort as a blocker is off and on and there is little tenacity. In the passing game, he has good speed but takes some time to get rolling, 
not possessing great acceleration. Yeboah is pretty raw and unrefined as a route runner, not showing head or body fakes before making a cut. This limits his route tree and 
effectiveness to separate at the next level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Yeboah translates best to a Y-TE role in a pass heavy offense that loves to spread out defenses. He will succeed best in an offense that doesn't ask TEs to run refined routes, 
rather scheming them open for easy completions in space. He can be a valuable TE in a committee approach, and has the athletic potential to be a serious mismatch.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79.5/100 - Fifth Round Pick
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Hunter Long TE 6'5, 254 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Boston College 22 4.68 7.41 32 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor rib injury 10'2" N/A 33 3/4"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2018 4 4 103 25.8 2
2019 11 28 509 18.2 2
2020 11 57 685 12 5

Strengths
Hunter is a well-rounded TE prospect with a thick frame and provides run/pass anonymity. In the pass game, he runs smooth routes versus zone coverage and provides a big 
catch radius. As a blocker, Hunter does well versus LBs and DBs, using his long arms to his advantage and running his feet for power.

Improvements
Hunter doesn't really excel in any one area. As a blocker, he isn't powerful or have enough violence to his game to handle DEs, even in a double team. He isn't a great 
blocker in space, not possessing great athletic traits and struggling to make contact on a moving target. As a pass catcher, Hunter struggles to separate in man coverage - he 
isn't fast or agile, and doesn't add any nuance to his routes. He isn't very dependable in contested scenarios, dropping passes when a defender is breathing down his neck.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Hunter can play in-line or as a move TE, being sufficient in either role. Play action and/or RPO heavy teams will love that Hunter won't tip off the defense to run/pass. He 
can grow into a decent starter, if he improves his routes and blocks with more intensity. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 77/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Dylan Soehner TE 6'7, 272 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Iowa State 23 4.83 7.32 30 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor right pec strain 9'4" N/A 33 1/2"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Rec Yards YPC TDs
2017 1 0 0 0 0
2018 6 1 0 0 0
2019 9 7 107 15.3 1
2020 9 18 205 11.4 0

Strengths
Soehner is a massive human being with a wide and filled out frame. He is one of the top blockers in this class, demonstrating good technique, length and power. He can 
make blocks in-line or in space, regularly squaring up and making good initial contact. He can make a variety of blocks, even as a fullback or halfback. Soehner is reliable in 
the pass game and provides a massive road block for defenders to get by. In the pass game he is extremely limited but brings a massive frame with a great catch radius.

Improvements
Soehner's height and thus naturally high pad level hurts him more than it helps. Defenders are able to get under him and into his chest too often - vs better competition like 
Oregon, he wasn't able to sustain and finish blocks. Soehner is also a poor athlete, which limits him in the pass game big time. He isn't able to separate from defenders 
athletically, or with any detail in his routes. He must be schemed open and will likely never play a huge role in this regard. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Soehner projects to an in-line blocking TE who plays primarily on run downs - providing the best value for run-heavy teams. He doesn't play a sexy role, but does the dirty 
work that is needed in every NFL offense. If he can work on playing with better leverage, Soehner can have a long, impactful career.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 75/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Levi Onwuzurike IDL 6'3, 290lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Washington 23 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor injury at Senior Bowl N/A N/A 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 9 16 11 2 3.5 0 0 0
2018 13 34 16 3 6.5 0 0 0
2019 12 45 20 2 6 0 0 0

Strengths
Levi has a chance to be a game changing defensive tackle, with the highest ceiling of anyone at his position this year. His combination of size, length, explosiveness, agility 
and hand usage is devastating. He's a strong run defender who controls the POA with ease (although could be more consistent). His long arms keep offensive linemen away 
from him and it allows Levi to stack and shed with ease. He has pure power in his hands that can grab hold and toss 300+ pound offensive linemen aside. In the pass game 
his get-off really aids his rush. He has a dangerous bull rush to collapse the pocket, and also shows clubs, arm-overs, and push-pulls on occasion. He has a rare speed to 
power combination for a DT.

Improvements
Levi is more tools than production right now. His biggest issue is his pad level, he usually shoots out of his stance low, but gets stood up too often and easily. This allows 
double teams to push him backwards and lose the battle at the LOS. While he shows flashes of brilliance, there is little consistency in his game. He can do a much better job 
of developing counters for when offensive linemen stop his first move.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Levi played a lot of NT and 1-tech for the Huskies but I think his best fit is at 3-tech in a 4-3. Coaches should allow him to feast on 1-on-1 blocks, where his length, 
explosiveness and power will be extremely useful. He can play in an attacking one-gap scheme or a controlling two-gap scheme, but would be best in the former. Levi has 
early three down value in the NFL and has the ceiling of a Deforest Buckner.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 88/100 - Early/mid 2nd round pick
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Daviyon Nixon IDL 6'3, 313lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Iowa 22 4.9 N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2019 13 29 19 3 5.5 0 0 1
2020 8 45 22 5.5 13.5 1 0 0

Strengths
Nixon has some of the highest upside in this class. His athletic gifts are plentiful - long arms, quick first step, good mobility, great bend. He pairs that with good pad level, 
inside hand placement and is constantly running his feet for maximum power. He's a strong run defender who stacks and sheds 1-on-1 blocks and has even shown he can 
hold (and occasionally defeat) double teams. He is quick into the backfield, using arm-over, club and push-pull moves. His bull-rush is a joy to watch. He adds a good motor 
and high play recognition. Overall, Nixon is a well-rounded prospect with untapped potential.

Improvements
Becoming more consistent will be key for Nixon, the flashes are wonderful, but the gaps between them are too large. He could also benefit from adding counters to his pass 
rush game, to make him a truly dominant DT.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Nixon is a versatile defensive lineman who can play in a penetrating role as a 1-tech or 3-tech in a 4-3. He could also fit with a 3-4 team at DE, as he's shown he can two gap 
as well. Personally, I think Nixon would be best at 3T and can occasionally play 1T. He plays aggressively and instinctually, give him a little freedom in the scheme and he 
will wreck havoc. Pro-Bowl and even All-Pro can be his ceiling.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 88/100 - Early 2nd round pick
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Tommy Togiai IDL 6'2, 300lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Ohio State 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 6 10 7 0 2 0 0 0
2019 9 16 8 0 2 0 0 1
2020 7 23 12 3 4.5 1 0 2

Strengths

Tommy has the makings of a three down NT/1T early in his career. His get-off from the snap gives him an instant advantage, firing off the ball low and into the chest of 
offensive linemen allows him to often win the POA. He is constantly hand fighting and is one of the better IDL at finishing plays, knowing how to quickly shed the block 
and make the tackle. Tommy excels vs 1-on-1 blocks in the run and pass game, harnessing a combination of quickness and power. He has a devastating bull rush to collapse 
the pocket and has even shown an ability to create pressure from the 3T position. His high motor is evident on every play, and his great play recognition will make him a 
coaches favorite.

Improvements

Despite anchoring the Buckeyes defense at NT, Tommy actually struggled with holding his ground on double teams. He always fires out of his stance low, but once contact 
is made, his pad level jumps up and he loses his leverage advantage. There were multiple times a game where he would be driven 3-4 yards off the LOS, and didn't keep his 
LBs clean. Fixing his technique vs doubles will be huge for his starting potential. Tommy also does not seem to have ideal length for his position, this might hurt him more 
in the NFL than in college.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Tommy projects best as a 1T at the NFL level. Here, he can utilize his explosiveness to its best ability and shoot gaps in an attacking 4-3 scheme. His future team should 
also give him some opportunities at 3T, as it's clear he has enough juice, and the flashes there are nice. Tommy could start pretty early into his career and be a dependable 
starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 85.5/100 - Late 2nd round pick
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Christian Barmore IDL 6'4, 310lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Alabama 20 4.93 N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor knee injury N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2019 11 26 12 2 6 0 0 2
2020 11 37 22 8 9.5 3 0 3

Strengths
Barmore has plus athletic traits in terms of explosiveness, burst and mobility. He also possesses violent, heavy hands that are weapons. In run defense he stacks blocks well 
and occasionally shows the prowess to shed them in time to make a tackle. He brings a lot of value in the pass game, where he loves a quick arm-over move. Barmore's best 
football is ahead of him, a young player who should be a better pro than college player.

Improvements
I wish Barmore had better bend and agility, that would complete his athletic profile and lead me to believe he has Pro-Bowl potential. But an apparent lack of length and 
overall rawness to his game leaves me dissatisfied when watching his tape. He leaves a lot of meat on the bone and doesn't harness his gifts at a consistent level. He 
improved over the back end of the season, but even his best games had some empty production (free sacks, bad OL play). He needs to become much more technically 
refined in the pass game and develop a go-to move, then counters. I wouldn't ask him to take on doubles in the run game, and he can be inconsistent in holding his ground, 
due to pad level and an overall lack of urgency at times.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Barmore seems like the ideal 3-tech in an attacking 4-3 defense. His plus athleticism should allow him to penetrate gaps and blow up plays in the backfield. I could also see 
him as a 3-4 end, as he does well in space and shows an ability to read what's in front of him. He has three-down value pretty early in his career and can be a dependable 
starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 85/100 - Early/mid 2nd round pick
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Osa Odighizuwa IDL 6'2, 280lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
UCLA 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 7 15 10 1 5.5 1 1 0
2018 11 29 20 3 6 1 0 2
2019 12 46 25 3.5 10 0 0 1
2020 7 30 12 4 6 0 0 1

Strengths
Osa is an extremely fun player to watch as his intensity on the field is some of the best in this class. He is constantly going 110% and is like that annoying fly, buzzing 
around your face. You want to swat it away, but nothing you do stops it from annoying you. That is Osa to offensive linemen - he is constantly hand fighting to win 
positioning and will not stop until after the whistle blows. He is a strong run defender who plays with some of the best pad level in the entire class. He also possesses 
extremely long arms and regularly uses them to his advantage. He has good hand placement, shooting his hands and long arms into the chest of offensive linemen, and 
holding his ground. He controls the POA and even contains double teams. He shows great flashes of shedding blocks as well. Osa has high upside in terms of impacting the 
passing game, he has a devastating bull rush and quick hands that allow him to get rid of blockers. Very high-ceiling player.

Improvements
While Osa has all the athletic gifts you could imagine, he is very raw in terms of play recognition and mental processing. Any sort of misdirection will throw him off and he 
struggles to consistently make plays. He can stand to add counter moves in the passing game, to really make him dangerous.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Osa is one of the most versatile players in the entire draft. With tweener measurements and experience playing from NT to 3-4 OLB, there's no reason why he can't succeed 
at any of those spots. If I was his coach, I would have him focus on 3-tech first, allowing him to use his athleticism, length and intensity to defeat 1-on-1 blocks. I would 
even take a look at him at DE in practice, but that could be a development after 2 years. He can play in an attacking scheme or two-gap if you'd like. Get the guy on your 
team, and he'll find a position to make an impact at.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 85/100 - Mid 3rd round pick
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Marlon Tuipulotu IDL 6'3, 308lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
USC 21 N/A 4.69 30.5"

Injuries 3-cone drill Bench Press Arm Length
2017: Season ending lower back 7.57 30 32.7"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
2018 12 33 13 4.5 5.5 0 0 0
2019 12 46 23 2 6 1 0 3
2020 5 23 12 2 3 1 0 0

Strengths

Strong run defending interior defensive lineman. Marlon plays with a low center of gravity which yields a natural leverage advantage. He excels at stacking blocks due to 
strong technique, shooting his hands into the chest of offensive linemen and locking out his arms. Marlon is violent when shedding blocks, tossing offensive linemen aside 
and showing great grip strength. He takes on doubles well and even splits them occasionally. Marlon's powerful hands allow him to control the point-of-attack with ease. He 
displays very good mobility for a 1-tech, and has played from NT to 3T for USC. Shows flashes of pass rush ability, utilizing his powerful and quick hands on push-pull and 
arm-over moves. Coaches will love his high motor and energy.

Improvements

For Marlon to make a bigger impact at the next level he needs to finish plays better. He struggled with tackling ball carriers and seemed a split second behind the play at 
times. In addition, later in the game (4th quarter) his pad level would suffer and consequentially Marlon would be moved by double teams much easier than normal. Lastly, 
more polish and consistency in the pass game would be nice, the tools are there for him to be great in that regard.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

USC utilized Marlon from NT to 3T but his best success in my opinion will come as a 1-tech in a 4-3 defense. Marlon's mobility is a plus no doubt, it's not quite good 
enough to excel in B Gap as a 3-tech, but is perfect in A Gap. Marlon can 1 or 2 gap, so his versatility will be coveted by NFL teams.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 84.5/100 - Mid 3rd round pick
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Tyler Shelvin IDL 6'3, 346lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
LSU 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major (2020 opt out) N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 4 9 2 1.5 1.5 0 0 0
2019 13 39 13 0 2 0 0 2

Strengths
Shelvin might be the toughest defender to move in all of college football. He is a massive NT with a wide, built-out frame, tree trunk legs and arms. His power is ridiculous 
and is strengthened by good pad level. His stack and shedding technique is great, pairing that with his physcality makes him one of the best run defenders in the nation. He 
dominates 1-on-1 blocks, showing good explosiveness off the snap and tossing offensive linemen aside with his vice grip hands. Versus double teams he does not get moved 
and takes on 1 block, often winning. He can anchor a defense from day 1.

Improvements
Shelvin's ceiling is unfortunately a bit limted due to him offering next to nothing in the pass game. He has the power, length and has shown flashes of an impactful bull rush, 
but his value will definitely come on run downs. He isn't a great athlete laterally, and seems best at NT, even 1T or 2i might be difficult for him unless he sheds some 
weight. I would've loved to see him hold both offensive linemen on double teams better, but it seemed like LSU didn't ask him to do that much at all.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
A NT in a 3-4 defense seems to be the best spot for Shelvin. If he slims down a bit he could see some snaps at 1T or 2i, but that wasn't an often ask out of him on tape. He 
will be a stellar space eater and run stuffer from day 1. A smart team will get a starter on Day 3.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 84/100 - Late 3rd/Early 4th round pick
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Khyiris Tonga IDL 6'2, 325lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
BYU 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A 35 N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 11 19 9 2 4 1 0 3
2018 12 30 20 2 4.5 0 0 2
2019 13 45 28 1 4 0 0 2
2020 11 36 11 3.5 3.5 1 0 5

Strengths
Tonga has great athleticism for someone who primarily played at NT. He fires off the snap with good explosiveness and excels at knifing through gaps. He has quick hands 
and is constantly trying to get offensive linemen off of him. He is a good run defender vs 1-on-1 blocks, excelling with gaining inside hand placement and occasionally 
shows an ability to hold his ground versus doubles. He brings good pass rush juice, showcasing a strong bull rush and some good arm-over moves and club-rips.

Improvements
Tonga's biggest issue that holds him back is poor pad level, he quickly pops up and isn't able to hold his ground when that happens. He played NT for BYU but was not 
adept at holding double teams and allowing his LBs to run free. He seems to have average length and average hand strength.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
In the NFL, Tonga could be more productive in a 3T role where he can focus on beating 1-on-1 blocks and knifing through gaps. Letting him play to his aggressive nature 
and disrupt plays will allow him to have the biggest impact possible. He could also do well as a 1T in a 4-3 system that emphasizes playing fast.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 84/100 - Late 4th/Early 5th round pick
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Jay Tufele IDL 6'2, 305lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
USC 21 5.00 4.83 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press 3-cone drill
Nothing major (2020 opt out) 8-9 30 7.77

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 11 23 14 3 4.5 0 1 0
2019 13 41 21 3.5 5.5 0 0 1

Strengths

The optimism with Jay starts with his athleticism, which is what leads to most of his winning reps. He has a great first step which gives him an instant advantage. Commonly 
lined up at 3-tech, Jay is able to use his mobility/agility to beat reach blocks in the run game. He has a thick and wide frame that allows him to eat space and control gaps. 
His hands are quick and powerful, which he uses well in the pass game. He needs to be more consistent, but shows great flashes of deadly arm-over moves. I wish we got to 
see his 2020, but Jay's ceiling is so high it might not matter and effect his draft stock much.

Improvements

Inconsistency from game-to-game and within games can be maddening at times. Some plays he looks like a future All-Pro and others he looks like a developmental 
prospect. Coaching should be able to help some issues that led to the inconsistency such as pad level, hand placement and having a rush plan. In addition, Jay seems to lack 
ideal length for the position and he plays a bit out of control at times. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Jay's best fit in the NFL is as a one gapping 3-tech in a 4-3 defense, where he will be tasked with defeating 1-on-1 blocks. While he shows flashes of dealing with double 
teams, that's not his strong suit. Let him get upfield, penetrate gaps and use his athleticism as the ultimate weapon.

Grade and Projection
Film grade: 83/100 - Mid 3rd round pick
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Jalen Twyman IDL 6'1, 300lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Pittsburgh 21 5.39 1.74 32.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major (2020 opt out) 8'8 40 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 8 16 6 0.5 1.5 0 0 0
2019 13 41 23 10.5 12 0 0 2

Strengths

Twyman's tape shows an elite athlete for the defensive tackle position. His great explosiveness gives him an instant advantage and he'll often win in the first 
second, or not at all. He also possesses extremely quick hands, which are used to swipe, club and rip, beating offensive linemen. He has a lower centre of 
grvavity which allows him to win the leverage battle most of the time, despite inconsistent pad level. He defeats 1-on-1 blocks with ease, due to a 
combination of feistyness and mobility. Twyman also showed an ability to take on and split double teams. The sky is the ceiling here.

Improvements

His tape is a bit inconsistent, at times you can clearly see the Aaron Donald comparison, but its few and far in between. His arm length leaves a lot to be 
desired and he struggles to pair his hands to his feet when rushing the QB. Finally, his athletic testing was very very poor. Has the added weight (needed to 
get stronger) slowed him down a bit?

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Jalen will be an even better pro than college player if he's put in the right situation to succeed. Pitt often asked him to play 1-tech, forcing him to take on 
double teams. This doesn't allow him to play in space and use his athletic gifts. Jalen will be best suited at 3-tech in a 4-3 defense. Let him go 1-on-1 with 
guards and just focus on beating the man in front of him, and he will feast. Pro Bowl appearences are likely.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 83.5/100 - Mid/late 3rd round pick
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Marvin Wilson IDL 6'3, 320lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida State 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries: 2016: Torn Meniscus, 2018: MCL tear Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length

2019: Season-ending hand injury, 2020: Season-ending knee injury N/A N/A 33"
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 7 7 4 0 0.5 0 0 0
2018 12 41 24 3.5 4 1 0 1
2019 9 44 25 5 8.5 1 1 4
2020 6 17 6 1 2 0 0 0

Strengths

Marvin's 2018 and 2019 seasons showed an easy first round prospect and possible top 15 pick. He dominated the trenches with brute power and good technique. He's 
immovable at the point of attack, using a wide frame, strong hands and good pad level to his advantage. He eats double teams for breakfast and don't dare think about 
blocking him 1-on-1. Marvin has shown the ability to 1-gap and penetrate, or 2-gap and control. He's the rare NT/1T who has legit pass rushing prowess - using his violent 
hands on push-pull, club, and arm-over moves. He's also not your typical trash can full of dirt NT who is immobile, his agility is a plus. Putting it simply, at his best, Marvin 
is a nightmare to block.

Improvements

The only holes to poke in Marvin's game on the field is consistency and effort at times. He has dealt with a plethora of injuries, so medicals will be huge for his draft stock. 
His 2020 left a lot to be desired and had he declared early, we'd likely be talking about a first round prospect. He also didn't have a standout performance at the Senior Bowl, 
where he looked slimmed down. What will his ideal playing weight be at the next level?

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Marvin can easily play NT in a 3-4 or 1T in a 4-3. Keep him close to the ball in A-gap and he'll wreck havoc. FSU played him from NT to 4i at times, so he can do it in a 
pinch, but his athletic profile leans more towards an A-gap player. Once he finds his most comfortable playing weight, there is nothing stopping from Marvin from being a 
stud run defender, and can quickly add three down value.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82.5/100 - Early 4th round pick (red flag medicals)
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Tedarrell Slaton IDL 6'5, 345lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Florida 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 7 11 5 0 1.5 0 0 0
2018 9 21 4 0 1.5 0 1 0
2019 11 29 12 2 3.5 0 0 1
2020 11 38 14 1.5 3.5 0 0 0

Strengths

Slaton is a massive defensive tackle with three down potential. His best quality day one is his pass rushing prowess. At his size, it's remarkable to see him explode off the 
ball and move like he does. He is consistent in collapsing the pocket with a bull rush, gaining inside hand placement and running his feet to generate push. He has good 
agility which strengthens his quick chop-rips, swipes and arm-over moves. Slaton also plays with serious power in his hands and is further fueled by his lower body. While 
he can be a more consistent run defender, he has shown good technique when stacking 1-on-1 blocks and violence when shedding. His combination of play strength, length 
and willingness to use a variety of pass rush moves is extremely exciting.

Improvements

For as massive as Slaton is, it's weird that he has inconsistencies defending the run, particularly with double teams. He allows offensive linemen into his chest and they turn 
him sideways more often than you'd like. This is something that he will need to improve upon to get snaps in the NFL and it should be easily coachable.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Slaton's size leads one to think he'd be solely a NT at the next level. However, with his struggles versus double teams, I think he'd be best as a 1-tech, where he can focus on 
penetrating gaps and using his agility to create havoc. He can be a situational pass rusher at 1T early on, until he improves versus the run. Very promising prospect with fun 
traits, just needs to be coached up.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 83/100 - Mid/late 4th round pick
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Alim McNeill IDL 6'2, 305lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
NC State 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 11 24 14 3.5 5.5 1 0 3
2019 10 28 16 5.5 7.5 0 0 2
2020 11 25 16 1.0 4.5 1 1 0

Strengths
McNeil is a productive NT for the Wolfpack who has a short and squatty frame that gives him some of the best pad level in this class. He plays with power in his lower body 
and hands, which makes him difficult to beat when he extends his arms and stacks blocks. He controls the POA versus 1-on-1 blocks and shows some ability to split 
doubles. He has violent, quick hands, although his usage and effectiveness of them is inconsistent. He shows a good ability to 2-gap and that will likely be his best usage in 
the NFL. 

Improvements
Despite good production, I don't love McNeil's traits. He is not a good athlete, even relatively to NTs. He doesn't move well laterally or vertically, rarely running his feet to 
generate power. Versus double teams he doesn't hold both offensive linemen, instead attacking one, and allowing the other to block his LB (was this the scheme). While he 
showcases violent hands, his pass rush moves rarely landed and his timing was poor. McNeill is a fairly raw player who doesn't have a ton of upside either.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
McNeil projects as a NT in a 3-4 scheme that asks him to 2-gap and not have to leave A-gap. With added strength and NFL level coaching, he should become a solid space 
eater and valuable anchor for a defense. I don't think there are good chances he will become a consistent three-down player.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 78.5/100 - Early 5th round pick
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Naquon Jones IDL 6'4, 310lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Michigan State 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 10 13 1 0 5 0 0 1
2018 11 25 11 1 3.5 0 0 1
2019 11 15 7 1 1 0 0 0
2020 7 24 10 0 5 0 1 1

Strengths
Naquon's best attribute is his hand placement, regularly punching offensive linemen in the chest to control the POA. He also fires off the ball decently and starts off with low 
pad level. He shows heavy hands that can jolt offensive linemen and help him get off blocks. He plays with a good level of physicality and tenacity.

Improvements
Naquon could benefit from slimming down (he's reportedly now at 310!) to add more agility and mobility. He's fairly raw right now and pretty inconsistent in making an 
impact on a play by play basis. He gets pushed off the line too often for my liking and can be slow to find where the ball is going. Although he starts off low, once contact is 
made with an offensive lineman he quickly raises his pad level and thus loses strength. Naquon also doesn't show much nuance when rushing the QB, I did not see any 
consistent pass rush moves in my watch.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
A 1T in an attacking 4-3 defense should be the ideal role for Naquon as he's slimmed down to 310lbs. I'm very interested to see how his mobility will be, as he hasn't shown 
the ability to be a space eater consistently. I think Naquon will be a developmental tackle early, but can be a very good rotational piece.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 78.5/100 - Late 5th/Early 6th round pick
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Darius Stills IDL 6'1, 285

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
WVU 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2018 8 12 8 1 3.5 0 0 0
2019 12 43 27 6 12 2 0 2
2020 9 25 12 3.5 7.5 0 0 0

Strengths
The intrigue on Stills comes from his athleticism. Although undersized, he has a lightning quick first step and loose hips which allow him to bend at absurd angles for DTs. 
The most common way he wins is beating an offensive lineman off the snap, gaining a step on them, then bending towards the QB. He is a disruptor more than a finisher, 
someone who will create sacks and TFLs for others. His other major strength is his low center of gravity yielding a natural leverage advantage. His short and squatty frame 
makes him tougher to move at the POA. Lastly, he has very quick hands which allows him to excel at arm-over and club-rip moves.

Improvements
Stills lacks the desired size to play NT/1T and at 3T his poor length will hurt him big time. When offensive linemen get their hands on him, it's almost always over. Too 
often Stills disappears for long stretches of games, not getting off blocks and not holding his ground either. In the run game I don't trust him to take on doubles, and he's not 
consistent in finding the ball carrier. He doesn't play with a ton of power or functional strength. While he has a natural leverage advantage, he often stands up throughout a 
play and loses power. In the pass game he rarely seems to rush with a plan and is often still standing at the LOS after 3 seconds. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Stills is an interesting study, he played a lot of NT in WVU's 3-3-5 scheme but projects best to 3-tech at the next level. In an attacking scheme where he can just shoot gaps 
and use his athleticism with some freedom, Stills can be a solid role player. Don't ask him to take on doubles, two gap or play with a ton of discipline. He'll likely translate 
best to a rotational pass rusher role in his early development.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 81.5/100 - Mid/late 5th round pick
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Bobby Brown III IDL 6'4, 325lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Texas A&M 20 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor knee injury (1 game missed) N/A N/A N/A

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 9 14 5 0 1 0 0 0
2019 11 21 8 0.5 2 0 0 1
2020 9 22 10 5.5 7.5 0 0 0

Strengths
Brown has a lightning quick first step which allows him to gain an instant advantage on offensive linemen. He shoots out of his stance and often starts with low leverage, 
making him difficult to move. He could cause disruption in A-Gap, making it easier for his teammates to make plays. He has a thick frame which should give him a 
powerful lower body.

Improvements
Brown is an extremely raw player who looks 20 on the field. He is very inconsistent in every aspect of his game. He has a great first step, but is often the last one off the 
snap. He has a good punch and can bull rush offensive linemen, but barely uses it. At times he seems content with being blocked, not showing consistent effort or a great 
motor. He is not good at stacking and shedding blocks and doesn't have very powerful or quick hands. His agility and mobility are subpar as well.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Brown has the build of an ideal 1-tech in a 4-3 defense. Since he has great get-off, he should be asked to shoot gaps in an attacking scheme. He was often asked to two gap at 
Texas A&M but I don't think this is his strongest skill. He can be useful in beating reach blocks and providing a spark with splash plays in the backfield. Can be a solid 
rotational piece for years.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 75.5/100 - 7th round pick
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Jaelen Phillips DE 6'5, 260lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
Miami 21 4.56 4.12 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: 3 Concussions (Medically Retired) 10'5 21 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 (UCLA) 6 21 16 3.5 7 0 0 2

2018 4 20 12 1 1 0 0 0
2020 10 45 21 8 15.5 0 0 3

Strengths
Phillips is hands down the best EDGE prospect in the 2021 class, with his combination of size, athleticism and skill, he has easy All-Pro potential. Freakish doesn't even 
begin to describe his athletic testing, and it shows up on film as well. In the pass game he has great get-off and absurd bend for someone his size. He pairs that with great 
power and long arms to keep offensive linemen at bay. On top of his athletic gifts, he has refined hand usage, with effective swipe, long-arm, arm-over and club moves in 
his arsenal. Phillips is so exciting because he can beat you in a number of ways and does everything at a high level. He can blow up run plays too, showing he knows how to 
harness his athleticism and technique in that aspect as well.

Improvements
There's not much to worry about with Phillips, he could develop more counters as he develops, getting him into the Myles Garrett echelon of prospects. In the run game he 
has a tendency to play out of structure and look to make flash plays. With his star power, I'm of the thinking that you want to let him do his thing, like J.J. Watt, but not 
every DC will think the same. Only one year of great production, and his medicals could be another cause for concern (not too much for me though).

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Phillips projects as a day one starter on the EDGE, whether at DE in a 4-3, or OLB in a 3-4, however I don't think he would be optimized dropping in coverage even 
occasionally. He can rush with his hand in the dirt, or standing up, and will be a complete player very early on. Phillips can line up on the strong or weakside of the defense 
and be equally impactful. He's someone I can see making the Pro Bowl in his rookie year, and All-Pro as a sophomore, he is special.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 92.5/100 - Top 12 Pick
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Kwity Paye DE 6'2, 261lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
Michigan 22 4.52 N/A 36.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Wingspan
Nothing major 9'10" 36 78 4/8

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 2 4 0 1 1.5 0 0 0
2018 10 27 21 2 5.5 1 0 1
2019 12 50 26 6.5 12.5 0 0 0
2020 4 16 12 2 4 0 0 0

Strengths
Kwity is one of my favorite players in this class because of how he plays bigger than his size. He may look small on film, but he's a powerful run defender who always plays 
with low leverage and attacks the chest of the offensive linemen to gain an advantage. He takes pride in run defense and plays with an intensity that is admirable to watch. 
He has dominant flashes in the pass game (vs Min 2019) where he uses a variety of moves such as swipes, chops, spins and bulls. Paye has crazy fast hands, and he often 
baits offensive linemen to punch first, then quickly counter attacks. What's more consistent with Paye is his athleticism, constantly showing great get-off and solid bend. 
He's far from a finished product, but he's a high-floor, high-ceiling type of EDGE with elite play recognition and a strong motor as well.

Improvements
Paye still seems a bit raw, and inconsistent, for someone who is in EDGE1 discussions. I would love to see him develop counter moves, as his rushes often end quickly once 
the first move is stopped. On film, his lack of length hurts him in the pass game where he has to win in more unconventional ways and that can elongate his rushes, keeping 
pressures from being sacks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Paye will be an instant plus in the run game and help set the tone for an NFL defense. He can play 3-4 OLB but has most experience as a 4-3 DE with his hand in the dirt. 
He'll be someone who makes a bigger impact on the game than the box score indicates. While I'm not super confident in Paye ever being a perennial double-digit sack guy, I 
think he'll usually get 8-9 but add 18+ TFLs. Pro-Bowls are in his future for sure.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 90/100 - Top 20 Pick
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Payton Turner DE 6'5, 270lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Houston 22 4.64 N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Ankle, 2020: Knee, Hand N/A N/A 35"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 8 14 10 1 2 0 0 1
2018 11 42 21 0 3.5 0 0 4
2019 12 33 20 3.5 7.5 0 0 4
2020 5 25 17 5 10.5 1 0 0

Strengths
Turner has an incredible mix of athletic gifts at his size. His get-off, especially in a 3-point stance, gives him an instant advantage. When he wins the corner, his ability to dip 
and bend is absurd for a guy his size. His closing burst is scary and allows him to make plays in the backfield. He also has a high-level of technique/execution with pass rush 
moves. The club-arm over and chop-dip-rip are his favorites, with powerful and well-timed hands. He plays with great functional power, using the strength from his lower 
body to get wherever he wants with ease. Turner also had great success inside at 3-tech, where his elite length was truly devastating and his quickness became even more 
evident. In the run game his length, power and intensity makes him a plus, with his nose for the football and motor making it easy to project him as a high-tackle player in 
the NFL.

Improvements
There's really not much Turner can't do. To nit pick, he could have more developed counters, although he shows the willingness to utilize multiple moves throughout a rep. 
Competition could be a bit of a question mark, but his game vs BYU's Brady Christenson is a good example of what he could do vs NFL talent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Turner projects best as a strong or weakside DE in a 4-3 defense. He has significantly better get-off with his hand in the dirt, and looks like almost a completely different 
player. He has the traits to be a successful starter right away (barring he adjusts to NFL speed) and has serious Pro Bowl potential over his career. Turner will be a 3-down 
contributor and increase the level of effort on defense, while constantly tiring out offensive linemen. I love his game.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 89.5/100 - Top 20 Pick
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Joseph Ossai DE 6'3.5, 256lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
Texas 21 4.63 N/A 41.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019 and 2020: Played through shoulder injury 10'11" 19 33 7/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 7 20 13 1 1 1 0 0
2019 13 90 61 5 13.5 1 0 1
2020 9 55 25 5.5 15.5 3 1 2

Strengths
Ossai has a fun blend of athleticism, technique and effort, which makes him one of the best playmakers in this class. He is an explosive athlete with great straight line 
closing speed, aiding his amazing production in 2019 and 2020. He's violent and disciplined in the run game - taking pride in shedding blocks. Ossai plays option-runs very 
well and has the best backside pursuit in this entire class. His motor is constantly revving and he wants in on every single tackle possible. In the pass game he is a terror on 
stunts. Ossai also shows devastating flashes of being unblockable, he loves swipe moves and rip moves, occasionally even showing speed to power. Overall, he has a nose 
for the football and will be a box score stuffer. 

Improvements
The most dissapointing aspect of Ossai's film was his lackluster get-off/snap timing. He was often the last man off the line and this put him at a disadvantage - which makes 
his great production even more impressive. If he can improve this, and I think focusing on one position will help, he can truly be a terror. In addition, Ossai's rushes look raw 
at times and he can benefit greatly from adding counter moves in the pass game - he occasionally shows an inside-rip move, but often when offensive linemen get their 
hands on him, the rep is ending.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Ossai projects best as a 4-3 DE with his hand in the dirt, playing either the strong or weakside. Allowing him to focus on rushing the QB and not dropping in coverage would 
be his best utilization in my opinion, although he played 3-4 OLB in college. While his tape vs Teven Jenkins and Oklahoma State showed an elite tackle can slow him 
down, Ossai will always find a way to make an impact. He's the type of guy who will be a culture setter in the locker room, the hardest worker on the team, and a potential 
cornerstone of a defense. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 88.5/100 - Mid/late 1st Round Pick
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Azeez Ojulari DE 6'2, 249lbs

College Age 40 YD 3-Cone Vertical
Georgia 20 4.62 7.27 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Torn ACL 10'7" 26 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 2 4 3 0 1 0 0 0
2019 11 33 14 5.5 5 1 0 0
2020 10 31 22 9.5 12.5 4 1 2

Strengths
Ojulari has tons of promise because of his youth and examples of mastering a pass rush move - the stab chop. It's his go-to move in the pass game, using his long arm to stab 
into the offensive lineman, then chopping down to defeat the outside hand. He's able to time that move to near perfection and having a refined move early on will ease his 
transition to the NFL. Ojulari also brings violence in the run game, particularly when taking on pullers. His game vs Alabama in 2020 was eye opening in this regard, 
consistently getting low and blowing up pullers. He will play very gap disciplined and sound run defense, making his presence on the EDGE felt. Lastly, Ojulari has a high 
motor, chasing down plays from the backside, and often 15+ yards downfield.

Improvements
Ojulari lacks high-level explosiveness with his get-off, and bend around the corner. It's not necessarily a hole in his game, but it can stop him from being an elite, perennial 
double-digit sack guy. While Ojulari has mastered the stab-chop, he doesn't have many other reliable moves. His hands also aren't the strongest/heaviest, so when he tries to 
punch/swipe/club, it doesn't always make an impact. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Ojulari lined up as a 3-4 OLB and 4-3 DE for the Bulldogs, showing he can play in a 2, 3 or 4 point stance. I don't like the idea of dropping him in coverage, but he can 
make a strong impact in the run game day one and have tons of promise in the pass game. He would be a very high level #2 pass rusher, sort of like the Bud Dupree to TJ 
Watt. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 86.5/100 - Late 1st Round Pick
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Quincy Roche DE 6'2, 243lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Miami 23 4.62 7.18 32.5

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'11" 23 32

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 11 31 26 7 11.5 3 1 0
2018 12 57 40 6 9 2 2 1
2019 12 49 36 13 19 1 2 5
2020 10 45 27 4.5 14.5 2 3 1

Strengths
Roche boasts some of the best hand usage at his position, harnessing elite timing and placement with his pass rush moves. After showcasing good get-off, he has two go-to 
moves, the chop rip and the snatch rip, both he executes with violence. He is a great finisher, as he has amazing bend and hip flexibility. Those traits make him a high-level 
pass rusher, who on occasion shows a counter spin move as well. Verus the run, Roche has good hand placement to stack blocks, and he shows good intensity and motor to 
get in on every tackle.

Improvements
Roche's improvements are more of athletic limitations - he has below average arm length and good but not great explosiveness/burst. He could stand to play with a bit better 
pad level as well, but that is a bit picky. Roche would become a more complete pass rusher if he could add more functional power to his game, especially a speed-to-power 
conversion. Lastly, making a stronger impact in the run game would be nice, he's showed he can stack blocks, but shedding them more often would make him a terror.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Roche will be a diverse weapon who can play as a DE in a 4-3 or a rush OLB in a 3-4. He has early 3 down value and is a high-floor, relatively high-ceiling player. I think 
Roche can start day 1 because of his technical refinement, and will bring a strong culture with him to the locker room. I wouldn't be surprised if he took a trip or two to the 
Pro Bowl either. Overall, I think he's being vastly underrated.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 86.5/100 - Early/Mid 2nd Round Pick
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Ronnie Perkins DE 6'2, 253lbs

College Age 40 YD Shuttle Vertical
Oklahoma 21 4.74 4.78 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'7" 25 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 14 37 17 5 8 0 0 1
2019 12 38 28 6 13.5 1 0 0
2020 6 23 16 5.5 10.5 0 0 0

Strengths
Perkins is an enticing EDGE who is a very instinctual player. In the run game he has great mental processing when reading offensive linemen keys, this allows him to 
always know where the ball is going. He's more slippery than strong, being able to contort his body and knife through gaps to make a tackle. Versus the pass, Perkins shows 
flashes of extremely quick hands and loves the stab-rip and cross-chop moves. He has very good snap timing, which helps him get a step on offensive linemen. 

Improvements
I'm a bit lower on Perkins because of his lackluster athletic traits - he doesn't possess ideal size or length for the position. What hurts him the most is average get-off and 
average/below average bend. He is often pushed past the pocket during pass rush situations and struggles to fight off stronger offensive linemen. He lacks functional strength 
and isn't someone who will make his presence felt all the time. The flashes are exciting, but Perkins lacks polish and consistency for my liking.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Perkins fits well as a weak side defensive end, or a standup rush outside linebacker. He played in 2 and 3 point stances for the Sooners and proved to be valuable and 
productive. He can be a high-level starter for a strong defense and make an impact on all three downs. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 84/100 - Mid/late 2nd Round Pick
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Jonathan Cooper DE 6'2, 253lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 23 4.69 6.99 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: High-ankle sprain 9' 28 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2016 4 6 2 1 1 0 0 0
2017 9 16 11 2 3 0 1 0
2018 12 25 14 2.5 6.5 0 1 0
2019 4 6 6 1 1 0 0 1
2020 8 24 12 3.5 3.5 1 0 1

Strengths
Cooper is a great athlete with explosiveness off the snap, allowing him to convert speed to power. He plays with elite intensity and violence, which shows up in the run 
game when shedding blocks. He has great hand placement into the chest of offensive linemen, and pairing that with elite pad level makes his play strength great for his size. 
Versus the pass, Cooper shows quick hands and loves an inside swipe move to generate pressure. Since he shows hand placement and violence when stacking and shedding 
blocks in the run game, I think that can potentially translate to a push-pull move while rushing the QB.

Improvements
Cooper doesn't have ideal size on the edge, and NFL teams are already asking him to workout as a 3-4 OLB at his pro day. Technique wise, Cooper can improve the timing 
of his pass rush moves and must develop a go-to move and counter.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cooper should be a better NFL player than college prospect if he gets a consistent role and snaps. OSU rotated him too often for my liking, not allowing him to find a 
rhythm consistently. He has a great mix of traits and potential and is being severeley underrated in draft twitter. Cooper's size says 3-4 OLB, but I think he can play 
weakside DE in a 4-3 as well. This is because he has the techinque to play bigger than his size and holds up well at the POA. Cooper has starter-level potential, albeit being 
an older prospect.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 83.5/100 - Early/Mid 5th Round Pick
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Jayson Oweh DE 6'5, 257lbs

College Age 40 YD 3-Cone Vertical
Penn State 22 4.36 6.83 39.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11'2" 21 34.5"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 2 4 4 2 2 0 0 0
2019 11 21 13 5 5 2 0 1
2020 7 38 20 0 6.5 0 0 1

Strengths
Oweh is easily one of the freakiest athletes in years. His athletic traits translate to promise in the run and pass game. Versus the run, his lightning quick first step (maybe best 
in class) and long arms give him the potential for stacking blocks with ease. He can play with a violence at times, not wanting to be blocked. Versus the pass, Oweh shows 
flashes of a devastating bull rush - converting speed to power and collapsing the pocket. He is an extremely tantalizing prospect with every physical trait you could want in 
an EDGE player.

Improvements
Potential, not production, is the story of Oweh's college career. Everyone brings up his 0 sacks in 2020 and it shows how raw he still is. On one drive he can look like a 
future Pro Bowler, but also someone who just picked up a football for the first time. The main reason for this is that Oweh lacks nuance with his hands, he struggles to 
disengage from blocks and does not have any developed pass rush moves. He can be slow to process things in the run game, with motion and misdirection causing him to 
stand still in his tracks. Lastly, while he tested off the charts, his bend on film isn't elite in my opinion.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Think of Oweh as a moldable ball of clay. He's not ready to start and contribute strongly right away, but can become a devastating force with patience and good coaching. 
Danielle Hunter is a common comparison and I think Josh Sweat could be a good one as well. I think first round is a bit early, but in the early 2nd, it's hard to find a better 
developmental EDGE with his absurd ceiling. Eventually Oweh can be a three down EDGE player in a 4-3 or 3-4.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 83/100 - Early 2nd Round Pick
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Janarius Robinson DE 6'5, 263lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida State 22 4.72 7.31 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'1" 25 35"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 3 4 1 1 1.5 0 0 0
2018 10 27 18 1 3 0 0 1
2019 13 48 24 3 9 2 2 1
2020 8 25 12 3 7 0 0 1

Strengths
Janarius possess a fun mixture of length, physicality and power to his game. Versus the run, he plays with great pad level, and often stacks and sheds blocks with ease, using 
those 35" arms to his advantage. He does well vs pullers, throwing his shoulder into the blocker and tackling the ball carrier. Versus the pass, Janarius shows flashes of a 
powerful bull rush. He has solid get off and good enough bend for someone his size. There is a lot to unlock with him, and is one of the most enticing developmental EDGEs 
this year.

Improvements
The main thing Janarius needs to work on is linking his hands to his feet when rushing the QB. Far too often he will throw a good move with his hands, but it doesn't get him 
anywhere because his feet are out of sync, or stop entirely (especially on bull rushes). This is coachable though, as are almost all his flaws. Versus the run, he has a bad habit 
of trying to shoot inside and make a quick play. I saw this out of a lot of FSU defenders and suspect their coaching played a part in this. Janarius could also finish tackles 
better, although his lack of elite agility and COD might limit his ceiling in that regard.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Janarius played a lot of 3-4 OLB for the Seminoles, but I would love to see him transition to a 4-3 defense end role, with his hand in the dirt. That will likely improve his 
get-off and have him reacting instinctually more than thinking, increasing his play speed. Robinson will be a strong run defender pretty early in his career and can be a 
valuable starter as a strong side DE, with proper coaching and development.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 83/100 - Early 4th Round Pick
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Gregory Rousseau DE 6'6 266lbs

College Age 40 YD 3-Cone Vertical
Miami 20 4.68 7.5 30"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Wingspan
2018: Season ending ankle, 2020 opt out 9'7" 21 83"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 1 5 4 0 0 0 0 0
2019 13 54 20 15.5 19.5 2 1 1

Strengths
Greg poses a significant physical challenge to whichever offensive linemen he faces. His length can be devastating, especially when lined up on the interior. I think this is 
how he'll make the biggest impact in the passing game, abusing slower footed, shorter armed guards. Greg has flashes of pure dominance where he cannot be blocked, he is 
like a bull in a china shop. As a run defender he overpowers TEs on the EDGE, and has flashes of using his length to stack and shed. Young at 20, there's plenty of reason 
for belief that his best football is ahead of him. Get Greg with a good DL coach, and he could be scary.

Improvements
Greg also looks like he is extremely new to playing defensive end. He does not have refined hands and struggles to beat the outside hand of the tackle, when rushing the QB. 
Many of his sacks were not from well-executed moves, but through effort, clean up, or by being physically dominant - a trait he won't have at the NFL level. On tape and 
with athletic testing, Greg isn't a very efficient athlete - there is a lot of wasted motion in his movements, which keeps him far from the QB. He has average at best get-off 
and bend, pairing that with his height and thus high pad level, makes his job much tougher. He also doesn't consistently play with the level of power you'd expect from 
someone his size. He just doesn't have any consistent way to win right now, and will take some serious time to develop.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
I think Greg can be an effective run defender on the edge, using his length vs TEs and if he can get a stronger base, OTs as well. His best impact in the passing game will not 
come as DE, unless he refines his hand usage greatly. However, he can wreck havoc on the interior, from 3T to NT Greg showed brilliance on passing downs. Here, he 
doesn't need to be as explosive or bendy, he doesn't need to beat the tackle's outside hand and flip his hips to the QB. He can cause destruction, and make his edge rusher's 
jobs easier. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82.5/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Joe Tryon DE 6'5, 260lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Washington 21 4.64 7.18 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major, 2020 opt out 9'8" 22 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 10 20 10 1 2 0 0 1
2019 13 41 27 8 12.5 0 0 1

Strengths
Tryon has some of the best get-off in the class and he can make offensive linemen look slow. Verus the pass, he is constantly hand fighting and exuding maximum 
energy/effort. He shows an effective chop-rip, but I think his best reps come from speed-power bull rushes and inside moves. He is more of a power rusher than finesse guy, 
who can use his length to collapse the pocket. Versus the run, Tryon holds his ground at the POA vs 1-on-1 blocks and can set a strong edge when at 5-tech or further out.

Improvements
Tryon isn't a very effective outside rusher at the moment, his sacks often come from poor tackle play. He struggles to beat the outside hand of the tackle and really struggles 
with bending to the QB. His lower body looks very stiff, and his change of direction looks clunky. While Tryon is a high motor/effort guy, he doesn't always gain an 
advantage with his moves. He will hand fight and try to gain ground, but often ends up far from the play. He really struggles with timing his moves, often his rushes are 
predetermined and he is not reading how the tackles are playing him. He needs to get coached up and play with less stubborness in his game. Tryon also can get moved by 
double teams in the run game, and he isn't the most fleet of foot versus east-west run concepts.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
While he played a lot of OLB for the Huskies, I think Tryon's best projection to the NFL is as a strong side DE in a 4-3 defense. While he's not a great finesse/speed rusher, 
that's okay, he can be a devastating power rusher who uses his speed off the snap, converts it to power and maximizes the impact of his long arms. I think he can be a starter 
for many years and provide multiple 6-8 sack seasons.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82.5/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Rashad Weaver DE 6'4, 259lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Pittsburgh 23 4.83 6.98 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Tore ACL 9'6" 20 33 4/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 11 28 17 3 6 0 0 3
2018 14 47 31 6.5 14 2 3 4
2020 9 34 22 7.5 14 3 1 2

Strengths
Weaver has one of the highest floors at his position because of his power and advanced hands. He is a big EDGE (can play inside too) who packs a serious punch and has 
some of the strongest hands in the class. He is a force in the run game, consistently controlling the POA and is also great at shedding blocks (loves to use an arm-over). 
Versus the pass, Weaver's go-to move is a chop-spin, which is fairly refined despite the degree of dificulty. He also has very good hand placement when he is trying to 
collapse the pocket with a bull-rush or long-arm. Overall, Weaver is a steady presence on the DL who will hold his ground, won't make mistakes, and cause disruption.

Improvements
Weaver's improvements are mostly athletic related, which limits his ceiling as a prospect. He has very poor bend, with lower body stiffness that makes it difficult for him to 
corner, and change direction easily. His get-off the snap is also below average, making his job very difficult to do. Overall, these athletic limitations hold Weaver back from 
finishing sacks and TFLs, despite him winning the rep. In terms of technique, the main thing is for Weaver to play with lower pad level. He could develop more counters as 
well (so can pretty much every EDGE in this class). 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Weaver projects as a 5-tech DE in a 4-3 defense who can also play 3-tech, or DE in a 3-4. He will be a sound run defender and someone who can collapse the pocket and 
pressure the QB. I would be surprised if he made the Pro Bowl more than once, but I would be equally surprised if he wasn't a solid starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82.5/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Carlos Basham Jr. DE 6'3, 274lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Wake Forest 23 4.64 7.13 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'2" 20 32 7/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 11 15 24 0 2 0 1 3
2018 12 36 64 4.5 11 0 2 1
2019 13 26 57 10 18 3 0 3
2020 6 20 28 5 4.5 4 0 1

Strengths
Basham has a very effective go-to move, the club-arm over. He uses it to win inside and quickly get to the QB in the passing game. He also shows an ability to win from the 
3-tech position. The overall timing he possesses when using the club-arm over is usually on point. Basham's length will aid him big time at the next level. When in a 3/4 
point stance, his get-off/snap timing is great. His motor is non-stop, in the run game when tracking down ball carriers, and in the pass game, when trying to beat blocks. 

Improvements
Basham is an average athlete at best, with his bend around the corner being fairly uninspiring. He struggles to win to the outside due to a lack of refined moves that win in 
that direction. Thus, many of his rushes end up too wide and away from the QB. He could stand to set up his club-arm over better, if he had a more threatening outside rush. 
Developing more counters off his go-to move would be valuable as well. He doesn't play with a ton of functional power, despite that being what experts say he excels with. 
On bull-rushes, Basham often plays with high pad level and thus is not able to fully collapse the pocket. Versus the run, he loves to stick his shoulder into the blocker, 
instead of stacking and shedding. This might have been what the coaching staff asked of him, as he has the long arms that would help him excel at stacking blocks.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Basham projects best as a 4-3 DE, when his hand is in the dirt, his get-off is significantly better. I think he will have more of an impact in the pass game, until he gets 
coached up versus the run. Developing an outside rush will make or break his career, as he cannot be one dimensional vs NFL level tackles. If that happens, you could be 
looking at a high-level starter, if not, Basham could be a rotational rusher.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 81/100 - Mid/late 3rd Round Pick
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Patrick Jones II DE 6'4, 261lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Pittsburgh 22 4.8 N/A 31.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor hamstring injury during Pro Day 8'11" 22 32 7/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 5 7 3 0.5 1 0 0 0
2018 13 22 15 3.5 7 1 0 0
2019 11 41 25 8.5 11.5 4 0 1
2020 11 42 24 9 12.5 0 1 3

Strengths
Jones reminds me so much of Jadeveon Clowney, in a good way. His get-off is elite and easily his best trait. His speed off the edge and throughout his entire game is 
apparent. His go-to rush in the pass game is a dip-rip, outside speed rush. Jones shows flashes of converting speed-to-power, which would be monumental for his success at 
the next level.

Improvements
While he's an enticing athlete on tape, Jones is extremely raw and unrefined. His hand usage is minimal and he doesn't pack much power in his punch. While Jones has great 
get-off, he had horrible athletic tests (hurt hamstring) and his bend around the corner is a serious issue on film. This limits his ceiling as his pressures will not turn into sacks 
unless he improves cornering. Jones also lacks any counter moves to his game. When offensive tackles get their hands on him, he is usually done for the rep. his lack of arm 
length makes it difficult for him to disengage from blocks. Lastly, I would like to see more intensity and physicality from Jones in the run game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Jones projects best as a weakside DE in a 4-3 defense. Rushing with his hand in the dirt and from a wider split should aid him well and maximize his speed/get-off. He needs 
a lot of work, but the flashes are amazing and he could become a legitimate starter in the league, with the right coaching. He has good enough traits to make him a complete 
player who shouldn't have to leave the field very often.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 80.5/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Hamilcar Rashed Jr DE 6'2, 251lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oregon State 23 4.58 7.51 35.5

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Played through ankle and thumb injuries 10'8" 25 33 4/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 5 6 5 0 0 0 0 0
2018 12 53 30 2.5 12.5 1 0 3
2019 11 62 43 14 22.5 2 1 2
2020 7 23 15 0 2 0 0 1

Strengths
Hamilcar has lightning quick hands and he loves arm-over, swipe and club moves. He moves laterally in an instant, and often catches offensive linemen off guard as a result. 
He has solid get-off and pairing that with a natural low leverage gives him an effective long arm move. His 2019 season was insanely productive, showing there's a player in 
there, if utilized correctly. The most consistent part of his game is run defense vs read options. He plays it disciplined, forcing the handoff to the RB, squeezing down the 
line, and even making the tackle. His backside pursuit when left unblocked is elite, showing off his great speed to make tackles he shouldn't. Hamilcar can occasionally drop 
in coverage as a 3-4 OLB and won't be a complete liability, showing decent instincts and ability to read the QB's eyes.

Improvements
For his size and speed, you'd hope Hamilcar had much better bend - instead, it's some of the most dissapointing in the class. His hips seem stiff and he struggles to flip them 
towards the QB when cornering. This prevents him from winning to the outside at a high level. In addition, while he has quick hands, they aren't very powerful and he 
struggles to time his moves. He too easily lets offensive linemen get hands on him first and inside his chest, controlling him. Hamilcar also drastically needs to develop 
counters and become better at disengaging from blocks. Versus the run, he can be moved off the LOS and is inconsistent vs TEs. Hamilcar also doesn't often play with much 
functional power, his bull rushes end early because he doesn't run his feet, and it doesn't help that he has average arm length.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Hamilcar projects best as an OLB in a 3-4 defense, who can be protected a bit by dominant IDL. He can be an effective rusher off the edge due to his quick hands, but must 
look to improve his cornering to reach his potential. NFL teams will get a high effort player that has a lot of room to improve. Hamilcar could become a solid starter 
eventually, but my best guess is he is a strong rotational pass rusher. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 80/100 - Late 3rd Round Pick
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Cameron Sample DE 6'2, 267lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Tulane 4.79 7.39 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor knee and ankle injuries 9'0" 23 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 8 26 15 0 2 0 0 1
2018 9 40 17 4 5.5 0 0 1
2019 13 44 30 1.5 5.5 0 1 4
2020 11 52 29 5 7.5 1 0 1

Strengths
Sample provides intrigue as a DE/DT who has a quick first step and violent hands. He balled out at the Senior Bowl, showcasing that he could be a mismatch nightmare 
when lined up inside. He shows off quick swipe, club and swim moves at times. Sample also plays with good natural pad level due to his shorter build. He is well-built and 
has a good level of functional strength to his game.

Improvements
Sample doesn't have a high-ceiling in terms of his athletic profile. Short arms, poor explosiveness anda agility according to testing (and it doesn't look amazing on tape) will 
hurt him. He's also not super refined, when his moves hit they look beautiful, but the consistency just isn't there. Refining his technique in terms of hand placement and 
timing will be huge for Sample. In the run game, he doesn't always look interested, and while he won't get moved off the LOS, he doesn't create plays either.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Sample projects best as a 4-3 strong side DE on run downs, who can slide inside to 3-tech on passing downs. Early in his career I think he will be a rotational guy, but if he 
puts everything together with good coaching and a creative DC, he could be a very valuable chess piece. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 80/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Jordan Smith DE 6'6, 255lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UAB 22 TBD TBD TBD

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major TBD TBD 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2019 13 48 29 8 14.5 3 0 0
2020 8 41 22 4.5 9 0 0 1

Strengths
Smith has elite get-off and probably the 2nd best in the class behind Oweh. This straight line explosiveness boasts very well for his ceiling, which is sky-high due to his 
overall athletic profile. He has an absurd wingspan that makes him a dangerous threat for speed-to-power moves. Smith has fairly quick and active hands, willing to rush 
with a plan. He is a violent player who is always going 100mph. Versus the run, his straight line speed is very useful on backside pursuit. 

Improvements
As exciting as Smith's potential seems, he is one of the more raw and inconsistent EDGEs in this class. Questions of the competition he faced are more than fair, and it 
worries me that he wasn't dominant on film. To start, he has very poor bend around the corner, struggling to get low, and often losing his balance, ending up in the dirt. This 
makes his outside rushes extremely volatile and Smith often ends up nowhere near the QB. He struggles to time his punches/moves and his hands don't seem to pack much 
power. Versus the run, Smith has ideal measurements to be a stud, but he doesn't pair it with good technique. He rarely stacks and sheds, rather throwing shoulders or being 
pushed off the LOS. He lets offensive linemen get into his chest too easily, and needs severe coaching here.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Smith projects as a developmental EDGE with enticing traits, but could take even two years to develop. His best impact will come versus the pass game, where his elite get-
off will embarass a tackle or two. Smith has one of the highest ceilings of any Day 3 pick this year. As for scheme fit, he can play rush OLB in a 3-4, or a strong/weak side 
DE in a 4-3. I am curious to see how he looks with his hand in the dirt consistently, as that could make his get-off even better.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 79.5/100 - Mid 4th Round Pick
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Chauncey Golston DE 6'4, 269lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Iowa 23 4.86 7.52 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'11" 22 34 6/8"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
2018 13 35 19 3.5 9 0 3 1
2019 13 47 26 3 9.5 0 0 5
2020 8 45 24 5.5 8.5 1 0 1

Strengths
Golston provides intrigue due to his length and powerful hands that pack a serious punch. When his get-off and pad level is good (it rarely is) he can push offensive linemen 
wherever he wants. In the pass game, Golston has some of the best hand usage at his position, always having a rush plan, and usually having a counter move ready. He loves 
the club-arm over, stab-club and stab-chop to beat the OT. Golston also looks to be effective on the interior, where his length is maximized, and athletic limitations 
minimized. Versus the run, he has flashes of stacking and shedding to perfection.

Improvements
Golston will be wildly limited by his athletic traits, if teams pigeon hole him on the EDGE. He has poor get-off and very poor bend, hurting his ability to win on outside 
rushes. He can consistently beat tackle's outside hand, but can never corner and finish, keeping pressures from being sacks. This is seen in the run game as well, where he is 
often just out of grasp of a tackle. His pad level is a big issue that makes him lose ground at the LOS, despite being a powerful dude.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Golston's success will be heavily dependent on scheme fit and role. If he can fix his get-off and pad level, he can be a very powerful run defending strong-side DE in a 4-3. 
His pass rush ability from this position will likely never be great. Golston can have a lot of success as a 3-4 DE, as he has shown he can two-gap, and I could see his best 
impact in the pass game coming as a 3-tech in a 4-3 defense. Overall, in the right fit, Golston could be a very high level rotational player and occasional starter.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 79.5/100 - Mid 5th Round Pick
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Elerson Smith DE 6'6, 262lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Northern Iowa 4.69 7.00 41.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'7" 26 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 13 19 7.5 10.5 1 0 2
2019 15 63 14 21.5 5 0 4

Strengths
Smith has an intriguing mix of length, athleticism and technique. He knows how to use his long arms to stack and shed in the run game, pairing it with solid pad level to win 
the POA. Versus the pass, Smith has a tremendous ability to time the snap, which makes his get-off appear elite. He also has long strides that allows him to get to the QB 
quickly. He shows flashes of powerful hands and quick inside moves to beat tackles.

Improvements
Smith's bend around the corner was the main deterrent in his game - he just couldn't get low and flip his hips to the QB, and was often pushed far past the QB. Consistent 
hand usage when rushing the passer should be a focus of development as well. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Smith is enticing developmental EDGE with good phyiscal attributes that give teams a good skillset to work with. He can be scheme-diverse, as he was asked to drop in 
coverage a lot at UNI. I think having him focus on playing with his hand in the dirt would be good for his career, thus a 4-3 defense would be the ideal fit. Since he lacks 
bend, I don't think his ceiling is crazy high, but he could become a dependable starter in 3-4 years.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 79.5/100 - Mid 5th Round Pick
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Chris Rumph II DE 6'2, 244lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Duke 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major N/A 18 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2018 12 25 12 3 8 0 1 1
2019 12 47 19 6.5 13.5 1 0 3
2020 11 52 26 8 11.5 1 1 1

Strengths
Rumph is one of my favorite EDGEs in this class because of his ability to rush from the A-gap as well as the EDGE. On the outside, he possess good get-off, length and a 
solid variety of pass rush moves. On the inside, he uses swipes and arm-overs to defeat guards with ease. He reminds me a bit of Zadarius Smith and Jadeveon Clowney in 
this regard, but is much lighter and less powerful than those two.

Improvements
Rumph lacks functional power to his game, which limits his ceiling for now. He doesn't have the biggest frame to project him filling out and adding strength. He has average 
bend, which is a big deterrent for someone who is more of a finesse/speed rusher like him. He's also very inconsistent in the run game, not always holding up at the POA and 
rarely shedding blocks. Rumph is extremely raw and played a rotational role for Duke, so he is a tough projection to the NFL.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Rumph can be utilized on the EDGE and inside, creating disruption at both positions. He can fit a multiple defense very well, and asking him to knife through gaps would be 
ideal. He won't start in year 1, not even year 2 most likely, however he can be a very effective rotational piece that every team can value.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 78.5/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Shaka Toney DE 6'2, 242lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Penn State 23 4.55 7.06 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'8" 24 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF FR PBUs
2017 9 17 9 3.5 6 2 0 0
2018 10 23 8 5 7 1 0 2
2019 13 40 27 6 8 0 1 1
2020 8 31 10 5 7.5 1 0 1

Strengths
Toney's strengths revolve completely around his athleticism - he shows elite get-off and bend around the corner. He tested like a freak and even had longer arms than I 
expected. If he can refine his technique and become consistent, he can make a serious impact in the pass game, taking advantage of slower footed offensive tackles.

Improvements
Toney might be the most raw EDGE in this class, he's right there with Jayson Oweh, and it really makes me question the Penn State coaching staff. Toney has poorly refined 
hands, in terms of timing, placement, variety of moves and willingness to use them. He rarely looks like he has a plan, when rushing. Versus the run, he is light and loses the 
POA fairly easily. Adding functional strength/power to his game is a must.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Toney projects as a situational rush-OLB in a 3-4 defense. His weight will scare a lot of teams, but his role is still an important one. Let him master getting after the QB and 
harnessing all that athleticism, and there is still value to be had with him. He might never rack up more than 5 sacks in a season, but he can generate pressures and create 
plays for others.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 76/100 - 7th Round Pick
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Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah LB 6'1, 221 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Notre Dame 21 N/A N/A 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Broken foot 10'4" N/A 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2019 13 80 54 5.5 13.5 2 0 4
2020 12 62 42 1.5 11 3 1 3

Strengths
The Joker is the most fun player in this class to watch, he flies around the field at 150% 24/7. Playing as a Nickel/SAM or STAR, the Joker does things that physically don't 
seem possible. In the run game he has a lightning quick trigger, flying downhill or sideline-to-sideline with no limitations whatsoever. He processes the game at such a quick 
speed that it looks like he knows what the play is before it happens. College teams would try to avoid him, but the Joker would find a way to make a play, being drawn to the 
ball like a magnet. He consistently beats pursuit angles out in space and overpowers WRs/TEs who try to block him, while avoiding attempted blocks from offensive 
linemen too. Versus the pass, the Joker has shown he can stick with the best slot WRs in the nation, stride for stride. Whether it was horizontally vs DeVonta Smith or Amari 
Rodgers, or vertically vs Virginia, the Joker has the hip fluidity and foot speed to cover for days. He even brings value as a blitzer, exploding off the snap and having the 
flexibility to change direction and get to the QB. The Joker truly has the ability to a prospect that NFL DCs build their entire defense around - he possesses a toolkit that can 
revolutionalize the game.

Improvements
It's incredibly difficult to find holes in the Joker's game - the only thing I could pinpoint is sometimes his trigger is too fast. He has immense confidence in his reads and 
athletic ability and attacks offenses instantly - this can hurt him in the NFL if teams pick up on it, and prey on his lack of patience. This is the most nitpicky of 
"improvements" I've written about all year and that should tell you how amazing the Joker is.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
The Joker will fit any team that drafts him, if they have the slightest bit of open-mindedness/creativity. He can play the STAR or WILL in a 4-3 defense or the weakside ILB 
in a 3-4. He brings instant three down value and can start Day 1. As long as the game speed of the NFL is not too much for him in his rookie season, I could see him having 
a Pro Bowl emergence into the league. This is a player that will have perennial All-Pro appearences if drafted to the right situation. I am incredibly jealous the Texans aren't 
in position for his services... for now?

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 95.5/100 - Top 10 Pick
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Micah Parsons LB 6'3, 246 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Penn State 21 4.36 6.96 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'6" 19 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 82 47 1.5 4 2 0 0
2019 13 109 52 5 14 4 0 5

Strengths
Parsons is an athletic freak of nature who can be utilized as a versatile weapon. He is built like a jacked up strong safety, and plays with the violence of Kam Chanchellor, 
but has the sideline-to-sideline speed of Roquan Smith. Parsons is a killer versus outside run schemes, as he has flashes of reading plays before they even happen, and 
teleporting to where the ball carrier wants to go. He can destroy pursuit angles of offensive linemen looking to block him, or annihilate a RBs chance of gaining the edge. He 
displays a lightning fast first step, that puts him in an advantageous position as soon as the ball is snapped. This is seen with his impact in the passing game as well - Parsons 
is a super effective blitzer and that first step was often enough for him to embarass offensive linemen. He times his blitzes well and is shot out of a cannon, even displaying 
good head fakes and hand usage to get to the QB. Parsons has potential rushing from the EDGE as well, displaying great burst, solid bend and a non-stop motor. In 
coverage, Parsons is raw but has all the athletic gifts you could want in a modern-day LB. He has the short-area explosiveness to break on short/intermediate routes, the 
agility and fluidity to flip his hips and run downfield and the rare flashes of instincts to read routes before they happen. He is truly a unicorn on defense that can succeed in 
almost every system imaginable.

Improvements
Parsons doesn't have many weaknesses in his game - first up is something he may never be able to improve upon, shedding blocks. He shows flashes of playing with 
immense violence and beating blocks at the 2nd level, but his smaller frame will likely limit this ability vs NFL athletes, and clouds his projection to MIKE LB a bit. In 
addition, Parsons' reads in the run game show how raw he is as a prospect. He is more athlete than refined LB at the moment, and can shoot the wrong gap or show 
hesitation through false steps versus read-option run schemes (see vs Ohio State 2019). 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Parsons fit at the next level depends on the players around him - he can succeed best in a 4-3 WILL role or 3-4 OLB role. This would capitalize on his sideline-to-sideline 
speed, blitzing ability and minimize his weaknesses vs bigger offensive linemen. Micah played MIKE and could at the next level as well, just make sure to surround him 
with powerful run-stuffing DTs and a SAM that can keep him clean. If I was his DC, I would start him out in a WILL/OLB role and once he is comfortable, give him more 
responsiblity as a blitzer in the A and B gaps. Micah has one of the highest ceilings out of any draft prospect I've evaluated, ever. He definitely needs some more molding, 
but at his peak, he can be a perennial All-Pro and one of the best LBs in the game.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 91.5/100 - Top 12 Pick
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Jamin Davis LB 6'4, 234 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Kentucky 22 4.47 42

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Minor knee injury 11' 21 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 7 10 6 0 0 0 1 2
2019 8 32 12 1 1 0 1 1
2020 10 102 48 1.5 4 1 3 5

Strengths
Davis is a great athlete for the position with elite straight line speed and good fluidity. His coverage skills are oozing with potential, showing flashes of reading QBs eyes in 
zone coverage, and covering Kyle Pitts in man. He is a long-limbed player with a long catch radius that makes it difficult for QBs to get passes by him. He has plenty of 
closing speed and good burst to fly towards the ball. Versus the run, Davis is very good at picking his spots, playing patiently and shuffling down the line to ensure the 
tackle - or playing aggressive and filing a gap when required. He has good not great movement skills in terms of contorting his body around blocks and through gaps to 
make difficult tackles. He is pretty good at defeating blocks for a WILL, using his long arms to his advantage.

Improvements
Davis is pretty raw for the position, in coverage he can get a bit lost when multiple routes are run towards him, leaving him a step behind (although he often recovers). I 
don't think he has high level agility/fluidity like a Fred Warner, which limits his ceiling in coverage. I would like for him to play with a bit more phyiscality and violence in 
the run game, but there isn't much to pick on here.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
This draft class is filled with athletic WILLs and Davis is no exception. He will be at his best on the weakside, unblocked from offensive linemen and chasing down runs. 
Playing in space in coverage will be a strong suit, zone heavy defenses will love his range and he can play some man as well vs TEs and less athletic RBs. Davis can start 
pretty early in his career, and has Pro Bowl potential.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 87.5/100 - Early 2nd Round Pick
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Zaven Collins LB 6'4, 259 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Tulsa 21 4.65 N/A 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Season ending leg injury 10'2" 19 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 12 85 42 1.5 9.5 1 1 3
2019 12 97 51 2 8 0 0 3
2020 8 54 36 4 7.5 2 4 2

Strengths
Zaven is a versatile LB who can play the run, cover in space and blitz the QB. He is a very good athlete who has great speed, burst and I love his ability to twist his body to 
evade blockers. This allows him to make plays in the run game that most LBs cant. One of Zaven's best qualities is quick mental processing and an ability to sniff out plays 
before they happen. He reads screens like a book, and teleports to where the ball carrier will be. Zaven shows flashes of reading the QBs eyes tremendously in zone 
coverage, and makes plays on the ball when WRs are trying to run behind him. Zaven also brings potential as a blitzer, showing good timing and the agility to knife through 
the gaps of the offensive line.

Improvements
Zaven has some issues, but none of them are things that cannot be hidden based on his role in a scheme. He doesn't physically take on blocks like you'd want out of a SAM 
or MIKE, or play with the violence of Parsons/JOK. In addition, in zone, he has some serious inconsistency, he will hop around and sometimes stay too close to the LOS, 
leaving him out of the play. He also gets caught looking behind him, trying to see the routes instead of feeling them, and this allows him to get high-low'd and give up 
incompletions.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Zaven fits well as a SAM or WILL, depending on what the DC asks out of that role. He can do a bit of everything and projects well as a more athletic Kyle Van Noy. Zaven 
can be a starter for a decade and will be a playmaker who stuffs the box score.

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 86.5/100 - Late 1st/Early 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Pete Werner LB 6'2, 238 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22 4.59 6.9 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'2" 20 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 5 9 6 0 0.5 0 0 0
2018 12 58 38 3 7.5 2 0 9
2019 14 64 39 0 5.5 0 0 3
2020 8 54 28 1 2.5 2 0 1

Strengths
Werner is a very high football IQ player who plays extremely gap disciplined football in the run game. He is always in the right position due to strong instincts and mental 
processing, plus he knows how to play angles to a perfection. He has very sound tackling technique, squaring up, going low and wrapping up the target. He pairs this with 
good enough athleticism, with solid straight line speed and burst. I like the physicality he brings to the field, whether it is taking on blocks, plugging gaps or blitzing the QB. 
Werner's IQ translates to the pass game as well, where he understands quick game route concpets and knows how to get depth vs play action. He always has the right 
intentions and knows where to be on the field.

Improvements
Werner's improvements are mainly physical limitations, he isn't as athletic as the modern day LB. He doesn't have the same freakish speed as other LBs in this class and 
certainly lacks the hip fluidity you'd want out of a three down LB. He just simply doesn't have the agility to ever be super effective in coverage. While his brain knows 
where he should be on the field, his overall foot speed just doesn't keep up a lot of the time.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
I'm a bit hesitant to place where Werner would play best at the NFL. Most say SAM in a 4-3 and while he takes on blocks well, it's not at the level where he is physically 
dominating, and limited measureables hurt him even more in that regard - NFL athletes could overpower him. I don't think he has the athleticism to play WILL in the 
modern game, so MIKE might be his best bet. He can use his high football IQ here, quarterback the defense and be a dependable piece in the center. He has one of the 
highest floors in this LB class and can be a very dependable starter for near a decade. His ceiling is limited due to his athletic profile, and his meh coverage skills, thus it 
makes it difficult for me to draft him before the 3rd.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Jabril Cox LB 6'4, 232 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
LSU 23 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Shoulder injury, 2020: Hamstring injury - - 32" 

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 15 (N.Dakota St.) 75 4.5 13 1 1 4
2018 15 (N.Dakota St.) 91 4 9.5 0 4 7
2019 15 (N.Dakota St.) 92 5.5 9.5 0 3 8
2020 10 58 37 1 6.5 0 3 5

Strengths
Jabril is a top tier athlete at the position which aids him in the run and pass game. He is extremely fluid in coverage, flipping his hips in space and changing direction with 
ease. He is a plus in zone, where he reads route concepts well, pairing his physical gifts with his mental gifts to execute at a high level. He does not get high-low'd, instead 
breaking downhill with serious pace and making open field tackles with ease. Jabril also brings value in the pass game as a blitzer - whether off the edge or from the interior, 
he has a quick first step and times the snap well. There is potential to unlock in that regard. Versus the run, Jabril can do a bit of everything - chase down runs from the 
backside, attack downhill and knife through gaps, plus taking on blocks. He uses his arms well, getting into the chest of blockers and discarding of them. Jabril possesses 
quick mental processing, reading what happens in front of him and reacting accordingly - this allows him to be in position to make a play majority of the time.

Improvements
Jabril trusts his speed/athleticism a bit too much, particularly when taking on blocks from an angle - he tends to always undercut them and take the aggressive instead of 
conservative approach, which causes him to miss tackles. Jabril can also finish tackles better, he leaves his feet from too far away from the ball carrier and is often nipping at 
the ankles of his targets. While he has quick mental processing, Jabril is lacking in instincts versus the run. This can be difficult to develop but with more film study and 
experience he can certainly improve. In coverage, he can improve upon dealing with rub routes, however this is pretty picky and something most NFL LBs struggle with.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Jabril can play MIKE in a 4-3 or 3-4, plus WILL in a 4-3. He has a valuable skillset that provides Pro Bowl potential and three down value. He needs a bit of development 
and might not start for every team right away, but can be a very impactful player if given time.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 84.5/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Baron Browning LB 6'2, 245 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Ohio State 22 4.55 6.78 40"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor groin and shoulder injuries 10'10" 23 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 5 14 7 0 1.5 0 0 0
2018 9 23 12 1 3.5 0 0 0
2019 11 43 26 5 11 0 0 0
2020 7 29 20 1 1 2 0 2

Strengths
Browning is very sound in coverage, having the straight line speed to get depth in a hurry - often running from the A Gap on the LOS to 10-15 yards downfield. He has a 
great natural sense for route concepts, feeling routes behind him and quickly reacting to ones in front of him. He reads the QBs eyes very well and Browning will mirror 
their movements nicely. He also offers an ability to rush off the edge, displaying a lightning quick first step. Versus the run, Browning has flashes of playmaking ability, 
especially when kept unblocked. He can defeat TEs blocks, extending his arms into their chest and shedding with strong hands.

Improvements
Browning is not a prospect without flaws. His reads in the run game are a split second slow, and he tends to play almost too passive/patient. I think his athleticism is also a 
bit overrated, neither his speed, acceleration or agility are top tier to make up for his poor mental processing. Screens and misdirection tend to get Browning confused. Due 
to these flaws, he leaves many plays on the table that you'd wish he'd make. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Browning projects best to WILL in a 4-3 where he can cover in space and chase runs down from the backside. This will be the best way to maximize his skillset and 
minimize his weaknesses. Browning is a bit raw, and could struggle versus the run early, but he provides plenty of value in the passing game, which is rare for LBs 
nowadays. I see an above average starter for a lot of defenses.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - Mid/Late 2nd Round Pick
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Monty Rice LB  6'0, 233 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Georgia 22 4.57 7.34 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Knee, Foot. 2020: Foot 10'1" N/A 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 8 22 10 0 2 0 0 0
2018 9 59 25 1 1.5 1 0 1
2019 14 89 50 0 3 0 0 3
2020 9 49 30 1 4 2 0 1

Strengths
Monty is a fun LB to watch as he flies all over the field seemingly figuring out teleportation. He is a serious athlete for the position with great speed and solid COD skills. 
Versus the run, he has some of the best mental processing in this class, which allows him to read options, misdirection and motion in a blink of an eye. His slender frame 
allows him to get skinny in the trenches and knife through gaps that other LBs simply cant. He brings power and violence to the table, running through his tackles with a 
passion or shedding blocks. Versus the pass, Monty displays good spatial awareness and has the functional athleticism to keep up with fast TEs and some WRs on simple 
routes.

Improvements
Monty lacks consistency in his game and didn't make a ton of plays in 2020. I worry about his short arms hurting him at the next level, as he won't be able to shed blocks 
with ease. In addition, I thought his motor was on and off - varying from elite to "saving his energy". In the passing game he is still fairly raw in coverage and Georgia took 
him off the field for a lot of these reps, which is telling.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
I think Monty projects best to WILL in an aggressive 4-3 defense. Teams will love his physicality and willingess to hit people. He can be a good run defender as a rookie, 
and has the potential for three down value throughout his career. He can be a mid round steal in the right defense and a solid starter for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - Mid 4th Round Pick
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Nick Bolton LB 5'11, 237 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Missouri 21 4.59 7.4 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 9'7" 24 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 10 22 12 1 1 0 0 0
2019 12 103 74 1 8.5 0 2 7
2020 10 95 53 2 8 0 0 5

Strengths
Bolton brings an alpha-dog mentality to the field and is constantly looking to hit someone. When he makes square contact, ball carriers get dropped to the ground, not 
gaining another blade of grass. He is good at reading his keys and his almost always in the right position. He can play downhill or sideline-to-sideline and is adept at knifing 
through gaps, showing great burst. He will give maximum effort in every phase of the game, and tries his best to fight through contact/blocks at the 2nd level, to make a 
play. He has the functional athleticism to be solid in coverage (but needs work). 

Improvements
While he brings violence and energy, Bolton leaves plays on the table because of his poor tackling technique. Too often he attacks the ball carrier high, and doesn't wrap up, 
thus they bounce off of him. Sometimes he also just completely whiffs as he fails to throttle down and square up. Bolton is also extremely raw in coverage. He doesn't have 
great awareness of route concepts in zone, and gets grabby in man coverage when he can't keep up with breaks. Lastly, his undersized nature allows him to be swallowed up 
by offensive linemen at times, and will limit him at the NFL level.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Bolton projects best to WILL in a 4-3 defense where he can chase runs from the backside and be unblocked. He can be a high-level run defender fairly early on and has the 
potential to be a positive in coverage. I can see him being a high level starter for a few contracts, more if he develops his coverage skills.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Cameron McGrone LB 6'0, 234lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Michigan 20 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Torn ACL N/A 20 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2019 11 65 38 2.5 9 1 0 1
2020 5 26 14 0.5 2 0 0 0

Strengths
McGrone plays bigger than his size and brings physicality to the field. He takes on blocks very well for someone who is 6'0 and has a fairly thin frame with short arms. He is 
a great run defender when going sideline-to-sideline, displaying good speed and pursuit angles. I like the potential he shows as a blitzer, bringing quick get-off and violence. 
McGrone has the athletic ability to be very solid in coverage, showing a good prowess to get depth and find routes. 

Improvements
The inexperience is clear when watching McGrone play - he is a reactive LB instead of instinctual. This leaves him behind in the run game, often a step late and out of 
position. He is not a great downhill defender and struggles when reading two gaps. His game-speed did not look great in 2020 and he can play too passive at times for my 
liking. Versus the pass, McGrone has the tools to be good (although I question is hip fluidity), however we don't see it translate to production or many positive plays. He 
gets caught in no mans land too often and is sucked into the LOS by play action fakes. He needs to improve his route recognition and feel for concepts.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
McGrone projects best to WILL in a 4-3 or could play the weakside ILB in a 3-4. He does best in a run-chase position versus the run where his job is simplified. He can 
make an impact on passing downs by varying his reps from blitzing and dropping in coverage. McGrone has high-level starter potential, but I think will take some time to 
develop and get up to the speed of the NFL game.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81.5/100 - Mid Fourth Round Pick
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Dylan Moses LB 6'1, 225 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2017: Jones Fracture (Foot). 2019: Torn ACL - - 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 8 30 19 1.5 5.5 1 1 0
2018 15 86 45 3.5 10 1 0 1
2020 12 76 40 1 6 1 1 3

Strengths
Moses is a great athlete for the position and regularly plays with a high level of intensity, energy and violence. He is fun to watch as a blitzer, where he brings his all and 
packs a powerful punch vs RBs. His best quality is his stickiness in coverage - he has the fluidity and speed to keep up with anyone at the college level and in man coverage 
he was running routes for receivers and tight ends. He has potential in the run game as a weak-side run/chase WILL where he can use his speed and avoid blocks.

Improvements
Moses is extremely raw and inconsistent - his run keys and gap discipline is pretty average/below average. He can take an extra split second to recognize where plays are 
going, showing poor processing. He struggles to get to the ball carrier and finish, routinely getting juked in short areas. He was easily moved by motion and play action, two 
principles of the NFL game, and this hurts his ability in zone coverage.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Moses projects best to WILL in a 4-3 or the weakside ILB in a 3-4 defense. He will need to be protected from taking on blocks and should be tasked with mainly coverage 
assignments early on. He can be a strong rotational LB bringing his best value on passing downs. With all of his medical history, it is tough for me to take Moses on Day 2, 
where many have him projected. I didn't love his tape even when he was healthy.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81/100 - 5th Round Pick (Medicals)
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Chazz Surratt LB 6'2, 229 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
North Carolina 24 4.59 7.04 31"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Torn ligaments (right wrist) - 25 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2018 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2019 13 115 66 6.5 15 1 1 2
2020 11 91 49 6 7.5 1 1 3

Strengths
Surratt is a good athlete for the position and his best value will come versus the pass. He reads QBs eyes very well and at the same time feels the routes on the field. He is 
regularly in the right position and has the athleticism to be a pest. He displays good ability to get depth over the middle of the field, and some solid COD skills. Versus the 
run he is very patient and is a fairly secure tackler in between the tackles.

Improvements
I wish Surratt played with more violence, aggressiveness and urgency in his game. He isn't very sudden, rather taking on a relaxed playing style and this turns 2 yard tackles 
into 4/5 yard tackles. He doesn't have the functional strength to take on blocks or bring value as a blitzer. His lack of explosiveness caps his ceiling as an athlete in space. 
Surratt doesn't take consistent angles to the ball carrier and is still developing that part of his game. He isn't a playmaker, rather a clean up guy who capitalizes on the 
disruption of others.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Surratt projects best to WILL in a 4-3 defenses - where he can play in space in coverage, chase runs from the backside, and not have to deal with physical blocks. He may 
never be a strong run defender, but teams will love his awareness and athletic ability in zone coverage. He can patrol the middle of the field well and be a strong rotational 
piece who thrives on third down. Surratt is an older prospect, which limits his ceiling a bit, but as a former QB, he is also still learning the LB position, so more development 
should be expected.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Antjuan Simmons LB 5'11, 218 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Michigain State 22 4.86 7.31 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor undisclosed injury 9'4" 15 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 12 33 20 0 1.5 0 0 0
2018 13 32 10 0 0.5 0 1 0
2019 13 90 44 3.5 15 2 0 2
2020 7 75 28 1 9 0 0 2

Strengths
Simmons is an extremely fast, extremely aggressive LB prospect. While he's undersized, don't tell him that - the dude chooses violence every single day. He flies downhill 
with a quick trigger and knifes through gaps like its nothing. He is constantly playing at 100mph and it allows him to make some big hits. His athleticism is key versus the 
pass, where he is very aware and almost always in the right position.

Improvements
Simmons' game is very raw, versus the run he is moving before thinking and just looking to attack. This hurts him in terms of angles as he is regularly out of position and 
cannot secure the tackle. He will fly downhill, only to be past the ball carrier and thus ineffective. He is not a good finisher when it comes to tackling, he struggles to wrap 
up and have the grip strength to bring ball carriers to the ground. Due to his smaller nature, he gets engulfed by blocks at the 2nd level. While Simmons has the speed and 
awareness in zone, I don't love his burst or COD skills to keep up with better athletes and routes.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Simmons projects best as a WILL in a 4-3 where he can be a rotational piece at first. He has a ton of learning to do and refining his discipline plus angles. He has some traits 
you just cant teach, which is why he'll be an enticing pick on Day 3.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Jaycee Horn CB 6'1, 205lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
South Carolina 21 4.39 N/A 41.5"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11'1" 19 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 11 45 30 2 4 0 0 8
2019 12 40 29 1 2 2 0 9
2020 7 16 10 0 1 0 2 6

Strengths
Jaycee is in a tight race with Jaelen Phillips for the top defensive player this year. He is easily CB1 for me due to his blend of athleticism, technique and mentality. Jaycee 
tested off the charts but the film backs it up as well. There are no issues concerning his speed and I think his closing speed/burst will be particularly effective for his success. 
On the rare occasions he gave up separation, he would be able to fight back into the catch point and succeed. Jaycee's technique might actually be underrated at this point. 
He has the smooth and efficient feet to play in man and zone, changing direction with ease because of precise footwork. I also love how patient Jaycee is at the LOS. He will 
watch and wait for the WR to do their dance, keeping his hips square, then use selective physicality to jam when he sees an opening. His alpha dog mentality reminds me so 
much of Jalen Ramsey and Richard Sherman. Jaycee is his own man no doubt, but those CBs have an extra edge for how they can get into the head of an opposing wide 
receiver. Horn exemplifies physicality throughout his game, showcasing tough jams, good bumps at the stem, and powerful hands at the catch point. Lastly, Horn is not just 
a scheme-specific CB like many think, yes, he's best in press man, but can play off-man, press-zone and off-zone, all from the boundary CB or nickel CB position. 

Improvements
I don't think Jaycee is outrageously more grabby than a lot of press-heavy NFL CBs, however it is something that he can get coached to hide a bit better. One last thing I 
noticed is Jaycee is better at backpedaling than shuffling (which some DCs might not like) because he can shoot up high during the latter.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Jaycee can fit any scheme at the NFL level. He would be best utilized in a press-heavy scheme that allows him to jam and get into the mouth of the receiver. Defensive Co-
ordinators will love him as he can follow the best weapon on the opposing offense anywhere on the field. Left CB, right CB, nickel CB, it didn't matter. Seth Williams, Kyle 
Pitts, Kadarius Toney, it didn't matter. Jaycee is that dominant and a true clue-chip prospect. I expect many Pro Bowls and All-Pro awards in his future.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 94.5/100 - Top 10 Pick
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Kelvin Joseph CB 5'11, 197lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Kentucky 20 4.34 N/A 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'8" N/A 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 6 12 11 0 0 0 0 1
2020 9 25 14 0 0.5 0 4 1

Strengths
Kelvin is one of the most talented players in this entire class. His pure athleticism gives him a legit lockdown CB ceiling. He has plenty of long speed and impressive closing 
speed, allowing him to matchup with the top athletes in the NFL. Kelvin displays extremely fluid hips when needing to change direction. His ball skills are a joy to watch, 
looking like a WR as he regularly high points throws and comes down with INTs. In press-man, he uses his physicality to squeeze the WR down the sideline and even 
pushes them out of bounds. Kelvin plays patient at the LOS and even shows great football IQ to anticipate routes and play with the leverage needed to defend them. He has 
an alpha-dog mentality, and turns up the heat when the competition increases (see Kyle Pitts after his first TD). On top of his high impact in the passing game, Kelvin is a 
very willing tackler vs ball carrier's of all sizes.

Improvements
There's not much to pick on with Kelvin on the field, the only thing I saw was in off coverage, his click and close could improve. One final thing is in his backpedal, Kelvin 
can play a bit high. All of these issues don't impact his success at the college level, but cleaning it up in the NFL will yield a scary CB1.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Kelvin fits most defensive schemes, he succeeds best in press and can play in Cover 2 Man, Cover 1, Cover 2 Zone, Cover 3 or Cover 4. His speed and ability to lockdown a 
WR leads me to think he'd be best in a Cover 1 scheme, allowing your defense to be more aggressive and put a safety in the box. Single-high defenses in general will love 
him, as he displays a great ability to read the QBs eyes in Cover 3 and make plays. Kelvin could have the best career of any CB in this class, the gap between him and Jaycee 
isn't very big. Off-field concerns are a bigger worry for me than any improvements he needs to make. If he is past the past, perfect, but it does hurt his draft stock for an 
otherwise uber-talented prospect. He's a first round talent all day, but is likely to go Day 2 - some team could have themselves a STEAL.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 93/100 - Top 16 Pick
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Patrick Surtain Jr. CB 6'2, 208lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Alabama 21 4.42 N/A 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'11" 18 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 15 37 28 0 1.5 1 1 7
2019 12 42 32 0 1 3 2 8
2020 13 37 22 0 3.5 0 1 9

Strengths
Pat could be CB1 in a lot of draft classes as it's rare to find someone to move so well at his size. He has no trouble with downfield, intermediate or short routes. Pat plays 
with immense patience at the LOS, staying square for as long as possible and not allowing the WR to dictate the tempo. He also knows how to use his long arms - often 
using them to stay attached and feel the WR's break. He does his best work versus big body WRs who try and out-physical CBs, but you can't out physical Pat. He is straight 
up sticky in man coverage and I was very surprised with his ability to stop on a dime, even on routes 10+ yards downfield. He has a good sense for routes, whether in man or 
zone, and has solid closing speed. Pat was rarely targeted, but when he was and had eyes on the ball, he would regularly break it up.

Improvements
While Pat moves quite well for someone his size, he can play high at times, especially when transitioning. He gets away with it at the college level versus college athletes, 
but I think he will struggle in the NFL versus certain matchups. Quicker, shiftier, more nuanced route running WRs will give him struggles. He has some wasted motion 
when his hips are flipped one direction, and he has to flip them back another. This makes him a bit more matchup/scheme dependent.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Pat fits best as an outside CB in a 2-high shell defense. Allowing him to press at the LOS and use his long arms/physicality will be wise. In addition, letting him be as 
physical and aggressive as possible, while giving him help with a safety overtop would yield the best results. Pat can play in zone heavy defenses either, showing prowess in 
Cover 2 and Cover 3. I wouldn't ask him to play a lot of off coverage where he is asked to click and close, or a Cover 4 heavy defense. Overall, Pat has Pro Bowl and even 
All-Pro potential.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 88.5/100 - Top 16 Pick
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Caleb Farley CB 6'2, 207lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Virginia Tech 22 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length

2017: Torn ACL, 2019: Back Spasms, 2020: Microdisectomy N/A N/A N/A
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 36 29 1 1 0 2 7
2019 10 20 14 0 0 0 4 12

Strengths
NFL coaches will love Farley's size and speed combination. College offenses regularly tested him deep, but to no avail. Farley has great long speed and great recovery 
speed, which makes him tough to defeat in a straight line race. He also has a good understanding of how to use his length to squeeze WRs down the sideline, and make plays 
at the catch point. Farley has great ball production in 2018 and 2019, which speaks for itself. His ability to play off-coverage is rare for someone his size and he showcases 
good anticipation vs curl routes, and discipline vs double moves.

Improvements
Farley moves well in a straight line, however when he needs to quickly change direction, he struggles, and sets himself behind Jaycee and Pat. He can be slow to flip his hips 
and transition in/out of breaks, which is pivotal in the NFL. Versus better athletes, he will be exposed, unless hidden schemtically. Farley tends to play pretty high 
throughout the phase, making it difficult for him to stop on a dime, and he gives up ground at the stem too often for my liking. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Farley fits best as a Cover3/4 CB who can use his length down the sideline. He will look much better vs the taller, more physical WRs who also aren't very fluid. He has tons 
of experience in off-coverage, but has the ideal size and arm length to be effective in press/jam situations. I think Farley has Pro Bowl potential in the right system, but needs 
much more refinement than the other top consensus CBs.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 86/100 - Late First Round Pick
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Greg Newsome II CB 6'0, 192lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Northwestern 21 4.38 6.94 40"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length

2018: Ankle (9 missed), 2019: Undisclosed (4), 2020: Groin (1) 10'3" 18 31"
Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 6 23 19 0 0 0 0 4
2019 8 36 28 0 1 0 0 9
2020 3 12 8 0 0 0 1 7

Strengths
Greg is yet another CB in this class with great size/speed/length. He is one of the best CBs at defending downfield, showcasing an ability to squeeze WRs to the sideline and 
make the catch exponentially tougher. Greg plays with immense patience whether in off or press coverage. He has some of the best burst/closing speed in this class, which 
helps him big time if he looses a step. He has very good ball skills when he can see the ball, timing his hand into the catch point to perfection. Greg will benefit from being 
able to play essentially any coverage. His physicality aids him in press, and his click/close ability is great in off. He has the movement skills to play man, and the 
instincts/processing to play zone. Greg is also the rare CB who is more than willing to get his hands dirty and tackle. He has solid technique here too, showing reps where he 
throttles down in pursuit, squares up his target, and goes low.

Improvements
Greg's improvements are small technical details - his footwork is great most of the time, but sometimes in a side-shuffle he looks clunky moving downfield. His transition to 
turn downfield isn't as smooth as Jaycee or Pat, it's still good, but not as elite. Lastly, there were a few reps where he seemed to panic as the ball was nearing the catch point, 
holding onto the WR when he didn't need to.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Greg is an extremely talented CB prospect who is truly scheme diverse. He can and will fit any defense, however, I like him the best in press-coverage. He can be 
particularly effective in press-bail and a Richard Sherman comparison should not be out of question. He is just barely shorter in height and arm length, but possesses the 
same physicality vs the pass and run. He can lock down half of the field in zone, or man up with your biggest WR. I think Greg can easily become a Pro Bowler and even 
All-Pro talent. His improvement areas are all coachable, but his athletic gifts are rare.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 88.5/100 - Top 20 Pick
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Asante Samuel Jr CB 5'10, 180lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida State 21 4.45 6.95 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 124 12 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 11 18 15 0 1 0 0 9
2019 12 49 34 0 1 0 1 14
2020 8 30 22 0 1 1 3 6

Strengths
Asante is your quicker-than-fast, undersized but technically refined CB. He has smooth and sudden feet that allow him to change direction with ease. He is particularly 
effective in a backpedal, where he stays low and is always ready to pounce. He has a very fast and efficient "t-step" which allows him to click and close with ease. Asante 
has good hip fluidity as well, being able to open inside or outside and run with WRs. He showcases one of the best speed-turns I've ever seen, Asante has great instincts and 
ability to read the QB in zone coverage, getting INTs in Cover 3 and Cover 2. Asante is one of the more willing tacklers in this CB class and comes flying downhill on 
regularity. 

Improvements
Technique wise, Asante isn't as smooth of a mover when asked to side-shuffle, a common call for the FSU defense. He showed some hesitation with his reads and didn't 
have the smooth transitions you see when he is backpedaling instead. This isn't a big issue, but DCs should keep it in mind when deploying him. Athletically, Asante doesn't 
possess ideal height and length for a modern boundary CB. He has some lossess at the catch point versus bigger WRs and should be fairly matchup dependent at the next 
level. Lastly, while Asante is a super willing tackler, he doesn't always show ideal technique - he can work on throttling down and squaring up the ball carrier before making 
the tackle.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Asante can be a fairly versatile CB at the next level, at least schematically. He can play press (although not against the bigger WRs), off, man or zone. I like him a lot in 
press/off man heavy defenses and Cover2/4/6 heavy zone defenses. An NFL team might see Asante as a better fit in the nickel as well, where his quickness and willingness 
to tackle can be maximized, and his issues vs length and phyiscality can be minimized. Overall, Asante can be a high level starter and one of the better CB2s in the league.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 86/100 - Mid/late 2nd Round Pick
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Ifeatu Melifonwu CB 6'2, 204lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Syracuse 21 4.48 7.01 41 1/2"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11'2" 16 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 4 14 14 0 1 0 0 6
2019 9 20 16 0 1 0 2 7
2020 10 54 43 1 3 0 1 6

Strengths
Ifeatu's blend of size, length and speed will be highly coveted by NFL teams. He has very good movement skills for his size (when his technique is on point). He played a lot 
of off-coverage and displayed quick click-close, when his pad level is low. Ifeatu is particularly disciplined in his play, covering double moves with ease and having great 
patience at the LOS. He is very good at defending the deep ball and won't get run by (see vs Dyami Brown). His ball skills are a joy to watch, he's quite good at turning his 
head to find the ball and high-pointing jump balls. When in-phase over the middle of the field, it's very hard for WRs to beat his long arms at the catch point. Lastly, Ifeatu is 
a willing and aggressive tackler who will shed blocks with violence.

Improvements
Consistency with his technique will be the biggest improvement area for Ifeatu. There are reps where he plays with low pad level and has efficient footwork - yielding a 
lockdown CB. However, he often plays high and when forced to explode forward, he struggles to quickly shift his momentum from his back foot. This leaves him a step 
behind and just out of the catch point (happened a few times vs Dyami Brown). I couldn't find many reps of Ifeatu in man coverage, especially ones where he was forced to 
flip his hips and change direction. Thus, it's not necessarily a weakness, however it is more of a question mark.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Ifeatu projects great as a boundary corner in a Cover 2/3/4 defense. He has plenty of experience and good reps in these coverages and can use his length/speed/size 
combination to his advantage. He's played off coverage a lot, but I think he can be equally effective in press. I particularly like his fit in a Tampa 2 heavy defense, as his 
tackling and physicality is a plus. Ifeatu can be a high level starter and potentially a CB1 for some teams.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 85/100 - Late 2nd/Early 3rd Round Pick
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Aaron Robinson CB 5'11, 186lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UCF 23 4.4 6.89 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'3" 15 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2016 (Bama) 4 5 3 0 1 0 0 0

2018 5 8 8 0 0 0 0 1
2019 12 49 34 0 4.5 1 1 9
2020 9 41 31 0 1 1 0 6

Strengths
Robinson is a versatile CB who will be very useful for matchup-defenses. He has great long speed and great burst to close on a throw. His ball skills are evident in timing his 
hand into the catch point whether he sees the ball or not. In man coverage, Robinson excels in trail technique and using his physicality to his advantage. He plays with an 
alpha-dog mentality and loves to use his hands to redirect and feel the WR's breaks. That physicality is evident in the run game, as he attacks blockers and beats them to 
make a tackle. In zone coverage, Robinson shows a great ability to pass off WRs and anticipate routes. He is a jack of all trades, but master of none.

Improvements
Areas of concern for Robinson come from the fact that he will be extremely matchup-dependent in the NFL. In the nickel, he doesn't have the elite hip fluidity that you need 
to excel in the NFL. He false steps a fair amount and that will hurt him big time against the Cooper Kupps, Deebo Samuels and other athletic slots. Robinson can play on the 
outside, but his short arms will hurt him at the catch point vs the bigger, taller, longer WRs. In addition, the technique that defensive co-ordinators ask him to play will be 
vital - Robinson doesn't have the greatest feet/COD in bail-technique, BUT, in trail-technique he can be extremely sticky. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Robinson can be an extremely valuable CB in the NFL. Think of his usage like Troy Hill for the Rams. In the right system, with the ability to play outside/inside, he can be a 
very impactful player. It will take the right DC who has this role in their system/is willing to create the role, for Robinson to succeed at a high level. Thus, while his film 
grade is fairly high, his draft position will be extremely situation-specific.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 84.5/100 - Late 2nd Round Pick
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Olaijah Griffin CB 5'11, 176 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
USC 22 4.57 7.04 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Both Shoulders, 2019: Back Spasms 9'11" N/A 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 5 8 7 0 1 0 0 1
2019 11 37 24 0 0.5 0 0 9
2020 6 22 12 0 1 0 1 3

Strengths
Griffin is an extremely fluid athlete which bodes well for his projection to the NFL. He has some of the smoothest hips and feet in this class, allowing him to keep up with 
athletic specimens and nuanced route runners. Technique wise, he stays low in his back pedal, allowing him to change directions with explosiveness. He is very patient at 
the LOS, waiting for the WR to be decisive on their release, then throwing a jam and staying in phase. Griffin is the definition of sticky in man coverage, he feels routes to 
perfection and can stop on a dime when necessary. He uses his physicality in calculated moments, like when squeezing a WR down the sideline, or in the run game, where 
he makes his presence felt on the boundary.

Improvements
Griffin's ball skills in terms of playmaking ability is lacking, only having 1 INT in 22 games, and dropping 2 opportunities that I charted. Griffin doesn't seem to have the 
high-end speed that many CBs in this class do - not a huge worry for me, but it won't make every team happy. In addition, he doesn't display the route recongition/instincts 
necessary for zone heavy teams. Lastly, there were a few reps where he was bullied at the stem of the route by bigger WRs. These factors make Griffin a pretty scheme and 
matchup dependent CB.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Griffin projects best to a team that plays a lot of press-man. He won't check off every box, but DCs that prioritize quickness and fluidity out of their CBs will love Griffin. 
He can also project well to teams that play a lot of match-zone principles, as his steadiness in man will aid him here. I think Griffin can be a starter halfway through his 
rookie season (in the right scheme) and he has the movement skills to be successful in any scheme, he just needs some development in the mental aspect of zones.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - Early 4th Round Pick
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Elijah Molden CB 5'9, 192lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Washington 22 4.6 N/A 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'5" 13 29"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 8 19 10 0 0.5 0 0 1
2018 11 29 20 0 0 1 0 5
2019 13 79 49 0 5.5 3 4 12
2020 4 26 21 0 1 0 1 1

Strengths
Molden brings great value to the NFL with his instincts, quick mental processing and understanding of the game. His football IQ allows him to almost always be in the right 
position. His 2019 tape shows a player who flies around the field and has a nose for the football. Primarily as a nickel CB, Molden shows great feel for zone coverages and 
closes on the ball with pace. He is great when he can see the play develop in front of him and fly downhill to make a play. Molden is as good of a tackler as they come, 
regularly showing the willingness, technique and physicality that DB coaches will love. Molden will be a tone setter, communicator and leader on defense.

Improvements
Molden's limitations come from his poor athleticism. On tape and with the testing, Molden just won't be able to keep up with every NFL athlete. This particularly worries me 
because as a nickel defender, you need to be extremely quick, explosive and fast. Nowadays NFL offenses are putting their best athletes in the slot, and Molden could get 
exposed in man coverage. His short arms hurt him at the catch point and I'm not confident he'll be a huge plus unless put in the right situation.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Molden translates well to the nickel role or even some safety. His understanding of the game will lead to a successful career, and smart DCs will find a place for him. In a 
zone heavy defense that relies on the nickel to tackle and be an extra run defender, Molden will make money.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - Early 4th Round Pick
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Tyson Campbell CB 6'1, 193lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 21 4.37 N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Toe N/A N/A 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 14 45 29 0 0.5 1 0 1
2019 7 15 9 1 0.5 0 0 4
2020 10 29 20 0 2.5 0 1 5

Strengths
I love Campbell's physicality in press alignments - he uses his 32" arms as a serious weapon to jam WRs and throw them off their routes. He has a physical mentality that 
forces WRs to earn every blade of grass. He plays in a fairly low stance and uses his hands to feel WRs breaks and slow them down. Campbell can be very sticky in 
coverage, and excels at squeezing WRs down the sideline. 

Improvements
Campbell has similar issues as Eric Stokes in that they both struggle with COD. Stokes struggles because of technique but Campbell has some athletic limitations in this 
regard. His feet look a bit heavy at times and his hips are not ideally fluid. This will make him a bit more scheme and matchup dependent in the NFL. The other major issue 
with Campbell is his back-to-the-ball skills - when he runs downfield with his eyes on the WR, he is late to find the ball, if he ever turns his head around in the first place. 
He also struggles to play through the WRs hands, and combining these factors allows WRs to win contested balls over him. Campbell has great speed, but there were some 
reps where he would give up separation deep due to nuanced route running. Lastly, Campbell tends to get caught out of position in zone coverage, far too often getting 
caught inside and a route enters his zone outside.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Campbell fits best in a press-heavy defense in the NFL. I like him in press-man vs bigger, more physical WRs who aren't the quickest movers. He could project well to 
Cover 2 and Cover 3 defenses, but needs to work on his IQ in zone. With patience, the right coaching, and the right scheme, Campbell can be a high-level starter. However, 
that's a lot to ask for out of a prospect who had first and second round hype - the third round seems best fit, now. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82/100 - Mid Third Round Pick
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Tre Brown CB 5'9, 185lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oklahoma 21 4.4 7.11 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'3" 13 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 7 12 10 0 0.5 0 0 2
2018 13 58 49 2 6 0 0 12
2019 14 40 32 0 1 0 1 11
2020 10 31 25 0 1 0 3 6

Strengths
Brown is an incredibly physical CB who uses his hands as a weapon (but also a crutch) to throw off the WRs route. He makes his living in press, where he regularly uses 
two hand jams and pushes WRs into the sideline. He is a sticky CB with fluid hips and good COD skills. I love how low he plays in his stance, allowing him to be explosive 
in and out of breaks. He displays a smooth backpedal in press (no jam) and off coverage. Brown has a nose for the football, was great at high-pointing throws and stealing 
errant balls. 

Improvements
Brown's limitations are mainly phyiscal, as he doesn't have ideal size or length for boundary CB - should he move to nickel? He sometimes allows WRs to cross his face 
inside and has poor recovery angles. He was great vs Tylan Wallace for most of the day but had one rep where he was shook out of his shoes when Wallace stopped on a 
dime. Lastly, Brown can be too grabby downfield, using his arms as a crutch to hold onto WRs and stay with them at the stem of the route.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Brown projects best as a nickel CB who will set the tone for your defense. He is a strong tackler, special team ace and return man. His coverage skills have tons of potential 
if he can clean up the grabbing and become more consistent with his transitions. I wouldn't pigeon hole him to nickel only, he played boundary his entire career for the 
Sooners, and played it well - I just believe most NFL teams will covet greater size on the outside. Brown will succeed best in a press-man heavy defense, but can also play 
press-zone.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 82/100 - Late 4th Round Pick
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Benjamin St. Juste CB 6'3, 202lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Minnesota 23 4.52 6.63 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2018: Hamstring 9'11" 11 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 (Michigan) 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

2019 10 45 36 0 1.5 0 0 10
2020 5 14 11 0 0 0 0 1

Strengths
St. Juste boasts one of the best height/length profiles in the CB class. He can be a terror in press, where his long arms regularly hurt the WR and allow him to feel breaks 
with ease. He stays in-phase because of how he links his hands to his feet and is very good at sitting down at the stem of the route. St. Juste is one of the best in the class at 
squeezing WRs down the sideline and erasing them from a play. He has a nose for getting his hands into the catch point, seemingly being to be drawn to the ball like a 
magnet, especially in the short area of the field. I love St. Juste's overall phyiscality to his game, but it is especially apparent when tackling - he wants to hit you.

IN
St. Juste will struggle versus shiftier, smooth route running WRs (see vs Smith-Marsette) as he doesn't have the hip fluidity to keep up with sharp, sudden breaks. He shoots 
up in his stance when trying to transition and thus doesn't have explosive feet. He needs to work on his patience at the LOS, too often reacting to the WRs first move on the 
release. This makes his coverage inconsistent, and most of his reps are won or lost at the LOS. While he has flashes of breaking up a pass, 0 INTs throughout three seasons 
are definitely a worry. It shows up on tape too, where St. Juste struggles to get his head around and see the ball. This isn't a huge worry, but he likely won't be a big 
playmaker because o fit. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
St. Juste fits great in a zone heavy defense that allows him to press essentially every play. Cover 3 and Cover 2 heavy teams will love his length and teams that covet a 
bigger CB could have a 2nd round grade on him. He has the potential to be a high end CB2, that excels vs bigger, longer, more physical WRs in the NFL.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 82/100 - Late 3rd/Early 4th Round Grade
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Paulson Adebo CB 6'1, 198lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Stanford 21 4.44 6.69 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Undisclosed injury 10'1" 18 31 1/2"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 64 46 0 5 1 4 17
2019 9 33 23 0 0 0 4 10

Strengths
Adebo has a good blend of size, speed and length. He's not going to get run by, even versus NFL athletes. His best trait may be his ball skills, especially when he has his 
eyes on the QB/ball, his WR background comes into play. Adebo extends his arms and catches balls that most CBs don't have any chance getting and his absurd ball 
production in 2018&2019 was no fluke. Adebo also has flashes of using his long arms effectively throughout the phase of the route. He sort of catches WRs on their 
break/stem and it allows him to stay in phase. Adebo is also a very willing tackler, he is aggressive in filling lanes and flies downhill with a purpose.

Improvements
While Adebo is budding with raw natural talent, he is extremely unrefined technique wise. It should be mentioned that he was a redshirt freshman, and all of this is fixable, 
however his footwork is maddening at times. He false steps on almost every single rep and it often leaves him in poor positioning. Adebo also shows hesitation when 
breaking on the ball and this hurts his click-close ability. Lastly, Adebo plays very high in his stance, whether he is backpedalling or side-shuffling, it hurts his 
explosiveness. He wastes precious seconds getting low and out of his break, but should already be in this position. Lastly, while Adebo has great ball skills when he can see 
the ball, he can struggle at times when he has his back to the QB.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Adebo is one of the bigger boom or bust CBs this year. His lackluster 2019 and 2020 opt-out make it incredibly difficult to guage where his development is. However, it 
says a lot that he was wildly productive as a freshman, while playing with poor technique. Adebo can be a high-level starter and even earn Pro Bowl recognition in the right 
system. But he could also be out of the league right after his rookie contract is up, if he never improves his technique. 

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 81.5/100 - Late 3rd/Early 4th Round Pick
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Eric Stokes CB 6'0, 194lbs

College Age 40 YD 10 YD Vertical
Georgia 22 4.29 1.56 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'8" N/A 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 9 20 16 0 1 0 0 9
2019 13 38 30 1 1 1 0 9
2020 9 20 14 0 0 0 4 4

Strengths
The optimism around Stokes is purely from an athletic standpoint, he tested like an absolute freak and you see it occasionally on film. He has great long speed, with quick 
and explosive feet, and solid hip fluidity. You won't simply run by him downfield. Stokes also has ideal length with 32" arms. His ball skills are fairly solid, and showed a 
nose for the football in 2020 with 4 INTs. He can improve upon his technique but I like how he naturally plays very patient at the LOS, not biting on the WRs first move.

Improvements
Unfortunately, the technique is nowhere near the athleticism for Stokes. He played a lot of off-coverage for the Bulldogs but didn't show the smooth and efficient feet 
needed to click and close quickly. Stokes really struggled at the stem of routes, regularly showing clunky feet and giving up ground. In addition, he wasn't very aggressive 
when trying to work back into the hip pocket and didn't show great burst to close on the throw. His ball skills when he didn't have eyes on the QB were questionable, and he 
didn't seem to bring much physicality to the catch point, stem or LOS, despite having the tools to do so.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Stokes projection to the NFL is an interesting one because unless he improves his feet and trigger very quickly, I don't like him in off man or zone. However, we also haven't 
seen many reps of him in press, so he could struggle there as well. At the end of the day, you cannot teach his athleticism and size, so Stokes should be one of the best 
developmental CB options to take on Day 2. Teams with a strong CB coach and the ability to let Stokes sit for a year, would be the best option for him.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 81/100 - Mid/Late 2nd Round Pick
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Ambry Thomas CB 5'11, 193lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Michigan 21 4.39 6.84 43"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11'1" 9 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 11 7 6 0 0.5 1 0 0
2018 11 9 7 0 0 0 1 0
2019 12 38 30 0 3 0 3 3

Strengths
Ambry is a good press CB who uses his length well. He shoots a strong one-handed jam and really knows how to squeeze WRs down the sideline. Outside released-routes 
stood no chance versus Ambry. His offensive background translates to strong ball skills and he high points the football like a WR. He shows quick mental processing in zone 
coverage, with his eyes on the QB he regularly gets into position to make a tackle. Ambry is very quick in flying downhill to tackle, whether it is versus screens, runs or flat 
routes, he locks down the short area of the field. 

Improvements
Ambry's hips do not look as fluid verus inside releases - he gives up too much space on these and gets stacked on occasion. He also has a frail looking frame that can be 
taken advantage of by bigger-bodied WRs. He is also credited with just 3 PBUs in 34 career games, when his back is to the ball he doesn't always locate the football.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Ambry fits best in a press-heavy defense in Cover 2 Man or Zone. He is a feisty player who exudes energy and intensity when he is on the field. He improved every year and 
is a player who isn't near his ceiling. I like his potential to be a strong CB2 for years.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81/100 - Mid 5th Round Pick
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Robert Rochell CB 5'11, 193lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Central Arkansas 23 4.39 6.84 43"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11'1" 9 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 8 0 0 1 1 7
2018 25 0 3 1 4 10
2019 44 0 2.5 0 5 18
2020 27 0 1 1 0 3

Strengths
Rochell has a great combination of speed and length. He plays very patient at the LOS, staying square and not biting on the WR's first move. Rochell has the movement 
skills to be fluid and sticky during breaks, plus the foot speed and explosiveness to sit on routes and win at the stem. He is very effective at the catch point, knowing how to 
track the ball and time his break-up attempt. He is effective in off-zone, clicking and closing downhill, but is best in press-man, where he stays in phase throughout the 
entirety of the route.

Improvements
Rochell could improve his technique - he plays on the heels of his feet which doesn't give him optimal balance and positioning for when he wants to change direction. His 
turn and run looks clunky at times, and cleaning up the footwork there will be helpful.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Rochell fits best in a press-heavy defense that allows him to use his length at the LOS. I think he's best in man coverage, so Cover 1 heavy and Cover 2 Man heavy defenses 
should love his skillset. As an older prospect, his ceiling is a bit lower, however he could end up being a quality CB2.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 81/100 - Mid 4th Round Pick
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Keith Taylor CB 6'2, 187lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Washington 22 4.53 6.85 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'7" 12 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 5 8 6 0 0 0 0 1
2018 8 14 10 0 1.5 0 0 3
2019 13 59 38 0 2 0 0 5
2020 3 9 7 0 0 0 0 1

Strengths
Taylor has a good mix of height, length and technique. His long arms aid him in press, throughout the route he regularly uses two hands to slow down the WR and throw off 
their timing. At the catch point his arms become blockades, when he can see the ball he has great timing on the PBU. Taylor has solid movement skills and decent hip 
fluidity for his size. He plays in an extremely low stance on the balls of his feet and they are smooth in transitions. His Senior Bowl showed better examples of turning his 
head to find the ball and make a play.

Improvements
Taylor's improvements/worries in his game come from more scheme dependent aspects. Washington asked him to bail and have his back to the sideline quite often, and I 
didn't like his ability to break inside from this position. He also didn't look very comfortable in off coverage, struggling to anticipate routes and click/closing quickly. From 
an athletic standpoint, sometimes it seemed as if Taylor's hips weren't up to speed with his feet, and that could hurt him versus shiftier WRs. In college he was also not good 
at turning his head to find the ball when guarding a downfield route. It is possible that this was a coaching point, and to just play through the WRs hands, but he wasn't 
successful in this regard. I would also like to see Taylor be more physical during the release portion of the route, but again, this could be coaching not asking him to jam.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Taylor fits best in a press-heavy defense, he can succeed in man (Cover 1, Cover 2) or zone (Cover 2, 3, 4), just stop asking him to bail and have his back to the sideline 
please. I don't think he has the hip fluidity to matchup with all shapes and sizes of WRs, but his length, physicality and stickiness at the stem of routes will be valuable for 
most defenses. Taylor has solid starting potential, fairly early in his career.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - Mid/Late 4th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Israel Mukuamu CB 6'4, 212lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
South Carolina 21 N/A N/A 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Minor groin and hamstring 9'11" 13 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 5 17 13 0 2 1 1 1
2019 12 59 45 0 2 0 4 9
2020 5 10 6 0 0 0 2 0

Strengths
Mukuamu boasts measureables that look like a safety or even linebacker. His height and length are certainly the main attraction and he uses it well on the field. Best in press, 
Mukuamu's arms are serious weapons, used to alter the WRs route and rhythm. For someone of his size, I was surprised with his ability to turn and run - when his hips start 
square and only has to turn in one direction, he is more than capable. I like his hands at the LOS, Mukuamu will often vary his attack, going with a one hand jam, two hand 
jam, or baiting the WR's hands on the release. He can be a headache to deal with in press. In 2019 his ball skills were on full display, he did well to turn his head and find the 
ball. His ball-tracking often looks like a WR and he has special playmaking ability if utilized right.

Improvements
Mukuamu is one of the biggest boom or bust candidates this year, at any position. It is historically unprecedented for a CB with his size to have even moderate success in the 
NFL. His natural high pad level and long legs get him in trouble. His COD skills in and out of breaks looks clunky because he isn't a particularly fluid athlete. This is most 
evident when Mukuamu's hips are flipped one direction, then he is forced to flip them in the opposite direction. His long legs also hurt him, he is a long strider and not 
particularly explosive with each step, which hurts his closing speed/burst, particularly in off coverage. Mukuamu can also improve his patience at the LOS in press coverage. 
He often reacts to the WRs first move and panics when he gets a step behind. He is very grabby when he is trailing and even when he is in phase of the route. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Mukuamu's best fit at the next level would be in a press-heavy defense that calls a lot of Cover 2 zone. Allow him to use those historic arms at the LOS and not asking 
Mukuamu to cover too far downfield would be wise. Keeping him in zone allows him to have his eyes on the QB and see the ball coming his way, maximizing those 
playmaking traits. Mukuamu won't fit all defenses, most defenses to be frank, however a team like the Houston Texans is a match made in heaven. Their Tampa 2 scheme is 
exactly what Mukuamu needs to thrive, and he could be a high level CB2 and serious weapon with more technical refinement.  

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80/100 - Late 4th/Early 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Tay Gowan CB 6'0, 186lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UCF 23 4.47 6.86 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'3" 13 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 (MIA (OH)) 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2019 12 31 22 0 1 0 2 8
Strengths

Gowan looks very tall and long on film, possessing a wiry frame that allows him to make plays on throws that most CBs don't have a chance on. He has plenty of speed and 
closing burst, allowing him to cover NFL level speedsters. He is a phyiscal CB who loves to use his hands to his advantage and feel breaks, especially at the stem of the 
route. Gowan plays with a clear confidence on the field, never backing down from a challenge and trusting his athleticism. I liked his ball skills, playing aggressive and 
through the WRs hands when he had his back turned, or attacking forward when he could see the QB.

Improvements
Gowan is plenty fast, but he isn't quick or smooth with his COD. He plays very high in his stance and on the heels of his feet, leading to inefficient footwork in his 
transitions. His hip fluidity is not ideal to match up with the quicker and shiftier WRs in the NFL as he seems a step behind at times vs college athletes. I don't like him in off 
coverage for these reasons, and he'll struggle in man vs better athletes.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Gowan projects as a press-zone heavy CB in Cover 3/Cover 2 heavy defenses. I think he can excel in a role that the Seahawks often ask of their CBs, press-bail. Gowan will 
take some time in his development, particularly cleaning up his stance and footwork, but he could become a solid starter in time.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79.5/100 - Late 5th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Trill Williams CB 6'2, 198lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Syracuse 21 4.57 7.17 36"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019 & 2020: Nagging ankle injury 10'3" 20 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 11 31 25 0 2.5 0 2 0
2019 11 38 25 0 0 3 1 1
2020 5 23 14 0 1 0 1 4

Strengths
Trill brings intrigue due to his size and versatility. He looks huge on the field and brings a physical presence to the secondary. He can align at outside CB, nickel CB and 
safety. Personally, I think his best fit at the NFL level is at outside CB where he can use his length and physicality to his advantage. Trill displays solid footwork and good 
click-close ability. His role for Syracuse was often to cover the team's best slot WR. He can be a plus in the run game as well.

Improvements
My concerns with Trill come from a lack of quickness and fluidity with his hips. He didn't often get punished for it in college, but that lack of sudden twitch will hurt him in 
the NFL, if he plays primarily nickel, or if he goes to a man-heavy defense. He allows too much seperation off the release and doesn't have great closing burst. I think he is a 
player who can do a lot of things, but doesn't really excel at one of them. While he has long arms to use for his advantage, Trill doesn't consistently use them throughout the 
route, he's missing out on his best tool a lot of the time.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Trill projects best to outside CB in a zone heavy defense. He can succeed in a Cover 2 or Cover 3 scheme and has the potential to be impactful in the pass and run game. 
Overall, which ever team drafts Trill can try him out at a few spots, but it will ultimately come down to what their scheme is. I think he can be a high level depth piece and 
occasional starter if someone goes down due to injury,

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 78/100 - Mid/Late 5th Round Pick
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Deommodore Lenoir CB 5'10, 199lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oregon 21 4.44 7.02 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'1" 15 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 12 25 17 0 1.5 0 1 5
2018 13 52 38 0 0 0 3 9
2019 14 46 31 0 2.5 1 1 7
2020 6 35 25 0 0 1 1 0

Strengths
Lenoir is an outside CB who plays a bit bigger than his size, due to a physical mentality. He likes to be in press and get his hands on WRs - he displays patience at the LOS 
and a good turn in his transition. He's feisty throughout the route and particularly at the catch point. Lastly, he is a sound tackler who doesn't miss often.

Improvements
Lenoir has some limitations, particularly athletically - his short arms make him a matchup dependent CB and he doesn't have great speed or burst for a smaller guy. In off-
coverage his click-close is subpar and he doesn't have explosive/smooth feet to get in and out of breaks with ease. While he is solid at playing the ball when he can see it 
(especially in the short area of the field) covering downfield with his back to the ball is an issue of his.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Lenoir projects as a matchup dependent CB as his lack of size/length will hurt him vs bigger boundary WRs. However he also doesn't have the smoothest feet and fluid hips 
to make a full transition to nickel. His feistyness will likely keep him on the field but I don't see him being a starter for years. He fits best in a press man defense with safety 
help over top.

Grade and Projection

Film grade: 78/100 - Early/Mid 6th Round Pick
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Name Position Height, Weight

Richie Grant S 5'11, 197 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
UCF 23 4.54 6.78 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'9" 12 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 12 32 24 0 1 0 0 1
2018 13 108 68 0 3 2 6 3
2019 12 78 48 0 4 1 1 8
2020 9 72 49 1 3.5 2 3 5

Strengths
Grant is a freakish athlete who has CB coverage skills and WR ball skills. He excels as a single high safety who has number-to-number rage, being the best ball-hawk in the 
class. Grant pairs his elite speed with elite instincts, reading where the QB wants to go with the ball seconds before the full play unfolds. Grant simply has a nose for the ball 
and he is a great finisher because of an ability to high point the ball and make acrobatic catches. Grant is a killer in a variety of zone coverages, deep as a single high or two 
high safety his ability to anticipate routes helps him big time. Grant has experience in the box, in curl flat zones and hook zones - again he displays a great understanding of 
route concepts and what the offense is trying to do which allows him to always be in the right position. He has very good click and close ability to drive downhill on throws 
in the intermediate area of the field. Grant is also fluid in man coverage, he's improved his technique here and has a very fluid backpedal. At the Senior Bowl he was the best 
safety at covering slot WRs in man, and better than some CBs. He has smooth feet and fluid hips which allow him to transition in and out of breaks with no wasted motion. 
Grant is also more than a willing tackler from single high, two high and the box - flying downhill with aggressive pursuit angles, but showing good throttle down, square up 
and attack low technique. Grant makes tackles across the field and fighting through blocks - tackles he simply has no business in making.

Improvements
There's really no holes in Grant's game, he's improved every year, cleaning up his tackling and man coverage technique. I think his thin frame will limit him from a full time 
box role and handling TE's in pure man coverage. His age (24 as a rookie) is the biggest drawback, he's likely at or near his ceiling.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Grant projects as a talented free safety who can start day 1. He can play a single high role in Cover 1 and Cover 3, or a two high role in Cover 2, Cover 4 or Cover 6. Grant 
also has the ability to man up WRs and will be valuable for teams who ask that of their safeties or play a lot of Cover 0. You can rotate Grant into box responsibilites in zone 
coverage, providing your DC with the ability to vary his coverages pre and post snap. Grant can do it all and has perennial Pro Bowl potential which I think he can hit in a 
variety of schemes. Free safeties with his range and instincts, with the ability to erase mistakes are a rare find, which could raise his projected draft position.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 90/100 - Late 1st Round Pick
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Trevon Moehrig S 6'0, 202 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
TCU 21 4.5 - 33"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major - 14 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 11 15 12 1 1 0 1 1
2019 12 62 43 4 1.5 2 4 11
2020 10 47 30 2 2 0 2 9

Strengths

Moehrig possesses an elite blend of athleticism, read/react ability and ball skills. He is a talented coverage safety who can play in multiple coverage schemes. He was 
primarily the free safety in a Quarters heavy scheme at TCU. Moehrig has serious range and can erase his teammates mistakes by flying around the field. Ball skills are the 
name of his game, with his eyes on the QB, he's able to intercept passes with ease and has a knack for getting his hands on the ball. Moehrig can play off-match-man 
coverage well, trusting his speed and not backpedalling if he doesn't need to (this makes WRs work harder to get open). Moehrig excels in catch technique, staying physical 
with the WR at the stem and feeling out the break. He has great change of direction skills with CB-like fluid hips which allows him to stay attached to WRs on breaks. He 
has a great sense for how a WR is trying to set him up and plays the leverage game to perfection - making him sticky in coverage. Moehrig reads the game at a quick pace 
which allows him to react to concepts extremely fast and he is rarely picked on in coverage. Moehrig is also a very good tackler for the position - he is willing and physical, 
driving through the defender on regularity. He flies downhill with aggression and wraps up low vs ball carriers of all sizes.

Improvements

Moehrig is versatile but I think he's lacking an elite skill. He's got range to play single high, but is best in two-high. He's got fluidity to be sticky in man coverage, but won't 
be covering slot WRs who run nuanced routes or overly physical TEs. He's an aggressive tackler but can get caught out of position because of poor pursuit angles. He 
doesn't have great size to be a consistent presence in the box or with getting off blocks. Moehrig has such a quick trigger because he wants to make a play, that he can get 
fooled by misdirection and double moves. The overall consistency of his play is lacking and he can go long periods of the game with going unnoticed.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Moehrig can be serviceable at a multitude of roles but his best success will come as a Free Safety in a 2-high defense that plays a lot of match-zone and match-man 
principles. He'll be a great coverage safety in Cover 2, 4, 6 and can hold his ground as a single-high in Cover 3 and Cover 1. Moehrig can be a high-level safety for a decade 
and I won't be surprised to see him make a few Pro Bowls if he's in a scheme that maximizes his skillset and lets him be a playmaker.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 87/100 - Late 1st Round Pick
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Tyree Gillespie S 5'11, 207 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Missouri 22 4.42 7.06 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Minor injuries 9' 15 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
2018 11 48 37 1 1.5 0 0 1
2019 12 50 34 1 4 1 0 7
2020 9 46 29 0 0.5 0 0 4

Strengths
Tyree provides sideline to sideline speed, a big hitter mentality and versatility in coverage. Playing a lot of single high safety, Tyree would fly around the field to make plays 
versus the run and pass. He is very quick to read and react, taking perfect pursuit angles to make open field tackles (see vs Jaylen Waddle screen). Tyree plays with an edge 
to his game, laying the wood over the middle of the field so violently that he'll make WRs think twice about how they run their route. He flies downhill extremely 
aggressively with a quick trigger. Tyree has shown dominant flashes in coverage, having the speed to go from hash to hash and takeaway routes up the seam. He plays up to 
competition and takes on the role of guarding the opposing team's best weapon - vs Florida, he manned up Kyle Pitts a lot throughout the game and helped hold him to his 
worse output of the season. 

Improvements
Tyree needs to improve his instincts and feel plays happen before they do. It's an extremely important aspect to safety play because offenses will throw so much eye candy at 
you, if you have an innate sense for where the play is going, you can be a step ahead instead of behind. Tyree is more of a read and react player, and hopefully more 
experience will help in this regard. His ball production and skills in that area are questionable - zero interceptions in 4 seasons - isn't great for someone who played primarily 
free safety. Instincts and playmaking ability are positively correlated, so if Tyree can improve on sniffing out plays, he'll be in better position to secure interceptions.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Tyree projects best to free safety in a two-high system where he can improve his instincts before he takes on a full-time single-high role. In a Quarters heavy two-high 
system he can matchup in match coverages with TEs, run with WRs deep, and also provide another physical body in run support. I see Tyree as a starter for over a decade 
who, if he can improve his instincts, should earn some Pro Bowl recognition.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 87/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Hamsah Nasirildeen S 6'3, 215 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Florida State 22 - 7.05 32"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Torn ACL - 17 34"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 11 28 22 0 0 0 0 3
2018 11 91 51 0 0.5 0 1 2
2019 11 101 61 1 2 3 2 3
2020 2 13 5 0 1.5 0 1 1

Strengths
Hamsah is an athletic freak who is a tackling machine and plus-coverage defender. Hamsah has a nose for the ball and wants to be in on every tackle no matter where he is 
on the field. He played primarily as a deep safety for FSU but that wouldn't take him out of the run fits - Hamsah would regularly fly downhill once he diagnosed the run, 
and clean up tackles before they got past 5-7 yards. He is like a heat seeking missile who looks to take players' heads off and had 3 forced fumbles in 2019. Hamsah displays 
the functional athleticism to be good in coverage, in specific situtations. He's quick to click and close, at his best attacking downhill and with the play in front of him. He 
played some man coverage in the nickel for FSU (wouldn't do that in the NFL for me) and it bodes well for covering TEs.

Improvements
Hamsah doesn't have the athleticism for the roles FSU asked him to succeed in. He doesn't have elite range or instincts as a single high safety or the hip fluiditiy to man-
cover in the nickel. He's the type of guy who has a very defined skillset and if you don't maximize those strengths, his impact will be minimal. There were times where 
Hamsah was slow to process and recognize misdirection and this would get him a step behind where the play was going. He had an underwhelming 2020 season due to 
injury and his Senior Bowl was meh at best.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Hamsah projects to be a much better NFL player than he was in college which says a lot because he was pretty damn good in college. He played a lot of single high safety 
and that took him far away from the play - he doesn't have the range neccessary for this role, but would be much better in a two-high system or in the box. He'll be projected 
by a lot of teams as a Dime LB and I like that role for him. There were a couple times he played MIKE LB in a Tampa 2 call and this role suited him well. Keep him in zone 
coverage with the play in front of him and he'll succeed. Also, the closer he plays to the LOS, the better, get him in on the run action as much as possible and he can put up 
100+ tackles again. Hamsah will be one of the more scheme/role specific players this year, but in the right situation with the right DC, he can be a high-level starter and 
matchup weapon.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - Late 3rd Round Pick
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Ar'Darius Washington S 5'8, 176 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
TCU 21 4.61 7.06 37"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
10'7" 17 29"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
2019 12 46 35 0 0.5 0 5 2
2020 9 37 25 0 1 0 0 4

Strengths
Washington is one of my favorite players in this class because of his range, ball skills and ability to play bigger than his size through immense fesityness. Playing as the 
strong safety in a Quarters heavy scheme at TCU, Washington made a lot of rotations to a single high role and that's where he made the most plays. His instincts are really 
fun to watch, understanding route concepts allows him to fly towards the landing spot of the ball before it's even thrown. Washington has serious range, going from the hash 
to the numbers with ease and his ball skills are special. He is an explosive athlete with serious hops, high pointing the ball like a WR and floating through the air on his way 
to INTs. He displays fluid change of direction skills to keep up in man coverage and great closing speed to make plays in zone. I love how he feels what the offense is going 
to do and will drive downhill to stop intermediate/underneath routes. As a run defender, Washington reminds me a lot of Darnell Savage, flying around the field with pure 
aggression and little control. He is more than willing to get his nose dirty around the LOS and played disciplined in his box-safety reps. Versus option runs, Washington 
made sure to force the QB into the handoff, then he would squeeze down and secure the tackle himself. 

Improvements
Unfortunately, Washington's size has seen unprecedented succcess at the NFL. Even Budda Baker, who has a similar game to Washington, is bigger and longer. He will do 
everything in his power for his size to not hold him back, but it will limit him in some scenarios. As a box safety, he's simply going to get outmuscled by the physical TEs 
the NFL has to offer - in the run game he struggles to get off blocks, and in coverage he gets pushed off at the stem, giving up a step of separation. Washington's ridiculously 
short arms hurts him at the catch point - if he's not in perfect position, he's not going to get the PBU. Washington's size looks best suited for a nickel role, but he is unrefined 
in coverage vs slot WRs - he gets grabby and panics at times, instead of smoothly transitioning with the route.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit

Washington projects well to either safety position in a Two-High system, playing free or strong safety in Quarters looks to be his best fit. I think his size may limit him to a 
free safety role, so he can avoid TEs, and this may be his best spot to maximize his range, instincts and ball skills. He won't be a fit for a lot of teams in the NFL, causing 
him to see a fall on draft day, but the right team who understands his strengths can get a high-level starter for years. He's someone who will set the tone for your defense and 
bring an elite level of physicality to the secondary. Every team needs more Ar'Darius Washington's on their defense.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 85/100 - 3rd Round Pick
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Jacoby Stevens S 6'1, 212 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
LSU 22 4.58 - 42"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 10'10" - 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2018 9 35 19 1.5 6.5 0 1 5
2019 15 92 53 5 9 0 3 6
2020 10 63 30 3 6 1 0 4

Strengths
Stevens is one of the most fun players to watch because you never know where he is going to play. Versatility is the name of his game and he has lined up at essentially 
every position on the Tigers defense. Free safety, strong safety, outside CB, nickel CB, MIKE LB, WILL LB, EDGE even. Stevens is a swiss army knife that will do 
whatever is asked of him and do it proudly. I love his ability as a blitzer, timing the snap well and hiding his blitz too. He plays with violence and that is evident in his 
abilities as a run defender. Stevens flies downhill and is very aggressive to support his teammates. He can do a little bit of everything in coverage, man'd up versus a TE, he 
knows how to get physical and compete throughout the route. I also like Stevens deep in a two-high system - he reads the field very well and understands route concepts. As 
a LB over the middle of the field, Stevens baits the QB into dangerous throws and had 3 INTs in 2019. Teams are getting a leader, competitor and matchup nightmare in 
Stevens.

Improvements
Stevens is your typical jack of all trades, master of none. He doesn't really have a standout trait - his speed is good but not elite, his coverage can be inconsistent at times, 
specifically in man. He isn't the most secure tackler, playing aggressive to a fault at times and whiffing. Some teams may want someone who is just great at doing one thing, 
instead of being good at pretty much everything. 

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Stevens projects as a multipositional defender in a creative defense that likes to move around their chess pieces. His biggest impact will come as a box safety/LB hybrid who 
primarily blitzes, covers TEs and patrols the intermediate middle of the field. Stevens can be a sub package star or average starting safety, depending on the situation he's put 
in.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 83.5/100 - 4th Round Pick
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Jevon Holland S 6'0, 207 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Oregon 21 4.46 - 35"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
10'6" 19 31"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 42 31 0 0 0 5 6
2019 14 66 40 0 4.5 0 4 4

Strengths
Holland is a multipurpose defender who brings versatility and football IQ to the secondary. He's quicker than fast and has some explosive traits in terms of click-close 
ability. Primarily playing as a nickel/safety hybrid he has vast experience in a variety of off-coverages. He's a smart defender in zone, understanding his assignment and 
using his leverage to his advantage. It's hard to ignore his ball production, 9 INTs and 10 PBUs in 2 seasons is elite for any DB. Holland tracks the ball well through the air 
and displays good ball skills at the catch point. He's a very willing run defender who understands his run fits and will look to fill his lane. He reads runs to the edge or 
screens out wide very quickly and acts accordingly.

Improvements
Holland's lack of athleticism will limit his ceiling at the next level. He doesn't have great speed or range to be a roaming cover safety capable of erasing teammates' mistakes. 
He's also not fluid enough to be consistently sticky in man coverage. While in the nickel, he displayed heavy feet and played with a high stance that hurt his change of 
direction ability. His hips aren't nearly fluid for a full-time nickel role, and he was beat deep more than you'd like. His slight frame and lack of pop in his hands hurt his 
ability as a box defender - he doesn't get off blocks well or finish tackles appropriately. Holland tackles high and just throws a shoulder into the ball-carrier, hoping they'll 
fall down. He will disappear for large portions of the game, ending up in no man's land and not making much of an impact.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Holland projects as a dime safety who can play on the boundary side in a Quarters scheme or take some snaps in the box on clear passing situations - in a 3-3-5 defense like 
Oregon played. Playing curl flat or hook zones could be his best fit, allowing him to read and react plus click and close quickly. I don't think Holland has a great trait he can 
hang his hat on and I just don't see the hype with him - he is young at 21 and could've taken a huge step forward in 2020, but the athletic and physical limitations will likely 
never go away.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 80.5/100 - Late 3rd Round Pick
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Divine Deablo S 6'3, 226 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Virginia Tech 22 4.44 7.01 34"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
10'6" 19 33"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2016 4 4 2 0 0 1 0 0
2017 4 8 6 0.5 1.5 0 1 3
2018 11 55 35 0 4.5 0 0 2
2019 13 84 42 0 4.5 1 1 2
2020 9 55 32 0 2 1 4 4

Strengths
Deablo is a S/LB hybrid who translates raw athleticism to flash plays. Built like a weakside LB, Deablo played at safety for the Hokies and he seems like a player who is not 
even close to his ceiling. He's got great speed for someone his size, being able to turn and run downfield with ease. He tested off the charts and has longer arms than a lot of 
the top LBs in this class. This allows Deablo to take on blocks really well and be a force in the run game. He's a physical tackler who goes low and looks for the big hit. 
Deablo has flashes of absurd ball skills, even baiting the QB by watching his eyes and lurking in the background before jumping a route. 

Improvements
Deablo lacks a suddeness to his game, his explosive testing numbers don't translate to very good change of direction skills. This will limit his ability in coverage and keep 
him more around the box. Deablo had some of the worst read/react ability out of this safety class, and moving him around to various roles may be the reason for that. His 
motor seemed pretty on/off, one play he would chase down a run 20 yards and make a tackle, other plays he looked disinterested to get in on a gang tackle or chase a player 
who was only 5 yards away and nearing the end zone.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Deablo won't be a fit for every team, but smart teams will find a plan for him that maximizes his freak measurements and athleticism. I like him best as a Dime LB who can 
play MIKE in a Tampa 2. He had a rep in this role vs Clemson, running down the seam and breaking up a deep ball intended for Cornell Powell. Keeping Deablo closer to 
the LOS will allow him to make more plays in the run game and limit his lack of fluidity in the pass game. I think Deablo also has untapped potential as a blitzer - he can be 
a sub package star and scheme specific starter for a few teams.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79/100 - Late 4th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

James Wiggins S 5'11, 209 lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Cincinnati 24 4.41 - 38"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2019: Torn ACL and Meniscus 10'7" 22 29"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2018 13 54 36 0 2 1 4 5
2020 9 32 25 1 1 1 1 6

Strengths
Wiggins is a freak athlete and is the type of guy you just want to get on the field. He's got great straight line speed and is even a strong kick returner for Cincinnati. As a 
safety he can do a bit of everything, he was often played near the LOS and is a very willing run supporter. He takes solid angles and was regularly in the right spot to make a 
tackle. He's pretty light on his feet and has the athletic ability to be solid in coverage.

Improvements
Wiggins is an extremely raw and unrefined player - he's an athlete who is just relying on that to succeed, at the moment. He lacks instincts and can be a step slow to react to 
plays, especially from a deeper position. When in the box, he gets in position to make a tackle but needs to be more secure and track the inside hip better. He can bring more 
physicality to his game as well, playing a bit lighter than you'd like for a box presence. Wiggins is raw in coverage, displaying inefficient footwork and a poor understanding 
of how route concepts look to attack safeties.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Wiggins projects as a developmental safety prospect who projects best as a strong side safety in a two high or single high scheme. He needs to sit and learn for about a year, 
which doesn't bode well for his overall ceiling, being an older prospect who is already 24. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 79/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Joshua Bledsoe S 5'11, 204 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Missouri 22 - - -

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major - - 30"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 9 13 9 1 1 0 0 0
2018 12 27 19 0 0 0 0 2
2019 12 49 35 0 4 1 0 10
2020 10 41 24 0 2.5 1 1 6

Strengths
Bledsoe brings versatility in spades, playing nickel and both safety positions. He primarily played the STAR position for Missouri, taking on the opposing team's best 
weapon in the slot. Bledsoe has the functional athleticism to be sound here, specifically in zone coverage where he can click/close on the ball quickly. He's a sound tackler 
who is very willing to get his hands dirty - shows good technique to wrap up low and drive his body through contact. 

Improvements
Bledsoe does a lot of things good but doesn't really have a standout trait. I don't think he's a fluid enough athlete with explosive change of direction skills to consistently man 
cover in the nickel. Shifty slot WRs have taken his lunch money and he often gives up separation at the stem of routes. He lacks instincts to see plays happening before they 
do and is more of a reactionary player which leads to him not making a lot of plays on the field. His frame is lacking some size and bulk for the STAR or box safety role he's 
most accustomed to playing - I think he will struggle with getting off blocks in the run game.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Bledsoe projects as a high level depth piece who can fill in for starters at a multitude of positions and hold his ground. He won't stand out in any one area or make many 
plays on the ball, but he won't be a liability that opposing offenses will look to pick on either. He fits in practically any defense, in any role, except as a single high-free 
safety.

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 78.5/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Darrick Forrest S 5'11, 206lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Cincinatti 4.43 6.91 39"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Nothing major 11' 21 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2017 3 5 3 0 0 0 0 0
2018 13 49 29 0 0 0 1 2
2019 14 106 63 0 3.5 0 3 3
2020 9 40 31 0 1 0 2 1

Strengths
Forrest manned the free safety position for Cinci and showed a good ability to diagnose offenses. He is rarely caught out of position and has the athleticism necessary for the 
safety position. He's got good speed and won't be easily beat deep, understanding his role in the defense. Forrest has flashes of ball skills and playmaking ability, he clearly 
has a nose for the ball with 100+ tackles, 3 INTs and 3 PBUs in 2019. He's quick to break down and fly towards the ball, working well in click-close scenarios and locating 
where the ball is going to be. Forrest is a very willing tackler who will work horizontally around the field versus screens and swing passes, displaying solid technique to 
finish the play to.

Improvements
Forrest is pretty inconsistent right now in all areas of his game - he isn't an overly physical tackler and has a thin frame which gets dragged backwards on tackle attempts. In 
coverage, he'll be in good position most of the time but is very conservative and can play too deep, giving up intermediate route concepts.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Forrest projects as a developmental safety prospect who has the athleticism to be a sufficient starter one day. He can continue as a roaming free safety but seems best fit for a 
two-high scheme where he doesn't need to cover the entire field. 

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 78.5/100 - 6th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Andre Cisco S 6'0, 216lbs

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Syracuse 21 N/A N/A N/A

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
2020: Torn ACL N/A N/A 32 1/2"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 60 46 0 1 1 7 9
2019 9 65 41 0 0.5 1 5 5
2020 2 11 7 0 0.5 0 1 0

Strengths
Cisco is one of the most productive safeties in this class - 12 INTs and 14 PBUs in 2 seasons aren't just fluke... right? Cisco is a good athlete for the position who seems to 
have a ball-magnet in his back pocket. He high-points the ball well and makes the most of his opportunities. The range is perfect for teams who ask a lot out of their free 
safety. He's a fairly willing tackler who at least tries to make a play happen. 

Improvements
Cisco is a great example for why you can't just look at box scores - his interceptions are mainly due to being in the right place at the right time and getting lucky. Whether it 
was an overthrow that landed right in his hands, a drop from an otherwise wide-open WR or a tipped ball, Cisco was a beneficiary of good fortune. Process>results, and his 
interceptions didn't come from great instincts, or reading the QBs eyes and breaking on a throw quickly - sure he did it 1 or 2 times, but it wasn't a consistent process from 
Cisco. He trusted his athleticism too much as a deep safety, stopping his feet or underestimating who he was guarding. Versus Louisville and Tutu Atwell, Cisco got 
exposed on deep crossing routes and double moves. Cisco is also a horribly ineffective tackler - he's willing, sure - ugly technique and horrid pursuit angles keep him from 
making an impact. He regularly underestimated the path of the ball carrier and was burned because of it.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cisco projects as a free safety in a single high or two high defense, however he needs a lot of refinement and experience at the position. I wouldn't expect him to start and 
have a positive impact until year 2, but the athleticism and potential is definitely there for a playmaking safety.

Grade and Projection

Film Grade: 77/100 - 5th Round Pick
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Player Info
Name Position Height, Weight

Caden Sterns S 5'11, 202 lb

College Age 40 YD 3 Cone Vertical
Texas 21 4.4 6.96 42"

Injuries Broad Jump Bench Press Arm Length
Knee injuries in 2018&2019, Turf Toe (2020) 10'8" 14 32"

Key Stats

Year Games Played Total Tackles Solo Tackles Sacks TFLs FF INTs PBUs
2018 13 62 46 1 3 0 4 4
2019 9 59 44 1 4 0 0 1
2020 7 52 30 0 1.5 0 1 3

Strengths
Sterns brings a heat-seeking missile mentality to the secondary. He makes some flash plays with big hits over the middle of the field, playing with violence and aggression. 
He works best with his eyes on the play in front of him, clicking and closing with speed and looking to knock someone out. Sterns shows flashes of being sound in coverage, 
asked to play man and zone, he was fairly technically sound. He could be tasked with TEs in man coverage at the next level and has the feistyness to hold up.

Improvements
Sterns is a highlight warrior - meaning he'll look like a top talent when you only watch the good plays on YouTube. But turn on the film and you'll see he's far from making 
a consistent positive impact on the field. He plays a reckless style of football, taking extremely aggressive angles to the ball which often leave him out of position to actually 
secure the tackle. He dives at the ball carrier's feet and rarely wraps up or drives through the body. Sterns doesn't display ideal fluidity and agility to ever be super effective 
in coverage. He's got good straight line speed but is often a step behind because of poor instincts - he's more of a reactionary player and can get fooled by misdirection.

NFL Role/Scheme Fit
Cisco projects as a free safety in a single high or two high defense, however he needs a lot of refinement and experience at the position. I wouldn't expect him to start and 
have a positive impact until year 2, but the athleticism and potential is definitely there for a playmaking safety.

Grade and Projection
Film Grade: 76.5/100 - 6th Round Pick


